THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 10, 2000

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN D. PODESTA
FROM:

BETH NOLAN ~ ~
GENE SPERLING
BILL MARSHALL
PETER. RUND LET

JOHN DUNCAN
SUBJECT:

Urgeot Need for Policy Guidance to Resolve Interagcncy Litigation Strategy
Dispute in Loewen NAFTA Arbitration

We seek your guidance in resolving an interagency dispute that raises important policy
considerations over the appropriate jurisdictional defense .to' advance on behalf of the· United
States in a NAFTA arbitration, Loewen GrOUJ?, Inc. v. United States. As outlined below, there
are strong equities favoring each position, and the approach we take will not only have
significant implications on the natme and extent of investor protections afforded by the NAFTA,
but may also affect the long-term viability of the NAFTA itself. Because the D~partment of
Justice must submit is brief to get printed by this Wednesday, February 16, in order to file it by
February 18, we must resolve this issue immediately.
Background

On October 30, 1998, the Loewen Group, Inc. ('Loewen"); a Canadian corporation, filed
a Notice of Claim for arbitration against the United States under Chapter 11 of the North
American Free Trade Agreement ("NAFTA"). Chapter 11 was designed to encourage trilateral
investment by establishing 'rules of fair treatment of foreign investment and investors, and by
establishing a means for resolving disputes between investors and their host goverrunents.
Among other things, Chapter I I authorizes an aggrieved investor to "submit to arbitration under
this Section a claim" th.at a host goverriment haS breached its obligations of fair treatment under
Chapter· 11. The claim is arbitrated by the Additional Facility of the International Centre for
Settlement ofinvestment Disputes ("IC SID") in Washington, D.C.
·
Loewen contends that.the United States is liable under the NAFTA for $725 million in ·
damages. Loewen alleges the damages resulted from.Mississippi. state court judgments rendered
against it as a result of a $ 16 million suh brought against Lo~wen over a failed business deal.
After a controversial trial, during which Loewen contends the court improperly permitted the
plaintiff's lawyer to inflame the jurors with anti-Canadian, racial, and class rhetoric, the jury
returned a verdict of $500 million against Loewen, including $400 million in punitive damages.'
Loewen attempted to appeal the verdict, but claims that it was unable to post a supersedeas bond
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in the amount of 125% of the judgment, 'as required under Mississippi law to stay the judgment
pending appeal. After the Mississippi Supreme Court upheld the bond requirement, Loewen
settled the case for structured payments of $175 milliOn (which at the tiine had a net present
value of $85 million), arguing that the bond requirement effectively denied it the opportunity to
appeal. Thereafter, Loewen submitted its claim t'or arbitration, contending that the large jury
verdict and the Mississippi courts' refusal to waive or reduce the bond requirement were unjust
and discriminatory, in violation of several standards set forth in NAFTA Chapter l l.
The Issue

The Department of Justice is defending the United States in this maner, coordinating with
its client agencies, the Department of State and the Office of the Uni.ted States Trade
Representative ("USTR"). Although all of these agencies agree that the United States should
make some jurisdictional challenge to the tribunal's competence to hear this case, the gravamen
of the current dispute is how broad our jurisdictional argument should be. Justice believes our
strongest defense lies in advancing the broadest jurisdictional argument .• that .the arbitral
tribunal lacks jurisdiction in this case because NAFTA Chapter 11 applies orily to "measrues ·
adopted or maintained" by the United States and that the judgments of domestic .courts are. I).Ot ...,.
"measures" as that term is used in NAFTA. As d.iscussed below, Justice is also prepared to .
advance a narrower version of this argument. State and USTR oppose advancing either of the
broader Jurisdictional arguments (outlined below), because they believeQeither jurisdictional
.argument is likely to prevail' and, in any .case, would undermine the ability of U.S. investors to
challenge unfair and discriminatory court judgments abroad. State and USTR prefer the
·
narrower jurisdictional argument that court judgme,pts can be measures only when they have
been appealed to the highest available court. Although both sides point to the NA.FTA's drafting.
history in support· of their views, what remains of the n.egotiating history is unfortunately sparse
and inconclusive.
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ln evaluating these arguments, it is of course necessary to consider the strength of our
position with respect to the underlying merits of the case, and a5sess the anticipated damages in
the event we lose. None of the agencies thipks that we are in a strong position with respect to the
merits of the case. Justice, in particular, believe~ that we face a serious possibility of losing if
the case is heard on the merits. Although Stilte and USTR assert that we have credible answers
to each of Loewen's charges, they concede that only Justice has comprehensively analyzed the
merits. Justice points out that the Mississippi judgments were widely viewed in both Canada and
the U.S. (including Mississippi) as a miscarriage of justice; .Professors Laurence Tribe and
Charles Fried of Harvard Law School, and Sir Robert Jennings, former President of the
International Court of Justice, all submined testimony that the judgments were a: "travesty." ·
Justice does not deny that we. have some credible defenses, but it is very .concerned that the
magnitude of the punitive damages awarded and Loewen's alleged inability to appeal from the
jury award couJd lead an international tribunal to co~clude that even ow highly regarded,
constitutionally based judicial system failed in this case to satisfy the NAFT A's "minimwn
standard of treatment." With respect to the question of damages, all of the agencies agree that
SID the tribunal is unlikely to assess all of the damages claimed by Loewen, but it is nQt.unreasonable
</~·'€. l:ll(~. ect an award of at least $50 million plus millions more in attorneys' fees and costs.
~
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Resolving the jurisdictional argument questioq requires a careful balancing of policy and
pol_itical concerns on _the one hand, against the probability of success of different legal
arguments, on the other. With the exception that everyone agrees that "we want to win this
case," Justice and State/USTR -- despite months of discussions -- have been unable to reach
agreement on the substance and relative importance ofthe legal and policy arguments. Most
recently, we chaired a meeting with senior officials from Treasury, State, USTR, ·Justice, and
Commerce that resulted in no appreciable movement toward resolving these is.sues. Because of
the complexity of the issues and the importance of resolving them appropriately and
immediately, we felt your guidance was necessary.
·

Policy Considerations
It is important to outline the primary policy concerns and disputes that are the backdrop
to the alternative jurisdictional arguments. Everyone agrees that winning this case is important.
In addition to the cost of a high damage award, Justice believes that a loss on the merits would
establish a dangerpus precedent whereby the U.S. could effectively become a guarantor with
respect to any judgment rendered against a foreign investor in the state or federal courts of the
United States. Further, Justic;e argues, given that the U.S. is alone in its recognition of large
pwtltive damage awards, the cost of allowing challenges to our court judgments far outweighs
·the benefits that U.S. investors may gain from being able 10 challenge foreign court judgments.
Finally, Justice believes a los~ is likely to generate a great deal of political hostility toward the
NAFTA, particularly if the NAFTA is construed to effect a waiver of sovereignty that would
permit an international tribunal effectively to sit in review of decisions of United States courts at
the election of foreign investors. Justice has noted that the case already has received significant
media attention and fears that the possible headline "NAFTA Panel.Overturns Mississippi State
Court Ruling, U.S. to Pay Millions" may thieaten the continued existence of the NAFTA. ·
Because Justice believes that our best, and possibly only, chance to win this case is to win a
jurisdictional argument, they would prefer to make the broadest possible argument -- that court
judgments are not "measures" under NAFT A Chapter 11.

State and USTR 1, on the other hand, believe that making this argument would severely
undemiine our policy of protecting U.S. investors abroad by limiting their flexibility to challenge
arbitrary, expropriatory, or otherwise unfair courtjudgrµents in other countries (particularly
Mexico, where the U.S. Government and World Bank reports have confirmed the continued
existence of judicial corruption). State and USTR point out that, because _our pleadings will
likely become public, the loss of investor protection will occur irrespective of whether the U.S.
prevails on this point, and further, that our arguments might eventually undermine protections we
have. under other trade agreements, such as our Bilateral Investment Treaties ("BITs"). While
State and USTR recognize the danger to the NAFTA of losing this case, they argue that we will
face certain criticism from the investment cofll(Ounity if we argue that court judgments are not
covered by Chapter 11.
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1
Al~ 6'u)h this memorandum refers only to the positions of Justice.and State/USTR (which are the client agencies in
this matte~), Commerce and Treasury appear to c~ncur with the . StatefUSTR position, based on our senior-level
meeting,~ ich included these agencies. .
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Courrjudgments are not "measures"for purposes of NAFTA Chapter 11.
The broadest possible jurisdictional argument is that domestic court decisions can never
be "measures" as defined by NAFTA Chapter 11. Because Justice believes that our best hope for
success is through a jurisdictional defense, its preferred argument is the broadest jurisdictional
bar. AlthoughJustice recognizes that the broadest jurisdictional argument is not unassailable, it
believes that it is strong for the following reasons: (1) Chapter 11 applies only to "measures
adopted or n:iaintained" by a government, (emphasis added), and although the term ·"measures" is
defined non-exhaustively to "include[] any law, regulation, procedure, requirement ·or practice,"
the definition makes no mention of court judgments and, on its face, appears to contemplate only
legislative and executive acts as opposed to verdicts rendered by the judiciary, which are not
"adopted or maintained"; (2) because Chapter 1l is, at most, ambiguous as to whether the
drafters intended to include court judgments within the definition of "measures," and because it
is a canon of tre~ty interpretation that ambiguities in international agreements are to be resolved
in favor ofsov~reignty ("in dubio mitius" or "restrictive interpretation"), court judgments should
not be included within the definition ofllmeasures"; (3) State and USTR CWlllOt identify a single
occasion in which an international tribunal used the term "measures" to refer conclusively to
domestic court judgments; and (4) Professor David Beder.nan, an international I.aw ex~rt whQID
Justice consulted upon the recommendation of the State Department, "fully endorsed" Justice's
approach and agreed that this argument is legally viable.
State and USTR have strong reservations about Justice's approach, even from a strictly
legal paint of view. They argue that this jurisdictional argument is unlikely to prevail in an
. international tribunal because this deffoition of "measures11 requires a radical departure from
customary international law (and the BITs) and there was no indication by the parties to the
NAFTA that they clearly intended this result They point out that the definition of "measures" is
illustrative, not exhaustive, and that the tenn is commonly understood to include all actions· by a
state. State and USTR also question Justice's reliance on the "ambiguity favoring sovereignty"
doctrine, arguing that the principle is not a particularly strong or credible guide to treaty
interpretation. Furthermore, because the. Justice interpretation conflicts with the use of the word
"meastires" elsewhere in NAFTA, where it clearly includes court judgments, it could have
negative consequences for other parts of the Agreement, such as Chapter 17, covering
intellectual property.
Our review of the' legal arguments suggests that while Justice's position has strengths, it is
not certain to prevail. Accordingly, while Justice's approach may be the best argument to win
this case, thi.s possibility needs to be weighed against the.probable costs of.making it.

2. Court judgments in cases not initiated by the government are nof "measures"for purposes
ofNAFI'A Chapter 11.
Even though Justice prefers the broadest jurisdictional argument (since arguments
distinguishing between types of court judgments are urunoored from the text of the NAFT A),
Justice is comfortable making the more narrow jurisdictional argument that only those court

4
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judgments that result from the actions of executive or administrative officials or entities,
including the initiation of an enforcement action, would be "measures" subject to NAFTA
. Chapter 11. Justice argues that this compromise strikes the appropriate balance between winning
.this case and protecting U.S. investors.abroad because, under this theory, the only situation in
·which an investor would be precluded from proceeding would be a lawsuit between private
parties.
State and USTR argue that most of the failings of the first argument apply here, as well.
First, they believe that this argument will be unlikely to prevail and that we wiU diminish the
protections for U.S. investors (not only under the NAFTA, but potentially in the BITs, and in
future investment negotiations, as well) just by making·the argument. Second, even if we win,
State and USTR believe this approach provides inadequate protection'tQ U.S. investors because
the dangers of unfair or corrupt court judgments in private disputes abroad are real and far~
reaching, and will ultimately harm our efforts to promote fair and tia.nSparent legal systems
worldwide. In response to these c'oncerns, Justice disputes the magnitude of this danger, noting
that State and USTR did not identify any examples of harm to aU.S. investor from a court
decision that did not involve improper influence by executive or administration officials.
3. Court judgments can be "measures" only if lhe highest available corm in a judicial system
has been given an Opportunity to review the decision:

This is the jurisdictional argument that State and USTR would like to make, State and
USTR argue that requiring investors to appeal court judgments to the highest available court
before they can be "measures" under ihe NAFTA has more support in customary international
law than the jurisdictional arguments Justice wants to assert. Moreover, they point out that their
argument is distinguisliable from the typical exhaustion of remedies situation waived in the
NAFTA. Exhaustion normally covers situations in which the executive takes an action and
courts are asked to remedy that action. Here, the injury first arose through the action of the
court, 11eoce it is only reasonable. to provide the highest court an opportunity to review and
correct that action if appropriate. Although State and USTR concede that it is not clear that their
jurisdictional argument would prevail for some of the reasons that Justice points to below; it does
attack one of the most .troubling aspects of Loewen's claim -· that it chose to settle instead of
giving the higher courts an opportunity to co~ect any errors below. More importa.Qtly, this
argument strikes a better balance between minimizing the impact ori U.S. investors abroad, while
advancing the rule of law through judicial accountability.
Although Justice is willing to make this argument as a subsidiary argument to a broader
jurisdictional argument, Justice contends that the argument has several weaknesses standing
alone. First, it is difficult to argue that a final trial court judgment -- which is a fuJly executable
action:- is less "final" for purposes of state responiibility than a statute or regulation that .has not
been challenged in court. Second, since the NAFTA explicitly waived the traditional
requirement that a claimant must first exhaust domestic legal remeciies before proceeding to
arbitration, it would be difficult to persuade the tribunal that exhaustion of the judicial process is
required before a court judgment becomes a measure under the NAFTA.· Third ~- and probably
~Ost damaging, the argument, even if accepted, may not work in this particular case. Loewen
~q
~~~lhave a strong argument that they were effectively barred from achieving highest court
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review because of Mississippi's bond requirement. Loewen can argue that they were left with
two equally unacceptable alternatives: (1) petition the U.S. Supreme court for an emergency stay
of enforcement of the underlying judgment and for a writ of certiorari on the question of the ···
Mississippi Supreme Court1s refusal to _wruve the bond re_quirement -- both of which are rarely
granted, or (2) file for bankruptcy protection, which provides for an automatic stay, but which
the tribunal would likely find to be an unreasonable requirement in order to have exhausted the
j ud.icial process.
·
Conclusion

As stated at the outset, the equities favoring different jurisdictional arguments are strong,
and the consequences of different approaches are significant. While weighing the options, it may
be helpful to keep the following foundational question in mind: If we were negotiating the
NAFTA today, would we seek to include court judgments within the definition of "measures, II
thereby gaining greaterprotectiohfor U.S. investors .vhile risking the consequences of a loss in
a case like Loewen, or would we prefer a narrower definition of 11measures" that excluded some
or all court judgments?
Given 'that there are competing equities presented by this question, it is our
recommendation that the United State.s assert the second j arisdictional argument presented here.
First,. we begin with the premise, shared by _all of the agencies, that we want to win this case and
a broader jurisdictional argument (together with the subsidiary exhaustion aigwnent) is.more ..
likely to succeed than the narrow argwnent standing alone. Second, by arguing that court
judgments in cases not initiated by a, governmental entity are not "m.easures" under Chapter 11,
we would strike the best bal_ance between presenting a. strong jurisdictional argument in this case
and preserving Chapter 11 p'rotection for U.S. iqvestors abroad from unfair or discriminatory
court judgments; In our view, the likelihood of a loss on the merits and the magnitude and
immediacy of such a loss outweighs the more speculative damages that might accrue to the U,S.
investor over time if we argue that court judgments in purely private actions are precluded from
the protections of Chapter I I.
At your request, we are willirig-~o meet .;,;ith you to disc.uss this at your earliest
convenience, to coordinate a principal's meeting to more fully air all views, or redraft this
memorandum for the President's decision. We have limited time, however, because of the ~eed
to craft and submit briefs to the printer by the February 16 deadline.
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DRAFT

PRIVILEGED MATERIAL

February 2, 2000

ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT

INTRQDUCTION

On October 31, 1998, The Loewen Group, Inc. ("TLGI") and Raymond L. Loewen ("Ray
Loewen") (collectively "Claimants" or "Loewen") submitted this claim to arbitration against the
United States under Chapter 11 of the North American Free Trade Agreement (''NAFTA"), the
parties to which are the governments of the United States, Canada antj, Mexico. Chapter 1.1 of
the NAFTA sets forth certain rules for the treatment of foreign investment and provides a means
for resolving disputes between investors and their host governments. Loewen's claim arises from
a p'urely private lawsuit that was partially adjudicated in the courts of the State of Mississippi and

was ultimately settled by a private agreement, in which no government was involved.
The Wlderlying lawsuit arose, in part, from Loewen's own reckless business practices in
the acquisition of funeral homes, for which the company is now well-known. In·that lawsuit, a
Mississippi jury found that ~oewen had Willfully breached certain contracts as part of a scheme
to destroy competition and raise prices in focal funeral home markets. Although Loewen initially
appealed the jury's verdict, it cho8e instead to settle the dispute ·out of'court rather than continue
with the appellate process.·
From this chain of events, cl.aimants have constructed a claini against the United States
under the NAFT A, an international trade agreement that has no application to the purely private
dispute and settlement agreement that underlie claimants' complaint. According to claiinants, the
United States is liable under the NAFTA because, they contend, the .Mississippi trial court

· <i~i..~SID~"'ig~y. pennit:ted the lawyers for the opposing party to make inflammatory statements to the
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jury, resulting in ajudgment that claimants contend w~ Wljust. Although thatjudgment was
Wldeniably subject to appeal mhigher cowts, claimants allege they were effectively denied their
'

'

'

right to appeal when the Mississippi Supreme Court decided not to depart from a statutory
·requirement of a supersedeas bond in order to stay execution ?f the judgment pending appeal.
This NAFTA claim is remarkable in a number of respectS, not the least of which are the
startling liberties that the claimants take with the Wlderlying facts: of the case. Indeed, claimants'
accoWlt of the case ofteil' bears so little relation to the reality of the events that it is difficult to
know where to begin to respond to the merits of the claim. Fortunately, a detailed exploration of
the merits is wmecessary at this time because the entirety of this claim is outside the scope of the
United States' consent to arbitration Wlder the NAFTA and, therefore, is not within the.
competence of the TribWlal.
NAFTA Chapter 11 is expressly limited in its scope. By its terms, the Chapter applies
only to "measures adopted or maintallied" by a.NAFT A Party. See NAFTA Chapter 1101(1).

The only injuries that claimants allege to have suffered, however, flow exclusively from·
Loewen's private agreement to settle the Mississippi litigation. Because private agreements to
settle private litigation are plainly not governmental "measures," Loewen's entire claim is outside
the scope of the NAFT A Parties' consent to arbitration.
Even if claimants could attribute their injUries to the Mississippi court judgments rather
than their own private decision to settle the Mississippi litigation, their claim nevertheless falls
outside the scope ofNAFTA Chapter 11. As a review of the text of the NAFTA makes clear, the
NAFTA Parties did not intend t<? include domestic court judgments in purely private litigation
within the meaning of "measures adopted or maintained" by a NAFTA Party for pwpcises of

2
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NAFTA Chapter 11. To the extent that the text remains ambiguous on this subject, settled
canons of treaty interpretation require that NAFTA Chapter 11 be construed to have excluded
such cowt judgments from its scope, in deference to the sovereignty of the NAFTA Parties.
Moreover, even if domestic cowtjudgments ill private disputes could somehow be
.

.

viewed as "measures adopted or maintained" under NAFTA Chapter 11, such judgments could
only be NAFT A "measures'' when rendered by the highest available cowt from which no further
appeal is possible. It is well-settled in customary international law that only the highest available
cowt can implicate the international responsibility of a State. Because the Mississippi judgments
of whlch claimants complain Were still subject to further appeals at the time Loewen chose to
settle, those judgments cannot be "measures adopted or maintained" for purposes of NAFT A
Chapter 11 and, therefore, do not give rise to an arbitrable claim under the NAFTA.
Loewen's claim that it was prevented from further appeals of the Mississippi judgments
and thus "coerced" into settling the litigation is fully undermined by the advice that the company
received from its counsel at the time, and is otherwise rrieritless.

As explain~d in detail in the

attached declaration of Drew S. Days III, Professor of Law at the Yale Law School and former
Solicitor General of the United States, "the contention of Loewen that n_o federal cowt review
(either by the United States Supreme Cowt or federal district cotirt) was available to it -assuming the truth of Loewen's factual allegations -- is without proper basis in United States
law." As Professor Days explains, "Loewen could have sought and obtained United States
Supreme Cowt review of the Mississippi bonding requirement or ... Loewen could have
obtained r~view and relief from federal district cowt." In either case, Loewen "would have
obtained an order staying execution of the state trial court's judgment pending review of the
3
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merits of Loewen's allegations." Loewen's own documents reveal that the company held this
·same view at the time, notwithstanding the position it advances in thls proceeding.
In addition, it is beyond serious dispute that Loewen could have continued with its appeal
of the trial court judgment under the protections of Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code
(business reorganization); as countless U.S. companies have done in similar circumstances. To
the extent that Loewen contends otherwise, the United States submits the attached declarations of
several prominent U.S. bankruptcy law experts -- Professor Eliza.beth Warren of the Harvard
Law School, and practitioners J. Ronald Trost, Esq'., Harvey R. Miller, Esq., and Alan M. Miller,
Esq. -- whlch conclusively demonstrate not only that Chapter 11 reorganization was a reasonable
aud viable means by which Loewen could have pursued its appeals, but that Loewen was so
·advised by its counsel at the time. These declarations also strongly suggest that Loewen's
professed reasons for rejecting its counsel's advice and foregoing the protections of Chapter 11
are mere pretext and that the company's decisions were, more likely, based on the illegiti.IDate
personal interests of Mr. Loewen rather than sound business judgment.
Given the existence of these.and other reasonable alternatives by which Loewen could·
·have.continued with its appeal, the court judgments of which claimants complain are plainly not
those of the highest available courts in the judicial system. Because those judgments were thus
still subject to reversal on appeal (indeed, Loew.en itself argues that they would "almost
certainly" have been reversed on appeal), these court judgments lack the fmality required of
"measures adopted or maintained" by the United States for purposes of NAFT A Chapter 11. As
a result, claimants' entire claim of injury as a result of those judgments is not within this
· Tribunal's competence to hear.

~.·),.
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Dismissal of this claim is all the more appropriate given the. fact that Loewen is merely
seeking, in this forum, to vindicate rights that are fully protected under U.S. law and could have
.

-

been asserted in U.S. courts. Just as NAFTA Chapter 11 protects aliens against discrimination
(Article 1102), ensures a minimum standard of "fair and equitable" treatment (Article 1105), and
proscribes uncompensated expropriations, (Article 1110), the United States Constitution ensures
aliens "equal protection under the law" (U.S. Const. Amend. XJV), guarantees "due process
under the law" (id.), and prohibits states from taking property without just compensation. (Id.).
Indeed, Loewen itself argues that the Mississippi judgments are objectionable, in part, because
they allegedly violated these U.S. constitutional standards. Having chosen not to appeal a:nd ·
thereby give the United States, through its courts, any notice and opportunity to cure the alleged
violations, Loewen cannot assert an arbitrable claim under NAFTA Chapter 11.
Loewen also fails to establish how the Mississippi courts' alleged failure to prevent the
opposing party's a~omeys from making inflammatory remarks can constitute a government
"measure." AJthough Loewen now contends that the trial was "infected by appeals to the jury's
alleged anti-Canadian, racial and class biases," Loewen's lawyers never objected on such grounds
at any point before the jury rendered its verdict, nor did they argue to the court until after the
verdict -- as Loewen does now -- that a jury instructionwas needed "to address the heightened
risk of improper nationality-based, racial, and class bias." Because Loewen thus never asked the
court to protect against the alleged misstatements Wltil after. the verdict, the court's alleged failure
to do so cannot be viewed as a "measure" that gives rise to an arbitrilble claim under the NAFT A.

competence.
[RAY LOEWEN DEFENSES FROM STATE DEP'TJ
Finally, the United States renews its request that these proceedings be bifurcated and that
the foregoing substantial objections to competence be treated as a preliminary question. Not
only would bifurcation be most consistent with well-settled and prudent practice in international
'

'

arbitration, but it would spare the parties and the Tribunal from an unnecessary -- and
extraordinarily costly -- exploration of the merits ofLoewen's allegations, which will require no
less than the virtual re-creation of the entire underlying proceedings.
BACKGROUND
I. The Death-Care Industry
A. Origins

Death and the care of the deceased have always been deeply personal matters. Practices
of caring for the dead have changed over time a.IJ.d vary across religious, ethnic and cultur~ lines.
For many years in the United States, funerals were generally a silnple affair in which
families and neighbors would prepare their own dead for burial in a plain wooden box. 5" J.
Mitford, The American Way of Death 17 (I 963); [An American Aroxoach to Funerals, The
Gazette 6/27/99 A6]. By the mid.:nineteenth century, however, care of the deceased was
increasingly handled by non-family members, as embalming, acommon practice during the U.S.
Civil War to preserve soldiers' bodies for their journey home, gained wider use.
Over time, funerals became more elaborate and embalmers became more involved in the
provision of death-care services, eventually directing the entire funeral process -- from preparing
the body to arranging the services to helping the grieving families 'cope with their loss. Id., J.
'
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Harr, The Burial, The New Yorker (Nov. l, 1999) at 79. From these developments the funeral
home business was born.
"Funeral directors," as the providers of these services would become known, were
generally respected members of their communities and were, in many cases, seen as an extension
of the· clergy. {The High Cost of Dying. NYC Comm'n Rep.]. Although the mowners no longer
handled funeral services themselves, they still preferred that the services be provided by a
familiar and trusted member of the community. The trust relationship between funeral directors
and their neighbors also inured to the benefit of the funeral business: once a funeral home·
became established
as part of the community,
it could realize a steady and highly-predictable
.
.
demand for its services. ·
B. The "Big 'Three" Consolidators
For most of the twentieth century, funeral homes were operated as family businesses in
which sons routinely followed theii fathers, carrying on the traditional, community-based role of
the funeral home. By the 1960s, however, an increasing number offamily-owned funeral homes
came up for sale as children of the owners elected, for a variety of reasons, not to stay in the
family business. Given the steady demand for funeral services, as well as the attractive profits on
those services, some saw this development as a potentially lucrative business opportunity.
In the United States and Canada, a handful of companies quickly began fomiliig large
. death-care conglomerates by purchasing small, family-owned funeral homes as they came up for
sale. By "consolidating" several homes into a single chain, these companies were able to
capitalize on certain economies of scale (such as centralized embalming facilities, sharing of
resources like hearse~ and personnel, and group-purchases from suppliers) and thereby increase s\DEN7:
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profits. The companies eventually broadened their acquisition efforts to·include other death-care
properties, such as cemeteries and crematoria. to achieve similar economies of scale.
Consolidation of death-care properties increased briskly to the point where, by the mid-l 990s,
three large, publicly•traded companies -· Service Corporation, Inc. ("SCI"), The Loewen Group,
Inc., and Stewart Enterprises, Inc. ("Stewart") - dominated death-care markets throughout North
America.

m D. Roberts, Profits of Death (1997) pp. 139-40.

Even though these "Big Three" consolidators (as they are known in the industry) were
able to reduce certain operating C9Sts, they did not pass those cost savings on to consumers in the
form of lower prices. To the contrary, the death-care consolidators, faced with capital costs of
acquisitions and steady pressure from shareholders to increase profits, made a practice of raising
prices immediately upon the acquisition of funeral homes, in many cases dramatically. ~ C.
Loose, Adieu to Family-Owned Mortuari~, Wash. Post (Aug. 29, 1997) Al. The consolidators
were able to sustain these price hikes because consumers of funeral services, overcome by the
grief of their personal loss, were unlikely to comparison-shop for lower prices. [The Burial at
80]. Indeed, The Loewen Group iofonned its investors that this lack of price-sensitivity was one
of the more "attractive industrY fundamentals" of the funeral business. [.fight to the Death at 66].
Although the growth of the Big Three consolidators was dramatic, consumers were
generally Wlaware (Wltil recently) of the consolidators' existence or the changes that
consolidation brought about in the industry. This was by design, as the consolidators
deliberately concealed their OWnership of funeral homes "to create the illusion that local funeral
homes are still run exactly as they always have been, by native sons and.daughters with a vested
interest in the commwlity." E. Lars6n, Fight to the Death, Time (Dec. 9, 1996) p. 63. This
8
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illusion was achieved by maintaining the name of the funeral home and retaining the original
owners, who had built their reputations in their. communities over generations, as salaried
employees of the larger company. Consumers were thus left with the erroneous impression that
they were dealing with the same family-owned business thathad always existed in their
community. See M. Hom, The Deathcare BuSiness, U.S. News & World Rep. (March 23, 1998)
(cover story).
For much of the 1990s, investors rewarded the Big Three consolidators by bidding up
their stock prices in the expectation of increased profits as the companies continued to
consoliciate the largely~fragmented funeral industry, and in anticipation of an increase in deaths
from an aging population. Recently, however, the stocks of all of the Big Three consolidators
have suffered significant devaluations as a result of sevenil factors.
First, it became clear that the consolidators' practice of raising prices immediately after
acquiring a funeral home "wasn't only embarrassing" for the local funeral home operators, but "it
also could be bad for business." D. Morse & M. Heinzl, Funeral·HQme Owners Discover the
Downside of Sale to Consolidator, Wall St. J. (Sept. 17, 1999) at A1. As consumer awareness of
I

such practices grew, so did a backlash against the consolidators in favor oflocal, independently~
owned and discount funeral homes. ~ R. Fields, Qrim Ume for Funeral Finns, L.A. Times
(Oct. 24, 1999) Cl. Consumers were put off by the high-pressure sales tactics that consolidators
were using to market pre·paid -- or· "pre-need" ·• funeral services as a means of "squeez[ing] out
more revenue" in order "to recoup acquisition costs and to keep.investors salivating at their profit
margins .... 11 IQ. Numerous organizations began to call for greater regulation of the industry to
protect conswners against what were viewed as the consolidators' deceptive practices,
9
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unreasonable price i.Dcreases, and monopolizat.ion of local death-care markets.

m [NYC Dep't

of Consumer Affairs Report]; R Fields & M. Lipka,.Death Inc., Sun-Sentinel (March. 21, 1999)
It\. The consolidators were thus reaping the whirlwind of "a dramatic increase in funera1 service
prices, declining morale among long-standing employees and fraying bonds with the
commwtlties that had made the homes successful in the first place. 11 B. Milner, The Dying
~.Globe

& Mail (June 5, 1999) at Bl

Second, in their zeal to outbid each other on acquis.ition prospects and thereby gain
greater market share, the Big Three consolidators had engaged in an undisciplined "feeding
frenzy" that bid up the prices of death-care properties to unreasonable levels, with the result that
the companies substantially overpaid for many of their acquisitions~ Market analysts observed
that this unbridled acquisition spree, fueled largely by a bitter and personal rivalry between the
leaders of SCI and The Loewen Group, s J.. Schreiner, A Mutually Destmctiye Rivalry, Nat']
'

Post (Apr. 3, 1999) D3,

was based "more on gaining market share and ego than on sound

business decisions." J. Baer, Death Care in the Doldrums, Globe & Mail {Oct. 4, 1999) B4.
According to one survey, the compames had bid prices up so high that they were paying 70%
more for death-care properties in 1998 than they did in 1993. Seryjce Corp; Warns Investors,
Houston Chronicle (Oct. 2, 1999) (citing Credit Suisse estimates), In the end, the Big Three
consolidators had saddled themselves with enormous debt to acquire properties whose valuations
eventually plummeted when investors realized their intrinsic worth. By October 1999, the stock
index of publicly-traded death~care companies had fallen more than 73% for the year, a decline
that continues to this day.

~ T.

Hirschiniinn, Death's No Sure Thing, Nat'! Post (Oci. 9, 1999)

10
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TI. Ray Loewen and The Loewen Group

While all of the Big Three consolidators introduced an "unprecedented aggression" into
the death-care industry, R. Fields, Grim Time for Funeral Firms, L.A. Times (Oct. 24, 1999) Cl,
The Loewen Group quickly earned a reputation as the most.aggressive. This aggression was
sparked by The Loewen Group's founder, Ray Loewen, who was known in the industry as a
forceful, highly-competitive and often brash figute.:Y
Ray Loewen began purchasing funeraJ homes in Canada in the late 1960s, soon after
assuming control of his own family's funeral home. Sensing in Canada the same opportunity for
consolidation that Was beginning in the United States, Mr. Loewen founded a death-care
consolidation company in 1984 -- Th~ Loewen Group -- and steadily acquired additional funeral
homes throughout Canada, owning a total of 68 homes by 198 7.
The Loewen Group's pace of acquisitions increased dramatically in 1987 when the
company decided to expand into the United States' funeral home market, which is significantly

'

'

'

J/Other factors have also been cited as causing the decline of the Big Three, including slowing death
rates, plummeting funeral home valuations, and "a failure to keep pace with consumers' changing
tastes" in funerals. J. Baer, Death' Care in the DoIQru,ms, Globe & Mail (Oct. 4, 1999) B4; J.
Schreiner, Loewen Group Stock Dives 27%, Nat'l Post (March 11, 1999) C 1.
!IJ,ndeed, Ray Loewen used to boast to investors that "his first management decision was to fire his
brothers from their parents' small Mennonite funeral home in Manitoba .... " (N. Bernstein, llmfill
Funeral Chain Meets its Match in Old South, ,1127196 A6]. ~ illm [family' at Root of Loewen's Fall
612199 ("[Mr. Loewen's] self-confidence led to a certain arrogance and an inability to listen to advice
from his managers. 11 )] [check before·using]; B. Mohl, Growth of Chains Has Led to Rise in Funeral
Pric!(s, Boston Globe 8/28/95 (The Loewen Group was "very, very ruthless" and "[h]aving a monopoly
was not wrong from their viewpoint.") (quoting Massachusetts Assistant Attorney General).
' 11
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larger than Canada's and was, at the time, almost ~ntirely unconsolidated. To finance this
expansion, The Loewen Group underwent an initial public offering, thus becoming a publiclytraded company with Ray Loewen as its ChlefExecutive Officer and Chainnan of the Board of
Directors. [A2002].
With this new source of financing i..o hand, and driven by a personal desire to overtake the
world's largest death-care company, SCI of Texas, Ray Loewen launched an aggressive buying
spree for family-run funeral homes as they came up for sale all over the United States.~ The
company acquired funeral homes at a voracious pace, becoming the world's second-largest deathcare company in just a few years and derivi..og 900/o of its revenue from the United States.
But with this aggressive expansion came significant problems. As the company grew, so
did the need for greater administrative control to ensure that new acquisitions were efficiently
integrated into the company's overall operations. With such unbridled expansion, however, the
company became increasingly unabie to manage its own growth in this regard. {Stam Can. A.ff.
p.4; !Q. at 23 ("reporting and information systems were not able to keep pace with the growth of
. the Company .... ")].
Moreover, Loewen had b::en raisi..og a substantial portion of its financing for acquisitions
through regular offerings of new debt and equity in The Loe:Wen Group, touting to investors the
company's significant i..ocreases in annual revenue and eafnings: Most of these increases,
however, came not from boosting sales iri the company's existfug funeral homes, but through the

~n the Palm of Ray's Hand, Nat'l Post (June 2, 1999) C4 (former Loewen executive acknowledging

that Ray Loewen "was just in a big hurry" to keep pace with SCI" and that the company's eventual .
downfall resulted from Ray Loewen's "unpatience to acquire, acqufre, acquire.")
t'.L~-.s-·\-D_E_tv...._r
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''fiscal illusion 11 that was created by "buying more funeral homes at an increasingly fast pace."
[Eight to the Death at 66]. At the same time, Loewen's aggressive bidding for funeral homes had
steadily raised the prices of new acquisitions, thereby eroding profits and causing the company to
incur greater debt (and interest expense on that debt) to finance new acquisitions. Loewen thus
needed either to slow the pace of its acquisitions or,. if the company was to contµ1Ue with its
aggressive expansion, to somehow increase revenues to offset the increasing costs of acquisitions
and to service the company's burgeoning debt load.
Loewen, however, refused to slow down. Although it was now overpaying for new
funeral home acquisitions and facing greater difficulties integrating new properties, the company
increased its pace of acquisitions still further, "lest it disappoint shareholders, whom Ray Loewen
has promised annual earnings growth of25% or more.". [Eight to the Death 66]. Moreover, in
1994, the company significantly expanded its acquisition program to emphasize cemeteries in
addition to funeral homes.
Loewen's increased emphasis on cemetery acquisitions provided a quick, but illusory, fix
for the company's growing debt problems.· Under applicable accounti.l;lg rules, cemetery owners
.are· permitted to treat 100% of all "pre-need" cemetery sales as revenue at the time a customer
contract is signed. In contrast, proceeds from pre-need sales of funeral services must be placed
in trust and.cannot be recognized as revenue until those services are actually performed. [Stam
5131 /99 Can. Aff. at 6].

By acquiring cemeteries, therefore; Loewen could increase its short-term

reported revenue much faster than it could by acquiring funeral homes alone, .thus appearing to
outsiders to be meeting the earnings growth targets that Ray Loewen had led inve~tors to expect.
As
The Loewen Group's management would concede years later, however, this approach.
c.\DEA1.,_
.
~
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~
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to acquisitions only exacerbated the company's debt problems in the long run. To sell pre-need
cemetery products and services, Loewen had to incur significant up-front "cash costs of ·
establishing and supporting a growing pre-need sales program, including payment of certain
sales commissions." (Stam 5/31/99 Can. Aff. 6]. At the. same time, Loewe n's pre-need cemetery
customers were buying with "low initial cash payments" that did not offset the company's upfront costs. Id. Thus, even though Loewen was treating the entire purchase amount as "revenue"
for accounting pw:poses, it would not actually receive the vast bulk of the sale proceeds Wltil
some future date, well after the company had already pa.id its up-front expenses. Therefore,
while the aggressive acquisition of cemeteries enabled the company (in the short run) to show the
increased revenue growth that Ray Loewen bad promised to investors, the company was in fact
11

burning" cash at a rate that would evenwally erode its credit-worthiness and profitabiiity. S«; .

u,., R. Fields, Grim Iim,e for Funeral Finns, L.A. Times, l 0/24/99 Cl ("Their nwnbers looked
good, but their debt was going up as fast as their income. ·rt had to collapse.").
With this high-risk and fundamentally flawed approach to acquisitions, The Loewen
Group ·began 1995;~ In that year alone, the company acquired an additional 177 funeral homes
and 64 cemeteries for a cost of $487.9 million, nearly twice the amount it spent on acquisitions in
the previous year. [A 1928]. Loewen. was thus well on its way to eanling its reputation as a
"volatile and irrational bidder for death care properties .... " J. Schreiner, A Mutually
Destructive Riyalzy Nat'l Post (Apr. 3, 1999) 03.

~CT

[Story of a Funeral-Home Stock Has Som~r Investment Moral; Wall St. J. (1/30/96) Cl
(consolidation "certainly presents additional risk when compared with larger, more stable companies
in more traditional industries. You not orijy have specific event risks, but also execution risks.")
(quoting stock analyst)]
·.
.
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At the same"time, Loewen was proceeding toward trials in two large lawsuits, one in
Mississippi state court and another in U.S. federal court in Pennsylvania.l' Both lawsuits charged
The Loewen Group.with a variety of unfair and deceptive business practices, and each sought
millions of dollars in damages. AJthough Loewen would eventually $ettle the Pennsylvania
litigation for $30 million before trial, it elected to take the Mississippi case to trial. That litigation
would ultimately beeome the basis. of this NAFTA claim.
HI. Tue Mississiru>i Litigation
A. The Dispute

In l 990, with its aggressive buying spree well under way, The Loewen Group pmcbased
Reimann Holdings, Inc., a small family-run company that owned funeral homes and a funeral
insurance company in the Gulf Coast region of Mississippi. The purchase not only provided The
Loewen Group with additional funeral properties, but it also provided a convenient vehicl.e for
acquiring and consolidating addition'.al funeral homes throughout the state.
Loewen promptly put this holding-company vehlcle to work, acquiring the Wright &
Ferguson Funeral Home in Jackson, MissiSsippi. Wright & Ferguson was the largest funeral
home ht iackson and bad a long-standing business relationship with the O'Keefes, a family that
owned a number of funeral homes and funeral insUra.nce companies in nearby Biloxi, Mississippi.
Under a series of contracts dating back to 1974, the O'Keefes had the exclusive right to sell their
companies' brand of funeral insurance through the Wright & Ferguson ·funeral home.
The Loewen Group itselfowiled several funeral insurance companies and, as part of its

l'[other suits as well; see TLGll 994).
15
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consolidation efforts, often sought to sell its own brand of insurance tiu:ough the funeral homes it
acquired. Despite the pre-existing contractual relationship between Wright & Ferguson and the
O'Keefe companies, Loewen began selling its own funeral insurance through the Wright &
Ferguson home.
In April 1991, following failed negotiations with Loewen 1 the O'Keefes filed suit in
Mississippi state court alleging that The Loewen Group bad breached the exclusive contracts
between the O'Keefe companies and Wright & Ferguson. Loewen promptly contacted Jeremiah
O'Keefe, the head of the O'Keefe family business, to discuss the possibility of settling the lawsuit.
O'Keefe and Loewen reached a settlement agreement in August 1991. Under·its terms,
Loewen agreed to sell certain insurance-related properties to O'Keefe and to provide O'Ke.efe with
the exclusive right to provide certain insurance policies sold through Loewen funeral homes. In
exchange, O'Keefe agreed to dismiss the lawsuit against Loewen, to sell Loewen two O'Keefe
fwleral homes, and to assign Loewen an option to purchase a Jackson, Mississ.ippi cemetery tract.
Prompt implementatior: of the agreement was important to O'Keefe, as he needed to
supplement his companies' cash reserves with Loewen's i~urance properties in order to· meet
certain state insurance regulatory requirements. Aware of O'Keefe's constraints and vulnerability
in this regard, Loewen delayed implementation of the agreement. Loewen argued that the

agreement left open too many tellJlS to be binding and attempted to impose additional conditions,
eventually preventing the deal from ever Closing. After the deal collapsed, O'Keefe was forced to.
sell four of his fwleral homes to another consolidator in order to raise sufficient cash to meet the
state regulators' requirements.
O'Keefe then renewed his lawsuit against Loewen, adding claims that Loewen
16
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fraudulently induced 0 1Keefe into a settlement agreement that it had no intention of honoring.
O'Keefe alleged that Loewen willfully breached the August 1991 settlement agreement in an
attempt to drive O'Keefe into insolvency and thereby acquire O'Keefe's funeral properties at
distressed prices. O'Keefe also alleged that Loewen's actions were part of the company's broader
scheme to acquire monopoly power in funeral home markets by destroying competitors, like
O'Keefe, through ruthless, fraudulent and predatory business practices, in violation of
Mississippi's antitrust laws.
B. The Trial
Trial in the case of Q'Keefe v. Tue Loewen Group began on September 13, 1995, in the
Circuit Court for the First Judicial District of Hinds County, Mississippi, and lasted for nearly two
months. Over the course of those two months, the jury' heard evidence and testimony from
several witnesses, including former Loewen Group employees, demonstrating that Loewen was
often deceptive and ruthless in its acquisition of funeral homes, expressly sought to acquire
clusters of funeral homes in order to dominate regional markets, and routinely raised prices
immediately upon the acquisition of funeral homes (and annually thereafter) with the expectation

that bereaved consumers would not notice the price hikes.
After the close of evidence, the court proposed a set of jury instructions. When asked by
the judge if he had any objection to the instn,Jctions, Loewen's lawyer replied: "Do not." Tr. at
5390-91. Although Loewen requested that other instructions be given (several of which the court
agreed to deliver), it never argued to the court -- as it d0es now -- that any further instruction was

17
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needed "to address the heightened risk of improper nationality-based, racial, and class bias. "St
Similarly, although Loewen now contends that the trial was "infected by appeals to the jury's
alleged anti-Canadian, racial and cla5s biases," Loewen's lawyers never raised an objection on
such grounds at any point -- whether in voir dire or the trial itself- before the jury rendered its
verdict.11 [Loewen Mem. at 39 ~93].
C. The Verdict
On November 1, 1995, the jury returned a verdict in favor of O'Keefe in the amount of
$260 million. After the verdict was announced, the jury foreman!' wrote the judge a note
explaining that the $260 million verdict was intended to award $100 million in compensatory.
damages and $160 million in punitive damages. Because Mississippi law provides that juries are
to consider punitive damages separately from compensatory damages, Miss. Code Ann. § 11-1 •
65(b)-(c), the judge proposed to accept only the jury's compensatory award of $100 million and
conduct a separate proceeding on the issue of punitive damages. Neither O'Keefe nor Loewen

ftEven after the verdict, Loewen's objection was not that the court's instructions to the jury were
somehow defective, but ori.ly that the jury failed to follow those instructions. [Al 20 I]. Indeed, it was
not until nearly two weeks after the jury rendered its verdict·· and more than a week after the court
entered judgment on that verdict -· that Loewen first alleged the jury had been influenced by 11 issues
and matters of race, national origins, class and economic status .... " [A729]. Even then, Loewen did
not contend that the court's instructions were responsible for such an outcome. [A718·723].
ZIJ..,ike all jurisdictions in the United States, Mississippi fo~lows the "contemporaneous objection rule,"
which provides that an objection "must be made contemporaneously with the allegedly improper
utterance" or else it is waived. Iyy y. General Motors Acceptance Coxp., 612 So.2d 1108, 1114 (Miss.
1992).
.
.
'
Aihe jury foreman, one of four whites on the jury, was born and raised in Canada, is married to a
Canadian national, and regularly visits his hometown in Ontario, Canada. If the merits of this case are
ever reached, Loeweil's claim that the jury was motivated by "anti-Canadian bias" will be shown, for
this and other reasons, to be patently absurd.
· x,SIDEN ,../.
q_"f
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objected to this proposal. ~Tr. 5741-5749.~
The trial court then held a separate bearing on the issue of purutive damages, after which
the jury, on November 2, 1996, returned a punitive damages ~ward of $400 million in favor of
O'Keefe. The total verdict of$500 million was reduced to judgment and entered by the trial court
on November 6, 1995.
0. The Appeal
On November 27, 1995, after a series of unsuccessful post-trial motions, Loewen filed an

appeal of the trial court judgment with the Mississippi Supreme Court, as was its right under
Mississippi law.

~Miss.

Code Ann.§ 11-51-3 .. Under Mississippi law, a party can stay

execution of a money judgment for the pendency of the appeal by posting a supersedeas bond in
the amount of 125% of the judgment from which the appeal is taken. ~Miss. R. App. P. 8(a).
If it had posted a bond in the amount of $625 million, therefore, Loewen could have prevented
O'Keefe from executing on the judgment while the appeal was pending.
Loewen argued, however, that posting a bond in the full amount ~quired by the
Mississippi statute would have been difficult and costly for the company. Therefore, on
November 28, 1995, Loewen asked the trial court to reduce the bond requirement to $125 million .
-- 125% of the compensatory damages portion· of the judgment·- pursuant to the court's authority
to reduce a bond "for good cause shown." Miss. R. App. P. 8(b). On November 29, 1995, after
the submission of briefs and a full _hewing on the matter, the trial court denied Loewen's request

21[explain how motion for mistrial wasn't the same as objecting to proposal]
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Loew.en appealed the trial cow1's bond decision to the Mississippi Supreme Court, which
the cow1 agreed to hear on an expedited basis. On November 30, 1995, the cow1 granted Loewen
an interim stay of execution of the judgment whlle it was considering the bond issue. [A I 082].
As a condition of the interim stay, however, the cow1 required Loewen to post a $125 million
bond, which Loewen had earlier represented it could afford to do. Although Loewen argued that
.

.

the cow1 should permanently reduce the bond requirement to $125 million, Its counsel privately
acknowledged that such a departure from the bond requirement would be "unprecedented .... "
[TLGI3770] .
While the bond issue was pending before the Mississippi Supreme Cow1, Loewen raised
$155 million to fund acquisitions by issuing new stock in the company in the Canadian equity
markets, and was preparing to raise an additional $__ .millfon in the U.S. markets. Loewen's
Mississippi counsel strongly advised against such equity issuances while the bond question was
still pending, as it would suggest to the Mississippi Supreme Cow1 that the company had greater
financial capacity to post a full bond than it had earlier represented. [H. Miller memo 1217/95;
TLGI2784; TLGI3335; TLGI3888]. On January 24, 1996, the Mississippi Supreme Cow1 denied
Loewen's request for a reduction in the bond and ordered that the mterim stay of execution of the
trial cow1 ju4gment, which had been in effect for nearly three months, would expire on January
31, 1996, unless Loewen posted a bond in the full amount of $625 million. [A 1176].

l

igContrary ~o Loewen's claim, the court did not "summarily deny" the request, ·but rather offered an
extensive explanation of its reasons for requiring the full bond, including the observation that the very
purpose of the bond "is to effect absolute security to the party affected by the appeal." [Al07~:l··\0ENr1.
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E. Loswen's Decision To Settle Rather Than Continue With The Appeal
After the Mississippi Supreme Court's decision on January 24, 1996, Loewen had several
options by which it could have continued with its appeal of the jury verdict, including: (t) posting
the full bond and thereby staying execution of the judgment pending appeal, (2) proceeding with
the appeal without posting a supersedeas bond, (3) seeking review of the Mississippi Supreme
Court's bond decision in the U.S. Supreme Court, (4) seeking relief from the bond requirement in
a U.S. federal district court, or (5) filing for protection under Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy
Code and proceeding with the appea1 under such protection.
Loewen and its cowtSel were extremely confident of their chances of success on appeal.
According to its counsel, Loewen face.cl "a high probability -- approaching 90 percent -- that we
will secure a reversal of a substantial portion" of the judgment. [nGI2789]. ~ ~ TLGI2430
("I think the chances are excellent that we will secure substantial, if not complete, relief'' from the
jury verdict); [TLGl2859].
.

.

'

Despite this extraordinary confidence in the likelihood of success on appeal -· and, as
explained in greater detail below, the advice of its counsel that viable means existe.d for pursuing
an appeal -- Loewen elected to settle the Mississippi litigation with O'Keefe~ On January 29,
1996, Loewen settled the litigation on the following terms:· O'Keefe would receive $50 million in
cash on January 31, 1996, 1.5 million shares of The Loewen Group on Febniary 15, 1996, and
annual payments of$4 million for the next twenty years. The total value of the settlement,

according to Loewen, was approximately $85 million.il'

lltAlthough

Loewen values the settlement at $175 million for present purposes, that amount does not
reflect the deferral of payment and tax benefits that Loewen received from the settlement. In ~--s-\O_E_N__7'1..
.

Q~

.
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ARGUMENT
The jurisdiction of international tribunals rests solely upon the consent of States. Because
of the primacy of consent, the Tribunal must be satisfied that the State has consented to the
adjudication in the express terms of the agreement on which the claim is based, and may proceed
only upon an "unequivocal indication" of a "voluntary and indisputable" acceptance by the State
of the tribunal's jurisdiction. Case Concerning Maritime Delimitation and Territorial Questions
Between Qatar and Bahrain (Qatar y, Bahrain), 1995 I.C.J. 6, 63-64. Here, the NAFTA conveys
precisely the limits of the three contracting governments' consent and clearly excludes the present
claim from the Tribunal's jurisdiction.
L

THE CLAIM IS NOT ARBITRABLE BECAUSE A PRIVATE AGREEMENT TO
SETTLE A PRIVATE LITIGATION MATTER OUT OF COURT IS NOTA
QoVERNMENT 11 M£ASURE" WITHIN THE SCOPE OF NAFTA CHAPTER 11
Chapter 11 of the NAFTA is expressly limited in its scope. By its clear terms, the Chapter

applies only to "measures adopted or maintained" by a NAFTA Party that are alleged to be in
·breach of the NAFTA's substantive obligations. NAFTA Article 1101(1); ~~ NAFTA
Articles 1116, 11 l 7. Although Clainiants assert that their claim is based on acts or omissions of
the courts of Mississippi, the only injuries alleged in this case flow directly from The Loewen
Group's payment of money pursuant to a binding agreement, in which no governmental entity was
involved, to settle a purely private dispute; The company's dei;iSion to assume such an obligation,
therefore, cannot be viewed as a government "measufe" for purposes ofNAFTA Chapter 11 .
. The international law of state responsibility has long recognized the tautology that "[s]tate

statements to federal regulators and in its press reieases at the time, Loewen estimated the after-tax
present value of the settlement to be approximately $85 million.
~_...S,..\_D_E....
tv....r-1.
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responsibility is ~nly engaged when an act or omission is attributed to a state." D. Bederman,
Contributory Fault and State Responsibility, 30 Va. J. Int'l L. 335, 342, 346 (1990)) (citing
treatises);~

also Restatement (Third) ofForeign Relations Law§ 207, conunent c ("the state is

not responsible for injuries caused by private persons that result despite [reasonable] police
protection."). Contrary to the allegations set forth in their Notice of Claim, and as explained in
greater detail below, The Loewen Group was free to continue with its appeal rather than settle the
O'Keefe judgment. For its own private business reasons, the company chose not to do so and,
instead, bound itself to the settlement that claimants now contend led to their eventual downfall.
Because the assumption of the obligation to pay the O'Keefe plaintiffs pursuant to the terms of the
settlement agreement was thus entirely The Loewen Group's own choice, Claimants cannot
attribute their alleged injuries to any government "measure" and, therefore, have not asserted an
arbitrable claim against the United States under the NAFTA.
II.

THE CLAIM IS NOT ARBITRABLE BECAUSE THE JUDGMENTS OF DOMESTIC
COURTS ARE NOT ":tv1EASURES ADOPTED OR MAINTAINED BYA PARTY"
WITIUN TIIB SCOPE OF NAFTA CHAPTER 11
Although they appear to acknowledge that their binding settlement of the O'Keefe

litigation was not a government "measure" for plirposes ofNAFTA Chapter 11, claimants contend
that the settlement was not voluntarily made, but was instead "coerced" by the judgments o.f the
Mississippi courts. Acc~rding to claimants, the decision of the Mississippi courts not to depart
from the full supersedeas bond requirement left Loewen with no alternative but to enter into the
settlement agreement. As a result, claimants argue, the Mississippi court judgments are the
"measures" to which their alleged injuries are attributable.
Even if claimants truly were coerced by the Mississippi court judgments to enter into the \OEN
.

d~
qv

.
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settlement agreement -- and, as explained below, they most assuredly were not - claiman~
nevertheless fail to attribute their alleged injury to a "measure adopted or maintained" by the
, United States. Contrary to claimants' contention, domestic court judgments in litigation involving
only private parties are not "measures adopted or maintained" for purposes of the NAFTA.
It is a familiar and well-settled principle of international Jaw that international agreements

are to be "interpreted ... in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms. of the
treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose." Vienna Convention on the Law
of Treaties, Article 31; I. Brownlie, Principles of Public lntemationaJ Law; p. 627 (4th ed., 1990).

In substance, these principles require that the NAFfA be interpreted to effectuate the express
agreement of the parties; here, the governments of Canada, Mexico and the United States.

~

R.

Jennings & A. Watts, eds., Op.penheini's lntemationalLaw, 9th ed. at 1267 (1996). Thus viewed,
it is readily apparent from the text of the NAFTA that Chapter 11 does not apply to the judgments
· of domestic courts in private disputes, but is instead concerned only with legislative and
regulatory actions that affect trade and inyestment. Other evidence and principles of construction
further reinforce the fact, made clear by the express terms of the NAFTA, that the parties never
intended Chapter 11 to apply to judgments of domestic courts in private litigation. Claimanis'
challenges to the judgments of the Mississippi courts, therefore, are not arbilr!ible under the
NAFTA .
.A.

The Ordinary Meaning Of The Phrase "Measures Adopted or Maintained" Does
Not Include Domestic Court Judgments In Purely Private Dis_putes

Article 1I01 of the NAFTA limits the application of Chapter l l only to ;'measures
adopted or maintained by a Party .... " See NAFfA Alficle 1101(1). Article 201, whi~h sets
~s1DEIV7'1.
q~
~<
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forth the general definitions of the tenns in the NAFTA, defines "measure" to include "any law,

regulation, procedure, requirement or practice." On i.ts face, thi~ definition does not include jury
verdicts or court judgments and, instead, includes only legislative or administrative rules and
requirements. The Mexican and French-Canadian versions of the NAFTA similarly do not
include court judgments in their definitions of "measure."

~ Tratado de

Libre Comercio de

America del Norte, Articulo 201 ("medida incluye cualqu.ier ley, reglamento, procedimiento,
requisito o practica"); Accord de libre..:echange nord-americain, Article 201 ("mesure s'entend de
toute legislation, reglementation, procedure, prescription OU pratique").
This understanding of "measure" is consistent With the ordinary usage of the tenn, which
does not refer to court judgments, b,ut instead contemplates only legislative or regulatory actions.
Indeed, every major dictionary of the English language makes clear that, in the context of
government action, the word "measure" has the specific meaning of "[a] legislative bill or
enactment." Webster's II, New Riverside University Dictionary (1994); ~~Webster's Third
New International Dictionary (1986) ("Step; specif a proposed legislative act: Bill"); The New
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, (3d ed. 1993) ("A plan ·or course of action intended to attain
some object, a suitable action; spec. a legislative enactment proposed or adopted."); The Random
House Dictionary of the English Language, 2d ed. ( 1987) ("a legislativ~ bill or enactment: The
senate passed the new measure.") (emphasis in original). Significantly, none of these dictionaries
includes anything even approximating jury verdicts or court judgments within the definition of a .
"measure."
The tenn "measure" is also routinely used in international agreements to refer exclusively
to legislative or regulatory actions rather than court judgments. For example, Canada regularl¥~slDENi"t'.
.

~

.
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includes references in its international agreements to "measures of nationalization, expropriation,
talcing under administration or any other similar legislative or administrative measures."
Agreement Between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic Relating to the Settlement of Financial Matters (April 18, 1973) (emphasis
added).

~ ~. ~

Agreement Between the Government of Canaqa and the Government of the

Polish People's Republic Relating to the Settlement of Financial Matters (Oct. 15, l 97 I)
(requiring payment on claims concerning "property,.rights or other interests nationalized or
otherwise taken by the application of Polish legislation or administrative decisions") (emphasis
added); Agreement Between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Socialist
Republic of Romania Concerning the Settlement of Outstanding Financial Problems (July 13,
I971) (requiring payment on claims concerning "Canadian property, rights and interests affected
by Romanian measures of nationalization, expropriation, talcing under administration, and any

other similar legislative or administrative measures .... ")(emphasis added) ..ll'
Similarly, the standard-form contract of the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
("MIGA"), an organization within the World Bank Group that insures investors against cei;tain

ll'Tue General Agreement on Trade and Services ("OATS''), which appears as an annex to the General
Agreement on Tarriffs and Trade ("GAIT"), defines the term "measure" more broadly to include "any
· measure ... whether in the form of a law, regulation, rule, procedlire, decision, adrilinistrative action,
or any other form." OATS Article XXVIII(a) (emphasis added). Of course, the drafters ofNAFTA
chose not to include such a definition, even though it was in existence at the time. Moreover, even this
broad definition does not include court judgments on its face, as the term "decision" in this context is
typically used to refer to admiilistrative, rather than judicial, decisions. ~. ~. Agreement Between
the Goverrunent of Canada and the Government of the Polish People's Republic Relating to the
Settlement of Financial Matters (Oct. 15, 1971) (requiring payment on claims concerning "property,
rights or other interests nationalized or otherwise taken by the application of Polish legislation or
administrative decisions") (emphasis added).
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risks (including expropriations) around the world, makes clear that "measures" does not include
court judgments. In its "expropriation" section, the 'MIGA contract states that it provides
coverage for expropriations resulting from:
any measure taken, directed, authorized, ratified or approved by the Host
Government, which is expropriatory ... and which constitutes: (a) an
administrative action; or (b) a legislative action which' requires no further
legislation, regulation or administrative action for its implementation.
Article 8, MIGA Contract of Guarantee (Third Revision, Aug. 1; 1995) (emphasis added).
· Although Claimants correctly observe that court judgments have, in a few extreme and
unusual cases, risen to the level of a "denial of justice" that implicate the responsibility of nations
under international law,~ Notice of Claim~ 146, that observation is irrelevant, as it confuses
the concept of "denial of justice" with the entirely separate concept of "measures." It has long
been recognized in international law that actions of the judiciary, by which a "denial of justice"
may be effected, are entirely distinct from actions of all other organs of government. As one
leading treatise explains, "the popular meaning of denial of justice ... seems to be that relating to
court action .... Although one cannot be too certain that this is the term~s 'natural' meaning, it is
undoubtedly the one which is usually favored by textwriters on international law." A. Freeman,
The International Responsibility of States for Denial of Justice, 31 (1938) (emphasis in original).
It is well-established that this "popular" Wlderstandirig of denials of justice "omits wrongs by any

organs of the State other than courts or bodies acting in purely judicial capacity .11 Id. at 146.
Given this settled conceptual distinction between denials of justice (i&., wrongs
committed by courts) and wrongs committed by all other organs of government, it would be
unreasonable to construe the single term "measures" to include court judgments in addition to
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legislative and regulatory actions. This is particularly so in this case, given that the definition of
"measure" in NAFTA Article 20 I, on its face, does not include court judgments or any reference
to a "denial of justice." Indeed, the term "denial of justice" does not appear anywhere in the
· NAFTA.
The distinction between "measures" and court judgments is also supported by international
decisional law, even in cases where the broadest possible definition of "mea5ures" is urged. In the
recent Case Concerning Fisheries Jurisdiction (Spain y, Canada), l.C.J. Gen. List No. 96 (Dec. 4,
1998), for example, Canada argued thaf the International Court of Justice ("ICJ") lacked
jurisdiction to hear a dispute concerning a particular Canadian statute because Canada had
reserved from the ICJ's jurisdiction any "disputes arising out of or concerning conservation and

management measures taken by Canada" with respect to fishing vessels in certain regions.
Because a broad interpretation of the term "measures" was more protective of Canada'~
sovereignty, Canada "stress[ed] the very wide meaning of the word 'measure"' in arguing that the
statute in question was reserved from the ICJ's jurisdiction. J.4. at~ 65. The Court agreed that the
statute was a "measure,n noting that the broadest meaning of the term "is used in international
conventions to encompass statutes. regulations and administrative action."· 1d. (emphasis added).
Although the question of whether court judgments are "measuresn was not at issue in the case, the
ICJ's explanation of even the "very wide meaning" of the term significantly did not ·iriclude court
judgments, but was instead l.intited to "statutes, regulations and administrative action."

~~

Fisheries Case, Counter-Memorial of Canada on Jurisdiction, Feb. 29, 1996 ("Canada's Brief') at
.~ 96 (The tenn's "most common usage is in relation to legislative measures.") (emphasis in ·

~-·........_

~$IDEl\l r1.
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~(
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original) ..IJI The Court's understanding reflects the ordinary meaning of the tenn "measmes," ·
which does not include coW't judgments.
That "measmes" do not include court judgments is further underscored by the fact that the
scope of Chapter 1J is limited only to "measmes adopted or maintainecf' by a NAFTA country.
~ NAFTA

Article 1101(1). .As a matter of common usage, legislative proposals are "adopted,"

and pre-existing rules or practices are "maintained.ti

~

u, Webster's Third New International

Dictionary of the English Language at 29 (1986) (''adopt" refers to "a bill or measure passed or ·
accepted formally"); Hi. at 1362 ("maintain" means to "keep up" or "continue"). Court judgments,
in contrast, are neither "adopted 11 nor "maintained,'' but instead are "issl!ed, 11 "rendered," "entered"
· or "made."

~~.jg.

at 585 (a "decision" is "arrived at after consideration"); i.Q. at 1223 (a

"judgment" is "pronounced" or ''given iri a cause by a court oflaw or other tribunal .... ; a legal
judgment entered for one party .... 11 ). li' The plain text of Article 1101(1), therefor~, does not

.ll'J:t is also worth noting that Canada urged the broadest possible construction of the term "measures"
because the law requires an "unequivocal.indication" of a "voluntary and indisputable" acceptance of
an international tribunal's jurisdiction. Canada's Brief at mf52-53 .(citing ICJ cases). Had the issue
been presented where a narrow reading was necessary to protect sovereignty - as it is in this case, ~
in.fm at [ ] - the ICJ likely would have construed the term narrowly. ~' ~. Fisheries Case at ~ 71
(noting that narrower interpretation "would deprive the reservation of its intended effect.").
liJhe Mexican and French-Canadian version~ of the NAFTA support this same distinction. C2mpare,

u, The Oxford-Hachette French Dictionary at 13 (2d ed. 1997) (illustrating meaning of "adopter"

with "adopter une loi •• to pass a law"); id. at 486 (''maintenir" means "to keep") Eth id.. at 219 (one
can "make or take" a "decision;" "prendre une decision".); id. at 452 (to "give one's verdict" or "to pass
judgment;II "prononcer Ufl jugement"); id. at 1156 ("se decider" means "to reach Or COme to a
decision"); id. at 1387("prononcer/reridre unjugement" means "to pass/give a judgment"); id. at 1652
("rendre une decision" means "to give a ruling"). Compare fil.s.Q, ~. The Oxford Spanish Dictionary
at 18 (1994) ("adoptar" means "to talce," as in "drastic measures will have to be talcen"); Hi. at 479-80
("mantener" means "to keep," as in "keep up the old traditions") Elh li;l. at 227 (one can "make" a
"decisi6n"); id_. at 441 (ooe can "express" or "form" a "juicio"); Hi. at 1524 (one can "give" or...!!mak;e" a
judicial ruling, or "fallo").
~~s\DENr-1.c
q
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bring court judgments within the reach of Chapter 11;

B.

The Meaning Of"Measures Adopted or Maintained" In The Context Of The
NAFTA

As noted above, NAFTA Article 201 defines "µleasure" to include "any Jaw, regulation,
procedure, requirement or practice." Although the drafters ofNAFTA surely were capable of
identifying court judgments with specificity when they wanted to do so, Article 201 does not
include court judgments in its definition of a "measure." For example, NAFTA Article 1109(4)(e)
permits each NAFTA government to apply its laws to "ensur[e]the satisfaction of judgments in
adjudicatory proceedings." By the principle of expressio unius est exclusio alierius, which is
well·recognized in ~e Jaw of treaty interpretation,~ Qppenheim's at 1279-80, one can fairly
infer that the drafters of NAFTA did not intend to include "judgments in adjudicatory
proceedings" within the definition of "measures" in Article 201.
Indeed, the term "measures" appears frequently throughout NAFT A Chapter 11 and,
without exception, is not used to refer to the judgments of domestic courts. To the contrary, the
provisions ofNAFTA Chapter 11 appear clearly to exclude domestic court judgments from the
Chapter's scope.
Most notable in this regard is NA.FT A Article 1121, which sets forth the conditions that an
aggrieved investor must satisfy before it may challenge a government measure through
international arbitration. Principal among these "conditions precedent 11 is the requirement that
investors "waive their right to initiate or continue before any administrative tribunal or court ...
any proceedings with respect to the measure of the disputing Party that is alleged to be a breach"
of Chapter 11. NAFTA Article 1121 (1 )(b). In other words, to make a claim in arbitration
.

. ~~SIDENr1:
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challenging a "measure," the investor must, inter fil.li\, elect to abandon.any further domestic court
challenge to that measW"e. Because this provision plainly/distinguishes between judicial
proceedings and _the measure challenged in those proceedFgs (i.e., "proceedings with respect to
I

the measW"e"), the language of Article 1121 makes clear that a court proceeding itself was not
understood by the parties to be a "measure" subject to

.

c~lenge in international arbitration.
I

I

.

In fact, the parties to the NAFTA appear to have included this requirement in Article 1121
I

precisely because
it "forces investors to choose between I/local remedies and
international ·
.
,
iI

arbitration so that international panels cannot act as a colW:t of appeals" over domestic judicial
. decisions. U.S. White Paper of Talking Points for CarlJ Hills in Negotiations with Mexico and

I

.

Canada.. As the United States argued in the coW"se of tHe NAFT A's negotiations, it was necessary

!

I

to eliminate the requirement that an investor exhaust alt local remedies before proceeding to
.

I

international arbitration because such a requirement, "far from helping to minimize the political

.

.

.I

problems associated with investment disputes, could attually heighten them, as most govenunents

I.

.

.

wouJd object strenuously to an international tribunal a~ting as an appeals court for domestic
I

judicial decisions." Id.

/
I

If "measures" were construed to include domdtic court judgments, the purpose of Article

I

.

1121 's election-of-remedies provisions wouJd be und~nnined, as it wouJci allow an international
tribunal to sit, in effect, as a "court of appeals" over

f

mestic court judgments. See, u,, A.

Freeman, The Tntemationa1 Responsibility of States for Denial of Justice, 170 ( 193 8) (in denial of
justice cases, "what wouJd actually happen is that an !international,
I

~bunal would operate by way

of a court of appeals."). Such a result would be inco#sistent not only with the plain language of
.
'
the NAFTA, but with the clear intent of the parties,~ well as common-sense principles of
sioE°AJ"-...
~<v

I

I
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international law. ~.~Barcelona Traction. Light and Power Co,, Ltd., 1970 I.CJ. 3, 157-58

.

I .

("If an international .tribunal were to ... examine the re~arity
of the decisions of municipal
I
.
courts, the international tribunal

~ould tum out to be a •cJur de cassation', the highest court in the

municipal law system. An international tribWlal, on the Jontrary,
belongs
to quite a different
I
.
order; it is called upon to deal with international affairs, Jot municipal affairs.") (separate opinion

~ed the agreement expressly to avoid

of Judge Tanaka). Because the parties to the NAFTA

such a scenario, it would be unreasonable to conclude Jt they intended the term "measiire" to

I

include domestic court judgments.

..

/

Other uses of the term "measure" in Chapter 11 kderscore that the term was intend~d to

-I

.

refer only to trade-related legislative or regulatory actiops. Article 1106(2), for example, refers to

'
"measure[s] that requireO an investment to use a tecbndlogy to meet generally applicable health,
0

safety or environmental requirements;" a reference thatlplainl y does not include court judgments ..
Similarly, Article
1108 refers to the "continuation,"
"pJompt
renewal" or "amendment" of any
,
.
I

Jr measures prescribing special formalities

non-conforming measures, wrule Article 1111 speaks

'

I
in connection with the establishment of foreign investments, "s.uch as a requirement that investors
be residents of the Party or that in.vestments be legall1 constituted under the laws or regulations of
the Party .... " Such uses of the tenn "measures" are con.sistent only with legislation or
1

I

regulation and do not refer to court judgments. See also, .e.g., NAFTA Article 1114(2) ("[I]t is
I

.

I

I.

.

inappropriate to encourage investment by relaxing domestic health, safety or envirorunental
measures.").

·

.

The term "measure"
also appear5 several hundred
times
in other parts of the . NAFTA, each
.
I
.
time making clear that the agreement as a whole is cincemed only with trade- and investment- siOEN f.
I
r<-«;,
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.

related legislative and regulatory actions, and not court judgments. Article 2103, for example,

.

I.

speaks of regulatory measures aimed at the imposition and collection of taxes, setting forth the
extent to which such measures are subject to Chapter l l'sl arbitration provisions.

~ NAFTA

Article 2103(6). The entirety of(;hapter 7 of the NAFT1is devoted to "Agriculture and Sanitary
and Phytosanitazy Measures," while all of Chapter 9 is d1voted to "Standards-Related Measures,"
I

which are defined as "standard[s], technical regulation[s] or confonnity assessment procedure[sJ."

I

NAFTA Article 915. "Measures" is used

mArticle 302 ~o refer to rules for allocating in-quota
i

imports, and in Articles 309-315 to refer to non-tariff exPort restrictions "such as licenses, fees,
taxation and minimum price requirements."

~ ~ N~A Article 605. The term appears·
. I

countless times in similar fashion throughout the NAF1!A, reinforcing a definition of "measures"
. that includes only legislative orregulatory actions that Lncem trade and investment.ll'
. Indeed, in the more than one thousand pages thlt.constitute the NAFTA,

·

.

inc~uding nearly

300 separate Articles as well as numerous annexes and/supplemental agreements, the sole use of
the

te~ "measures" in the context ofjudicial action isla reference in only four Articles to

I

· U"

~. ~. NAFTA Articles 315 & 605 (using "ex~h m~sures" as synonymous with export

restrictions, such as higher prices on certain goods); 1'fAFTA Article 512 (administrative customs .
"determinations, measures and rulings"); NAFTA Artjcles 602(1), 606 (energy regulatory measures);
NAFTA Article 607 (national security measures); NA!FTA Article 904(l)(measures relating to safety,
the protection of human, animal or plant life or health1, the enviromnent or consumers, including .
prohibitions on importation of goods and services); NAFT A Article 1201 (measures relating to crossborder trade in services); NAFT A Article 1210 (prevfnting measures relating to licensing and
certification from becoming barriers to trade); NAFT~ ·Article 1304 (discussing measures "adopted or
maintained" to prevent interference with public telecommunications networks); NAFTA Article 1305
(requiring NAFTA parties to adopt antitrust measure~, i•such as accounting requirements, requirements
for structural separation" and other "rules" to preven~ anticompetitive conduct); NAFT A Article 1406
(equating "measures" with "regulation, oversight, implementation of regulation and ... procedures ...
."); NAFTA Article 1502(3) (requiring action throug'b"regulatory control, administrative supervision
or the application of other measures .... ").
J
.
·
s\DEN ·
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"provisional" or "interim" measures issued by international tribunals,~ Article 1134, and by
. domestic courts in the specific context of intellectual proJrty proceedings.

~Articles 1715,

1716, 1718. These scant references to "provisional" or ,.Jterirn measures," however, do not

·

ol other domestic court judgments.
.
I
"Provisional" or "interim measures" are weH-recdgnized as having a specialized meaning
I
.

expand the scope of Chapter 11 to include jmy verdicts

in the field of international arbitration that bears no relation to the "measW"es" that are covered. by
NAFTA Chapter 11. The terms. generally refer to prewlnary actions taken "to preserve the
I

~ourt or tribwial where necessary to

respective rights of the parties'' pending a decision by a
.

I

.

prevent a party from suffering "irreparable prejudice.". Paraguay y. United States, 37 I.L.M. 810,
I

818 (I.CJ. 1998); S5' •

I
u., D.A. Redfern, Arbitratibn and the Courts: Interim Measures Qf

P.rQtection- Is the Tide About to Tum?. 30 Tex. Int'!

LI J. 71, 78 (1995); C. Brower & W.M.

Tupman, Court-Ordered Provisional Measures Under Je New York Convention, 80 Am.

I

.

~. Int'!

I

L. 24 (1986) ("[TJhe rules of most international arbitral regimes authorize a tribunal to order
interim or provisional measures .... ").

·

This is precisely the manner in which the tenn~ "provisional" or "interim measures" are
used. in the NAFTA. Article 1134 authorizes internatibna1 arbitral tribunals to "order an interim
measW'e of protection to preserve the rights of a dispJing party, or to ensure that the Tribunal's
jurisdiction is made fully effective, including an

01

to preserve evidence in the possession or

control oh disputing party or to protect the Tribunal'.'s jurisdiction." Similarly, Article 1716,

!

which applies only to intellectual properiy disputes, tqilires each NAFTA party to "provide that
its judicial authorities ... have the authority to orderlprompt and effective provisional measW"es 11

.

I

.

to enjoin an alleged infringement of intellectual property rights and "to ·p~eserve relevant evidence~
</~·~..,.- .. fv,.~

'

.

l
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in regard to the alleged infringement." N.AFTA Article 1716(1 ).. See also NAFTA Article
1715(2)(f) Gudicial authorities must have power to order a party who improperly requested
provisional measures in an intellectual property dispute to compensate the party "wrongfully
enjoined or restrained .... ").
Clearly, the recognition of an international arbitral tribunal's authority to issue interim
measures of relief does not imply that the judgments of domestic courts are "measures" subject to
arbitration under Chapter 11. Nor do the references to court-ordered provisional measures in
intellectual property disputes suggest that court judgments are subject to arbitration tinder Chapter
11. Indeed, under the terms of Chapter 17 ("Intellectual Property"), even provisional measures
issued in intellectual property cases are not subject to arbitration under Chapter 11. Article 1716
makes clear that arbitration was not intended as the proper course for challenging a provisional
measure, as it requires NAFTA parties to a:Ilow defendants to "have those measures reviewed by
[the relevant NAFTA party's] judicial authorities .... " NAFTA Article I 716(5)(b).
Moreover, in drafting Chapter 17, the parties to the NAFTA were careful to avoid
imposing obligations that would subject a court judgment (as opposed to other forms of
government action or inaction) to challenge wider the agreement. In each of Chapter 17's
references to court-ordered provisional or interim measures, the only obligations imposed are
those that require the parties to ensure that their courts are empowered to take particular action,
~ ~. NAFT A Article

1715(2), (5); Article 1716(1) ("Each Party shall provide that its judicial

authorities shall have the authority" to issue certain orders). While a government could be
challenged wider the NAFTA for failing to empower itsjudicial authorities as required in Chapter
17, in no case does the Chapter impose requirements that would subject a court judgment itself t~sl DE'N
.
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challenge as a "measure."
In any event, even if court-ordered provisional measures in intellectual property cases
could somehow be challenged in an arbitration wider NAFTA Chapter 11, such provisional
measures are entirely distinct from the sort of court judgments that Loewen challenges here.
Article 1716(6), for example, provides that the judicial authorities of the NAFTA parties must
"revoke or otherwise cease to apply the provisional measures ... if proceedings leading to a.
decision on the merits are not initiated" within a certain period of time. In the event that
proceedings leading to a decision on the merits of the case are initiated, NAFTA Article 1718(7)
requires the NAFTA parties to provide for a "review" to determine whether the provisional
measures should be modified, revoked or confinned. Both of these provisions show that the
issuance of provisional measures is entirely independent of court proceedings on the merits and,
indeed, that a proceeding on the merits need not even ex.ist for provisional measures to be issued
in the fust instance. Thus, even if Chapter 17 could be construed to include court-ordered
"provisional measures" within the scope of the term "measures" in Chapter 11, it makes clear that
court judgments on the merits of a given case - such as the court judgments challenged here are not arbitrable "measures" for purposes of Chapter I 1. {J;., ~. C. Higgins, Interim Measures
in Transnational Maritime Arbitration, 65 Tul. L. Rev. 1519, 1523-24 (1991) ("Provisional or
interim measures of relief are distinguishable from interim awards. Generally interim awards
involve rulings on the merits or substance of the dispute," whereas interim measures of relief are
merely "orders given by the arbitrator/s for the preservation of rights and property" pending the
proceedings on the substance of the case) (quoting ICC Arb. Comm'n, Report on the Problems of
Interim/Partial Awards§ 1.1 (1985)); P. Essoff, Finland y. Denmark: A Call to Cl@fy the
36
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International Court of Justice's Standards for Provisional Mea.Sures, 15 Fordham Int'l L. J. 839,
841 ( 1992) (the ICJ's "power to hear a case on the merits .is distinct from its power to indicate
provisional measures.").
lt is also significant that the term "measures" in NAFTA Article 1101 ( 1) is modified by

the phrase "adopted or maintained." As noted above, this additional limitation is inconsistent with
court judgments, as court judgments are not "adopted or maintained," but instead are "rendered,"
"issued" or "made." ~~at_. Although the phrase "adopted or maintained" is used
throughout the NAFTA .• it refers in each instance only to legislative or regulatory rules or actions
that concern trade and investment, and never to court judgments. ~. ~. Supplemental
Agreement ori Environmental Cooperation, Annex 36A, ~ 4 (Sept. 13, 1993) ("procedlll'es adopted
or maintained" by Canada); NAFTA Article 2104(3) (requiring certain "measure[s) adopted or
maintained" to be "temporary and be phased out progressively"); NAFTA Article 314 (conditions
Wlder which a Party "may adopt or maintain any duty, tax or other charge on the export" of
goods); NAFTA Article 906(4) ("technical regulation adopted or maintained"); NAFTA Article
910(3)(a) ("any standard or conformity assessment procedure proposed, adopted or maintained");
NAFTA Annex 301.3, § B(2)(b) ("tariff rate quotas adopted or maintained"); NAFT A Arti.cle
1210 ("any measure adopted or maintained by a Party relating to the licensing or certification of
nationals of another Party"); NAFTA Article 1302(7)(d) ("a licensing, permit, registration or
notification procedure which, if adopted or maintained, ... "); NAFTA Article 2005(4)(a) ("a
measlll'e adopted or maintained by a Party to protect its hwnan, animal or plant life or health ...
."); NAFTA Article 719("any control or inspection procedure or approval procedure, proposed,
adopted or maintained .... ")~ NAFTA Article 702(3) ("measl.ll'es adopted or maintained plll'SU~IDEl\I
.
.
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to an intergovernmental coffee agreement. 11 ). Such usage throughout the NAFTA merely
underscores that Chapter 11 was not intended to apply to domestic court judgments.
Jn short, whether in the context of the NAFTA or in international practice generally, the

limiting phrase "measures adopted or maintained" in NAFTA Article 1101 applies only to
legislative or regulatory actions .and excludes domestic court judgments from its scope. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the President of the United States, when he transmitted the NAFTA to
I

the U.S. Congress for approval, explained that "the NAFTA's rules generally cover state and local
laws and reiwJations, as well as those at the federal level." NAFTA Implementation Act,
Statement of Administrative Action; p.8 (Nov. 3, 1993) (emphasis added). Because Chapter 11
applies onJy to such "laws and regulations," this Tribunal lacks competence to address Loewen's
challenges to the judgments of the Mississippi courts.
C.

The Object And Pw:pose Of The NAFTA

The purp?se of the NAFTA is clear: to enhance trade and investment among Canada,
Mexico and the United States.

~ NAFTA

Chapter 102 ("Objectives"). The agreement's

principal goals are to "eliminate baniers to trade" wnong the three countries, to "promote
conditions of fair competition in the free trade area," to increase "investment opportunities" and to
"provide adequate and effective protection and. enforcement of intellectual property rights" in each
of the three countries. ld. To these ends, the NAFTA includes a mechanism for the resolution of.
disputes concerning government i•measures" that pertain to trade wid investment. Id.; see also
NAFTA Chapter 11: Nowhere ii1 these stated goals is there any suggestion that the NAFT A was
intended to apply to court judgments, particularly where the judgment is a jury's award of
damages in a purely private contract dispute, Wlfelated to any government measures, that w
38
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. eventually settled out of court. ·
·In fact, the inclusion of such proceedings within the scope of Chapter 11 's dispute
resolution mechanism would be inconsistent with the stated goals of the NAFTA. As noted
above, Chapter 11 seeks to facilitate the orderly resolut.ion of trade and investment disputes by
requiring aggrieved investors to waive their right to challenge a governrnent measure in a
domestic co~. ~NAFTA Article 1121(l)(b). In the view of the NAFTA's drafters, this
requirement was appropriate because the more traditional requirement that art investor exhaust all
local remedies before proceeding to international arbitration,"far from helping to minimize the
political problems associated with investment disputes, could actually heighten them, as most
governments would object strenuously to an international tribunal acting as an appeals court for
domestic judicial decisions." U.S. Wlllte Paper of Talking Points for Carla Hills,~· The
NAFTA's drafters thus made clear that the inclusion of domestic court judgments within the scope
of "measures" that could be.challenged in arbitration would .frustrate the very purpose of the '
dispute resolution mechanisms that are vital to the NAFTA's success. ,CL,~. D. Price, An
Oyeryiew of the NAFTA Investment Chapter: Substantive Rules and Investor-State Dispute
Settlement, 27 Int'! Law. 727 (1993) (Chapter 11 "was an essential element of an agreement that
was to provide the basis for hemispheric free trade.").
Because Loewen's challenge is so contrary to the expressed intent of the NAFTA parties,
representatives of the NAFT A governments have spoken out against· the filing of such claims.
For example, Canadian trade officials have complained that Chapter. 11 was never intended to
pennit claims like Loewen's and are seeking an interpretive.agreement among the three NAFTA
nations to confinn this point.

~ 1:

Jack, Ottawa Pushes for Reform ofNAFI'A Lawsuit
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Provisions: $1-Billion in Claims, Fin. Post (Apr. 20, 1999) at C03; P. Morton, Washingion Cool
to Rewriting Key NAFTA Clause: Canada Urged Review: Aim is to Limit Firms' Ability to Sue
Governments, Financial Post (Jan. 23, 1999) at D09; Editorial, A New Role for a Trade Deal:
NAFTA's Creators Never Expected it Would be Used Like This, Globe aod Mail (June 18, 1999) at
Al2; see also W. Glaberson, NAFTA Invoked to Challenge Court Award in U.S., N.Y. Times
(Jan. 2s·, 1999) ("[T]hose who were most involved in the debate over the trade agreement five
years ago say they did not anticipate cla.Uns based on court verdicts."). Such an effort only
underscores that the inclusion of court judgments within the meaning 11 measures" would be
inconsistent with the object and purpose of the NAFTA.
D.

Even If The Meaning And Scope of The Term "Measures" Were Ambiguous,
Canons Of Treaty Interpretation Require That The Term Be Interpreted To.
Exclude Domestic Court Judgments

It has long been a principle of customary international law that treaties are to be

interpreted in deference to the sovereignty of states.

m, .e..g., EC Measures Concerning Meat and

Meat Products (Hormones), 1998 WL 25520, Report of the Appellate Body at •71 n.154 (WTO
Jan. 16, 1998); Nuclear Tests Case (Australia v. frnnce), 1974 I.CJ. 267 (1974). International
tribWJals repeatedly insist on an "unequivocal indication" of a· "voluntary and indisputable"
acceptance by a sovereign of the tribunaPsjurisdiction. Case Concerning Maritime Delimitation
and Territorial Questions Between Qatar and Bahrain (Qatar y. Bahrain,), 1995 I.C.J. 6, 63-64;
Case Concerninfj Application of the Conyentjon on the Prevention and Pynishment of the Crime
of Genocide, 1993 I.CJ. 325, 341-42. Given this strong deference to sovereignty, "[i]fthe
meaning of a term is ambiguous, that meaning is to be preferred .which is less onerous to the party
assuming an obligation, or which interferes Jess with the territorial and personal supremac~€,'!;iiJENr1.
.
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party, or involves less general restrictions upon the parties." R. Jennings and A. Watts (eds.),
OJwenheim's International Law, 9th ed., yol. I, p. 1278 (Longman 1992).
Clearly, an unwelcome review of a coWltry's domestic court judgments through
international arbitration would significantly interfere with that COWltry's territonal supremacy. As
one noted scholar has observed, "[a) concept of denial of justice which exposes to investigation
the substance of the judgment rendered is an evisceration of the very corpus of the sovereignty
doctrine and its precious tenet of freedom from interference on the part ofother States. In cases of
this kind, what would actually happen is that an international tribunal would operate by way of a
court of appeals." A. Freeman, The International. Responsibility of States for Denial of Justice,
146 (1938). The parties to the NAFTA recognized as much in the course of the negotiations of
the agreement, and included provisions in Chapter 11 expressly to avoid such interference.
U.S. White Paper, fil!Jllll·

~ Ab.Q, ~.Barcelona Traction,

~

1970 I.CJ. at 157-58 ("If an

international tribunal were to ..• examine the regularity of the decisions of municipal courts, the
international tribunal would twn out to be a 'cour de cassation', the highest court in the mwlicipal
law system. An international tribunal, on the contrary, belongs to quite a different order; it is
called upon to deal with international affairs, not municipal affairs.") (separate opinion of Judge
Tanaka).
Because the parties to the NAITA expressly sought to prevent international review of
domestic court judgments, it would be wireasoriable to construe the phrase "measures adopted or
maintained" in Chapter 11 to refer to domestic court judgments. Even if the tenn could plausibly
be so construed, settled principles of international Jaw require that such an ambiguity must be
resolved to exclude domestic court judgments from Chapter 11 's scope.

.
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Bouchereau, ~ C.M.L.R. 800, 810 (ECJ 1977) ("The word 'measure' is not one of precise import.
Its interpretation requires a consideration of the context in which it is found."). To infer the
parties' consent to have their court judgments challenged in international proceedings on the basis
of such language would ignore the "fundamental principle of international judicial settlement"
that a tribunal ''not uphold its jurisdiction unless the intention to confer it has been proved beyond
reasonable doubt." Qatar v, Bahrain, 19951.C.J. at 64.
Indeed, the endorsement of Loewen's position here would lead to absw-d consequences
that the NAFT A Parties plainly could not have intended. Under Loewen's reading of the NAFT A,
an investor that finds itself in adverse litigation need not worry about the ultimate outcome of the
litigation because its host goverrunent would, in effect, serve as a guarantor of that outcome
through the NAFTA process. If an investor found itself to be losing a given case, the investor
could, .under Loewen's view, simply settle the litigation and seek indemnification from the host
government under the NAFTA. The possibility for collusion between the investor and the
opposing party in the litigation is obvious: the investor and the opposing party could agree to
virtually any amount in settlement with the mutual expectation that the settlement would be fully
reimbursed by the host govenunent. The NAFTA Parties clearly could not have intended such a
result, and the language of the NAFTA does not permit it. ~. ~. Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties, Art. 32 (treaty language should not be interpreted to 11 leadO to a result which is
manifestly absurd or unreasonable."); U.S. White Paper (evid~ncing drafters' intent to prevent
opportunity for investor to go "to arbitration because it was losing in domestic courts.").

I
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I
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E.

None Of Loewen's Citations Establish That The Term "Measures Adopted Or
Maintained" In NAFTA Chapter 11 Includes Court Judgments In Purely Private
Qisputes
· ·

Recognizing the limited scope of NAFTA Chapter 11 's application, Loewen devotes a
substantial portion of its memorial to its claim that the Mississippi judgments fall within the
meaning of the tenn "measures adopted or maintained" underNAFTA Chapter 1101(1). In
particular, Loewen argues that the definition of the term "measure" in the NAFTA is n~t !Unite~,
but is instead defined non-exhaustively to include "any law, regulation, procedure, requirement or
practice." NAFTA Article 201(1). Loewen draws two conclusions from this point, both of which
are erroneous.
First, Loewen argues that the NAFTA's use of the word "includes" rather than "means"
renders the definition of "measure" sufficiently open-ended to include any fonn of government
actibn, including court judgments in private disputes. ~ TLGI Mem. at 139-40. This argument,
however, ignores the settled interpretive rule of noscitur a sociis -- "a word is known by the
company it keeps." ~.~Gustafson y. AllQyd Co,, Inc., 513 U$. 561, 575 (1995); Australian
Broadcastin9 Tribunal y, Bond, (Austl. 1990) 170 CL.R. 321, ~21 (Toohey and Gaudron, J.J.).
Courts regularly use this principle "to avoid ascribing to one word a meaning so broad that it is
inconsistent with its accompanying words, thus giving 'Wlintended breadth"' to the language.
Gustafson, 513 U.S. at 575. Here, the il~ustrations given in.the definition of "measure" are all
clearly of a type: they refer to actions of legislative and administrative bodies and do not describe
those of courts. As explained above, if the NAFTA's drafters had intended to include "denial of
justice" claims arising from private litigation within the scope of 11measures 11 challengeable under
the NAFTA, they easily could have done so.
43
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Second, Loewen argues that, even if court judgments are not "measures;' in the ordinary
sense of the tenn, court judgments
fall within the, , subsidiary definitions of "measure"
provided in
I
.
NAFTA 201(1)-- in particular, the term "requirement." According to Loewen, "civil damages
judgments constitute a state-imposed 'requirement''' under United States Jaw. TLGI Mem. at_
This is not so.
Loewen relies on a single case, Cipollone v. Liggett Grow. Inc., 505 U.S. 504 (1992), as
support for its claim. Contrary to Loewen's claim, however, CiJ?QJIQne did not hold that "civil
damages judgments" constitute a state-imposed requirement. Rather, a plurality of justices in that
case foUnd only that a common-law right of action for damages -- as opposed to court judgments
in such cases -- fell within the definition of a "requirement" under the statute in question. See 505
U.S. at 521-23. Indeed, even on this point, three justices concluded that the plain meaning of the
word "requirement" d.id not extend to common-law damages actions. ~ i.Q. at 534-40
(concurrence in part, dissent in part) ..l.tf
Loewen fails to identify a single case in which the term "measures adopted or maintained"

has been construed to include court judgments in private litigation.

:for example, the European

Court of Justice in Regina v. Pierre Boucnereau, 2 C.ML.R. 800 (ECJ 1977) did not bold that
court judgments in civil disputes fall within the ordinfil.y meaning of the tenn "measures." To the

.!§Significantly, these j~stices observed that the mealling of the word "requirement" was illwninated by
a legislative statement of intent to include "not only action by State statu.te but by all other
administrative actions or local ordinances or regulations by any political subdivisions of any State ...
." ld.. at 540 (quoting Senate Report). The justices found that this illustrative list was "remarkable for
the absence of any reference to conunon-law damages actions." IQ. As in Cipollone, the list of
goverrunent actions within the definition of "measure" in the NAFTA is remarkable for the absence of
any reference to court judgments, decisions, or "denials of justice."
:ic,slDEAJr
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contrary, the court held only that the term "measure," as used in the agreement in question,
applied to court action where the court performed an administrative (rather than traditionally
judicial) function; namely, reconunending deportation pursuant to statute. IQ. Significantly, the
United Kingdom argued in that case that the ordinary meaning of the tenn "only refers to
provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action, to the exclusion of actions of the
judiciary.". Id. at 821. The ECJ did not reject that position as a general matter, but held. only that
"the concept 'measure' includes the action of a court which is required by the law to recommend in
certain cases the deportation of a national of another member state." Id. at_. Because the
Mississippi courts in the 0 1Keefe litigation did not perform the peculiarly administrative -- and
inherently non-judicial -- advisory function of the court in~. ~ i,ct. at_ (recommendation
by U.K. court was statutorily-mandated and a prerequisite to "justifying a subsequent decision by
the executive authority .... 11). the ECJ's conclusion has no bearing on the proper application of
the NAFTA in thls case.

~. ~.

i,ct. at 810 ("The word 'measure' is not one of precise import.

Its interpretation requires a consideration of the context in which it is found: 11 ) (opinion of
Advocate GeneraJ).J11
The remainder of Loewen's citations stand only for the uncontroversial proposition that
states can be held responsible for the actions of their courts in certain ~ircumstances.

~

TLGI

Wfhe decision of the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal in QH Fields of Texas, Inc. y. Iran. 12 lran-U.S. Cl.
Trib. Rep. 308 (1986), is similarly inapposite. ~ TLGI Mem. at 144. UnlikeNAFTA tribunals, the
jurisdiction of the Iran-U.S. claims tribunal extends to "expropriations and other measures affecting
property rights." Although it concluded that it had jurisdiction to hear a claim arising from a judicial
decision, the Oil Fields panel did not base its fmding of jurisdiction on the tenn "measures," but rather
on the tenn "expropriations." ~ i.Q. at_. Under that tribunal's own jurisprudence, "expropriation"
is a broader term, "encompassing not only fonnal measures, but also indirect and 'creeping' takings."
Grimm y, Iran, 2 Iran-U.S. CJ. Trib. Rep. 78 (Holtzmann, J., dissenting).
~--S-ID_E_rv__r
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Mem. at 142-44. These citations miss the point, however. The question preseµted here is not
whether international law recognizes state responsibility for court action in general, but whether
the NAFTA in particular affords investors a private right of action against the NAFTA Parties for
· court judgments in private disputes. Indeed, if this claim were to survive this jurisdictional bar, it
.
.
.
would be the first claim in history brought by a private party to challenge a domestic court
.

.

judgment under international law. Given the intent of the NAFTA Parties as reflected in the text
of the agreement, and construed with the appropriate deference to the sovereignty of the NAFTA
parties, NAFTA Chapter 11 cannot be seen to have conferred such an extraordinary right of action
· on private parties.
III.

EVEN ASSUMlNG THAT A COURT JUDGMENT COULD BE A "MEASURE"
WITIIlN THE SCOPE OF CHAPTER 11, THE COURT JUDGMENTS COMPLAINED
OF HERE ARE NOT "MEASURES ADOPTED OR MAINTAINEDli BY 1HE UNITED
STATES BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT RENDERED BY THE HIGHEST
· AVAILABLE CQURT ·
As

noted above, international tribunals constituted under NAFTA Chapter 11 have

jurisdiction only over disputes alleging injuries from "measures adopted or maintained" by a
NAFTA Party. NAITA Article l JO l (I). Even a.5swning that a domestic court judgment could
ever be such a "measure," the law is clear that a lower court judgment that is still capable of
appeal cannot qualify as a "measure adopted or maintained" by a NAFTA Party. Because all of
the judgments challenged here were still subject to appeal in higher courts, the judgments cannot
be "measures" and, therefore, the entirety of the claim is beyond the competence of the Tribunal.
It is well-settled in international law that "D]udicfa.I action is a siligle ~tion from
beginning to end and it cannot be said that the State has spoken finaJly until all appeals have been

.

.

exhausted." E. Borchard, "'Responsibility of States' at the Hague Codification Conference~~ffiENr:
. .
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Am. J. Int') L. 517, 532 (1930) (citing Belgian delegate}. "It cannot be detennined whether there
is any international responsibility Wltil it is known what the final state action will be, a fact which
cannot be known Wltil available appeals and local opportWlities for correction of the error or
wrongful act, ifany, have been exhausted." IQ. at 533. Because an international obligation can
on1y be breached when it becomes "definitively impossible for the State" to comply with that
obligation, =Yearbook of the Int'l L. Comm'n of 1978 at 95, a judicial action canno~ be a
"measure" for purposes ofNAFTA Chapter 11 unJ~ss it is the final act of the judicial system from
which no further appeal is possible.

m, ~. E. Borchard, The Diplomatic Protection of Citizens

Abroad 198 (1915) ("It is a fwidamental principle that ... only the highest court to which a case
is appealable may be considered an authority involving the responsibility of the state;");
lnterhandel Case (Switz. v. U.S.), 1959 I.CJ. 45-46 ("Before the tribunals of the respondent State
have handed down its final decision, the State may not be considered liable internationally
because and for the simple and good reason that the damage has not as yet been consummated.");

..
Freeman at 634 ("It is not disputed that courts are able to iµvolve the State in responsibility, but
the judicial dedsion with which it is confronted must be final and without appeal.") (quoting
League of Nations Publications, Basis of Discussion, Vol. III Re~ponsibility of States pp. 41-51
(1929)).
The requirement that a claimant exhaust all appeals is jurisdictional. Where, as here, a
claim is based on court judgments that could have been appealed, the claim must be dismissed at
the outset: "no claim based upon a denial of justice may be predicated upon the decision of a
lower court. The alien mu5t have WlSuccessfully pursued all available modes of appellate revision
and have, been brought face to face with a definitive pronouncement of the highest judicial bod)!
DE
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before such a complaint will be receivable." A. Freeman, International Responsibility of States
for Denial of Justice, 415 (1938). "[A)s long as there rema,ins a possibility of revising the
sentence by appeaJ, resort to the higher tribunals is a sine qua non of presenting a clai.ni." Id. at
422.
Moreover, the requirement of a final, nol}-appealable judgment is a strict one under
customary.international law. It is not enough to argue -- as Loewen does here - that further
appeals would have been difficult, costly or unlikely to succeed. Rather, for a State to be held
internationally liable, "the test is obvious futility or manifest ineffectiveness, not the absence of
reasonable prospect of success or the improbability of success, which are both less strict tests."
\

. C.F. Amerasinghe, Local Remedies in Intematignal Law 195 (1990). ~also, .e..g., 1934 Einland
x...Qll, 3 UNRIAA at 1504 (rule excusing failure to appeal where reversal was "hopeless" is "most

strictly construed, and if substantial right of appeal existed, failure to prosecute an appeaJ operated
as a bar to relief."); E. Borchard, The Diplomatic Protection of Citizens Abroad 824 ( 19 I 5) ("A
claimant is not ... relieved from exhausting his local remedies by alleging his inability, through
poverty, to meet the expenses involved, his ignorance of his right of appeal, the fact that he acted
on the advice of counsel, or a pretended impossibility or uselessness of action before the local
courts.").
Claimants do not appear to dispute ~- nor coli.Id they -- that the court judgments of which
they complain were not rendered by the highest court in the judicial system and that each of those
judgments was, at least theoretically,subject to reversal on appeal. Similarly, claimants do not
contend •· nor could they -- that the payment of the full supersedea.S bond was a condition of its
.

.

.

.
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right to appeal from the tnal court judgment. To the contrary, Loewen possessed and exer·~~a·
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(briefly) its right to appeal pursuant to Mississippi law, with or without a supersedeas bond; the
posting of a supersedeas bond was not a condition of the appeal, but merely a condition for the
court to stay execution of the judgment pending the appeal. Claimants argue, instead, that the
supersedeas bond requirement bad the practical effect of denying their right of appeal because,
according to·claimants, the posting of the bond would have bad "devastating financial
consequences" for the company, whereas an appeal without a bond would have "quite literally
_J

destroyed the compa,ny."
Contrary to Loewen's accoWlt, several avenues of appeal were available to Loewen that
the company, for its own private business reasons, elected not to pursue. Although i~ alleges that
it "had no reasonable legal alternative" to settling the O'Keefe case, and that it settled the case
onJy under "duress," TLGI Mem. at 135, ~ 308, Loewen misapprehends the applicable standard
under customary international Jaw. It is true that the requirement of a fmal, non~appealable

.

judgment may be overcome where a claimant can demonstrate that pursuing an appeal would be
"obvious[ly] futil[e]" or "manifest[ly] ineffective."· C.F. Amerasinghe, LQcal Remedies in
International jaw 195 (1990), But Loewen does not even tty to meet this test in its Memorial
,

I

.

Instead, Loewen argues onJy that its failure to appeal should be excused because (according to
Loewen) it had no "reasonable legal alternative" to settlement.

~

Loewen's Memorial at 135, ~

308. In any event, even Wlder the less strict "duress" test urged by claimants, the claim that
Loewen had no "reasonable" alternative is unsupportable and cannot satisfy the requirement of a
final, non-appealable judgment..!lt

Loewen effectively concedes that, if it had a "reasonable" alternative to settlement, then its
decision to settle the O'Keefe litigation would mu have been made under "duress" (and thus wolifn'.n0tN..,.

.I!'
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Loewen Could Have Sought Review in Federal Court and a Stay of
Execution Pending Adjudication of its Claims

A.

One of Loewen's priricipal contentions. in this case is that it "had no reasonable legal
alternative" to settling the O'Keefe case. ~Loewen Memorial at 135, ~ 308. Specifically,
Loewen claims that, after the Mississippi Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's decision setting
an appeal bond at $625 million, it "bad no available avenues of relief in U.S. federal court, either
on direct review in the Supreme Court of the United States or on coJlateral review in a U.S.
district court." See lit. In support of this contention, Loewen offers the statements of Professors
Laurence Tribe and Charles Fried.

~

Loewen's Memorial, Exhibit D ("Tribe Statement");

Exhibit E ("Fried Statement").
Loewen is ~ong. As the company itself recogni:Zed at the time of the widerlying events,

it not only had a reasonable opportunity to obtain United States Supreme Court review ofthe
I,

Mississippi Supreme Court's decision to require a $625 million supersedeas bond, but it could
have sought and obtained (in a collateral action) federal district court review of its claims of
discriminatory and improper conduct by tile Mississippi judicial system. Moreover, wider either
alternative(!.&.. U.S. Supreme Court or federal district co.urt review), Loewen could have sought
.and obtained a stay of enforcement of the O'Keefe judgment pending resolution of its claims by a
federal court.
The analysis supporting these conclusions is set forth in detail in the attached statement of
Yale Law School Professor Drew S. Days, ID, a constitutional Jaw and federal courts expert and
former Solicitor General of the United States.

~Statement

of Drew S. Days, III, at 9-51

support a clfilm wider the NAFTA). ·~ Loewen's Memorial at 124, ~ 285.
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(attached as Exhibit-) (11 Days Statement"). Professor Days' statement, which we briefly
summarize below, explains in detail why the conclusions of Professors Tribe and Fried are
exaggerated, legally flawed, and, with respect to the availability of
collateral .review in U.s:
'
.

district court, inconsistent with the facts Loewen alleges in this proceeding ·-facts that Loewea's
experts fail to even acknowledge.!!
Moreover, as we also explain below, Professor Days' conclusion that Loewen had
available avenues ofrelief in the U.S. Supreme Court and federal district court is supported by
numerous statements Loewen and its attorneys made after the O'Keefe verdict (but before Loewen
chose to settle). His conclusion that review was available in the U.S. Supreme Court is further
supported by legal arguments that Loewen's own expert, Professor Tribe, advanced in litigation
before the United States Supreme Court as counsel for the petitioner in Pennzoil Co. y. Texa~Q.
Inc., .481 U.S. I (1987). Loewen's after-the-fact justification for .its failure to pursue available
federal court remedies thus does not even square with its own (or its expert's) prior statements.
I.

Loewen Could Have Sought; And Would Have Had A Reasonable
Opportunity To Obtain, United States Supreme Court Review Of The
Mississippi Supreme Court's Decision Requiring It To Post A $625 Million
SUl'ersedeas Bond
·
a.

Professor Days' Conclusion

After the Mississippi Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's decision setting a
supersedeas bond at $625 million (125% of the total verdict), Loewen could have filed a petition

!!
Professor Days bas no independent knowledge of whether the facts alleged by Loewen in its
Memorial and supporting materials are true. While, for purposes of formulating conclusions about the
availability offederal court relief, he has taken Loewen's allegations at face value, Professor Days
.makes clear he does not intend to "credit or in any way lend credence" to Loewen's allegations. & Ill
at 4. Our argument in this Memorial adopts the same approach.
.
.
'?;>\OENJ"t. .
r<:-"'
Af(
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. for certiorari in the United States Supreme Court seeking review of the Mississippi Supreme
Court's decision. That much is undeniable. Because certiorari review is discretionary, it is not
possible to say with absolute certainty that Loewen1s petition would have been granted.
Nevertheless, the significant federal constitutional questions Loewen could have presented for
..

U.S. Supreme Court review were (in the parlance of Supreme Court practitioners) "certworthy, 11
and would have been sure to attract the Court's attention during the certiorari review process. In
the words of Professor Days, after the Supreme Court of Mi.ssissippi ruled, Loewen "could have
sought and would have had a reasonable opportunity to obtain" U.S. Supreme Court review (and a
stay of execution pending such review), if it had only tried.

~Days

Statement at 3, 31.

Professor Days' Statement sets out in detail the factual and legal basis for his opinion.

~

Days Statement at 12-34. In brief, U.S. Supreme Court review was a realistic option because the
Mississippi Supreme Court's decision raised an "unsettled questionO of federal constitutional
[law] of geoeral interest," vjz., whether an appeal bond requirement that is neither necessary nor
possible to satisfy comports with federal due process.

~id.

at 17 (internal citation and

quotation marks omitted); ~ill at 21-22. This question has percolated in lower state and
federal courts for years, resulting in decisions squarely iil conflict with the Mississippi Supreme
Court's (a factor that would have increased the likelihood of U.S. Supreme Court review).zi¥

~

zi¥ . Loewen's experts' contention that the Mississippi Supreme Court's decision is not in conflict.
with any other federal appellate decision is cwious in light of Loewen's statements to the contrary in
its. Notice of Claim. Compare Tribe Statement at 22-24 i!l:!9. Fried Statement at 9-11 (both opining that
the Mississippi Supreme Court's decision was not in conflict with any other federal appella~e decision)
l:Yith Notice of Claim at 43, ~ 120 (arguing that the Mississippi Supreme Court's decision was in
conflict with a decision of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, the federal appellate court governing
federal practice in Mississippi) & 44, ~ 125 (similar).
~---s....\D_E_N_'f;.
q~
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id. at 22-24.
· Indeed, in the Pennzoil case, the U.S. Supreme Court had before it th~ very due process
question Loewen could have raised. ~Days Statement at 23 & n.10. While the Court declined
to decide the question in light of its holding on other grounds (grounds not relevant to Loewen's
claim), the Court characterized the due process issue as raising a 11 substantial federal
constitutional claim," ~Pennzoil, 481 U.S. at 16 n.15, and made clear its willingness to resolve
the issue - if properly presented - in the future.

S« llL. at 18.lV As Professor Days explains,

Loewen could have presented the properly-postured claim the Court found lacking in Pennzoil.
See Days Statement at 23-24.
Moreover, while Loewen's experts dismiss the point (~. Tribe Statement at 19),
Loewen's case for Supreme Court review would have been particularly compelling because it
would have implicated the constitutionality of punitive damages, an area in which the Supreme
Court has "expended much ink" and "will expend much more in the years to come." ~~

Mut Life Ins, Co. y. Hasl.iIJ, 499 U.S. 1, 39 (1991) (Scalia, J., concurring). In the years directly
preceding the Q'Keefe verdict, the U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari in an unusually large
number of cases challenging the constitutionality of punitive damages awards and various states'
methods of imposing and reviewing such awards.

~Days

Statement at 26-30. In those cases,

the Supreme Court held not only that the Due Process Clause imposes substantive limits on the

W
See also Pennzoil Co. v. Texaco. Inc., No. 85-1798, Transcript of Oral Argument at 17-18
· (Professor Tribe noting that if the state court system had refused to reduce an unreasonable bond, then
11
Texaco "[would] have come straight here [i,&.,to the U.S. Supreme Court]. ).
c:,\OENr1.,

~'(;.
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amount of punitive damages,2B1 but that defendants are entitled to post-verdict jucliciaJ review on
whether the amount is excessive.

~.id.

As Professor Days explains, Loewen's claim would have presented the Supreme Court
with a unique opportunity to consider a due process challenge to appeal bonds in a context
"directly implicat[ing] the Supreme Court 1s punitive damages jurisprudence." ~Days
Statement at 28. SpecificaJiy, Loewen could have argued that, by requiring a full bond, the
Mississippi Supreme Court effectively foreclosed it from obtaining judicial review of the
excessiveness of the punitive damages verdict. ~Days Statement at 30: Loewen's claim would
have bee.I) particularly compelling in light of its contention ~ Loewen's Memorial at 50-51, ~
125) that it could have bonded 125% of the compensatory damages portion of the jury's verdict.
~Days

Statement at 30-31.

Indeed, at the time of the Mississippi Supreme Court proceeding, Loewen's attorneys
recognized the importance of tying the bond to the punitive damages award. In a memorandum to
Loewen's legaJ team attaching a recent decision on punitive damages, one of Loewen's lawyers
urged the company to submit the decision to the Mississippi Supreme Court, arguing that:
an untenable bond requirement would defeat .!!:D,)'. of constitutionally mandated
requirement of "reasonableness" in the amount of the punitive damages award,
because a party facing an impossible bond requirement would be unable to avail
itself of the constitutional right to reasonableness.
TLGI03853 (memorandum from Kevin E. White to various addressees) (Jan. 9, 1996) (emphasis
in original). Taking this suggestion to heart, in its brief in the Mississippi Supreme Court,

Indeed, in 199~, the year Loewen would have filed its certiorari petition, the Supreme Court,
for the first time, held a punitive damages award uncon~titutionally excessive on due process grounds.
~BMW y. Gore, 517 U.S. 559 (1996).
r1I
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Loewen expressly argued that the nature of the underlying verdict shouJd be taken into accowit in
deciding whether execution should be stayed pending appeal.

m A1036-A I03 7.

For all of these reasons; "review in the United States Supreme Cowt and a stay of the
Mississippi Supreme Cowt judgment pending disposition of such review constituted meaningful
options for Loewen,1' s Days Statement at 18, not, as Loewen's experts claim, mere "theoreticaJ
possibilit[ies]." Fried Statement at 7.
b.

At The J'ime Of The Underlying Events, Loewen
Acknowledged That U.S. Supreme Cowt Review
Was A Viable Option.
·

Loewen's own statements between the time of the O'Keef~ verdict and its decision to
.settle buttres.s Professor Days' conclusion that U.S. Supreme Cowt review was a realistic option.
Indeed, up witil the Mississippi Supreme Cowt's decision, Loewen was actively considering its
certiorari strategy and preparing for a U.S. Supreme Cowt appeaJ in the event of an adverse
decision by the Mississippi cowt. See. e.g., Letter from James L. Robertson to various addressees
(Jan. 4, 1996) (noting the need to preserve Loewen's federal due process challenge "for cert
purposes").
For example, in a December 17, 1995 conference call between Loewen and certain
interested parties, Peter Hyndman, Loewen's chief legal officer, was asked whether Loewen couJd
(and wouJd) appeaJ an adverse decision by the Mississippi Supreme Cowt to the U.S. Supreme
(

Cowt. Mr. Hyndman stated:
Yes, we will have an avenue to the Supreme Cowt of the United States, and
because we are leaving no stone unturned, we have added to the Mississippi team
for appellate purposes Don [Ayer] from Washington D.C .• a former Deputy
Solicitor General, probably America's leading expert on US Supreme Cowt
appeals, to ensure that all through the appeal process in Mississippi, every possible
55
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argument is preserved for use if necessary to the US Supreme Court.
Al385;ll' see also Memorandwn from Wynne Carvill to various addressees (Nov. 22, 1995)
(noting that Mr. Ayers is "in charge of "the federal option" if by some quirk of fate. we can't get a
stay from the Mississippi courts"); Letter James L. Robertson to Ray Loewen (Nov. 5, 1995)
(noting that "[i]f no meaningful relief is secured in the Supreme Court of Mississippi, we could
apply to the Supreme Court of the United States and ask that it hear the case").li' .
Loewen also stated its intent to seek federal appellate review in a public. filing with the
United States Securities and Exchange Conunission ("SEC"). Corporations which issue securities
are required to disclose specific information in periodic reports filed with the SEC. In its
November 15, 1995, quarterly report, Loewen stated:
lfrelief from the size of the bond is not granted, the Company intends to ·
inunediately file an appeal with the Mississippi Supreme Court and, failing that,
the federal courts, to have the size of the bond reduced.

Even though Loewen was preserving "every possible argument" for U.S. Supreme Court
review, it never alleged in any Mississippi court its allegation here that the Mississippi trial judge
and/or the Mississippi Supreme Court Justices intentionally set a prohibitively expensive bond because
of their anti-Canadian sentiment. ~Affidavit of Richard Neely ("Neely Aff.") at 16-17 (attached at
ExWbit B to Loewen's memorial). To the contrary, Loewen's lawyers repeatedly· advised Loewen it
would get a fair hearing in the Mississippi Supreme Court. See. e.g., Letter from James L. Robertson
to various addressees (Jan. 4, 1996) (".I remain convinced that, as we speak, within the minds of a solid
majority of the [Mississippi Supreme] Court, there is a predisp<)sition to reverse.").

ll'

~

Mr. Ayers is a partner at Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue, the firm representing Loewen in this
proceeding. We note that, notwithstanding Loewen's apparent all-out effort to preserve its appeal
rights in the U.S. Supreme Court, Loewen has not produced any memoranda or other documents from
Mr. Ayers or his finn evaluating or otherwise discussing Loewen's Supreme Court strategy. We note
further that, after reviewing the documents Loewen produced in response to the Tribunal's December
9, 1999 order waiving the attorney-client privilege for discovery related to "duress," undersigned
counsel wrote Loewen's attorneys specifically requesting copies of any draft petitions for certiorari.
~Letter from Kenneth L. Doioshow to James A. Wilderotter and Christopher F. Dugan (Jan. IO,~
2000). To date, the government has received no response to its request.
«.<(.~S\.~~tvr1"'1;· ·.
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A1846 (SEC Form 10-Q filing) (Nov. 15, 1995); see also ill at A1858 ("If relief is not granted by
the Mississippi Supreme Court, relief may be sought from the federal courts. The requirement to
post a bond may be stayed during all or a.portion of the emergency review process.") (emphasis
added).a.v
These statements are particularly probative of Loewen's assessment of its chance of
obtaining federal court review (and a stay of enforcement pending such review). Under U.S.
secwities laws, it is unlawful to make a materially false or misleading statement or omission in a .
report filed with the SEC (provided that the statement is made or omitted with scienter).

& 15

U.S.C. § 78j(b); 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5(b); see also Lampf. Pleva Lipkind, Prupis & Petigrow v.
Gilbertson, 50.I U.S. 350(1991). Moreover, when a corporation makes a public statement which
is reasonably calculated to influence the investing public, it has an obligation to d~sclose sufficient
information so that the statement made is not misleading or SQ incomplete as to mislead.

~

Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 401 F.2d 833, 862 (2d Cir.1968), ~ert. denied, 394 U.S. 976 (1969).
Loewen presumably would not have made the above-quoted statements in its November 1995
SEC filing if it had believed, as its experts now contend, that U.S. Supreme Court review was
"practically W1available."
c.

~Fried

Statement at 1; Tribe Statement at 2.

Professor Tribe's Arguments In Pennzoil Further Demonstrate That
Loewen Had A Reasonable Prospect Of Obtaining Supreme Court
Review Of The Mississippi Supreme Court's Bond Decision

Finally, Professor Tribe's statements on behalf of the petitioner in fennzqil show beyond

It is not clear whether, in its SEC filing, Loewen was using the term "federal courts" to refer to
the U.~. Supreme Court, a federal district court, or bOth. Although the term "appeal" suggests Loewen
was referring to the U.S. Supreme Court, whatever Loewen meant, it clearly expressed its intent to ·
seek federal review of any adverse decision in the Mississippi Supreme Court.
~S\DENr
q,<f
t.c,(
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any doubt that the due process issue Loewen could have presented was certworthy. In that case,
Pennzoil was seeking Supreme Court review of a lower court decision invalidating an appeal
bond. on due process grounds. While the Supreme Court was obliged to review the due process
issue under a then-governing (and since repealed) jurisdictional
.

statute(~ Days

.

Statement at 23

· n.10), Professor Tribe, as counsel for Pennzoil (the trial court victor), argued that whether the Due
Process Clause places limits on appeal bonds:
· is .of surpassing practical significance not only in cases like (Pennzoil), involving
enonnous sums, but in the thousands of routine cases in which litigants cannot
afford to post a bond that would stay an adverse judgment pending appeal.
~ Pennzoil Co. y. Texaco. Inc., No. 85-1798, Jurisdictional Statement, at I ,'l!;; Attesting to the

importance of the due process issue, Professor Tribe noted that thirty-one states and the District of
Colwnbia preswnptively require a supersedeas bond equal to or greater than the judgment as a
condition to a stay of execution pending appeal. ~ id. at 26.
.
.
.
Professor Tribe's principal argument here (reiterated by Professor Fried) is that the
Supreme Court would not have considered Loewen's appeal because the issues Loewen could
have presented were "fact-intensive," the "resolution [of which would] perforce offer little or no
guidance to future litigants, lower courts, or the nation as a who~e.

11

~Tribe

Statement at 21-22;

Fried Statement at 11-12.'11 Needless to say, this is directly contrary to his argument in Pennzoil.
Even in an obligatory appeal, the petitioner must establish there is a "substantial feder~
question" meriting Supreme Court review. ~Kansas Gas And Elec. Co. v. State Corp. Corom'n of
~. 481 U.S. 1044 (1981) (Mem.) (dismissing appeal in part because petitioner's jurisdictional
statement did not present a substantial federal question). The above-quoted statement preswnably was
Professor Tribe's (successful) attempt to meet that standard.
·

7!i

Professor Tribe (agaiil joined by ,Professor Fried) also argues that Loewen would not have been
able to obtain a stay pending Supreme Court review. ~Tribe Statement at 16-18; Fried Statem~g,@t.::rv .,./..

I!1

~

.
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Professor Tribe's change in position is particularly striking given Jus sweeping statement in the
present case that Loewen would have had a better chance of "winning the lottery and using the
proceeds to pay off the O'Keef~ judgment than it had of securing Supreme Court review."

m

Tribe Statement at 19. Respectfully, we submit that Professor Tribe was correct in Pennzoil,
when he acknowledged that the very issue Loewen could have presented to the U.S. Supreme
Court was not just certworthy, but "of surpassing practicaJ significance" to this nation's courts and
litigants.2!'
2.

Loewen Could Have Filed A Collateral Action In Federal District Court
Challenging The Abuses It Allegedly Suffered At The Hands Of The
Mississippi Judicial System.
a.

Profes~or

Days' Conclusion

After the Mississippi Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's decision setting a
· supersedeas bond at $625 million, Loewen's options were not limited to seeking certiorari in the

13-14. Professor Tribe ma.de the opposite argument in Pennzoil, contending that, if a state court
refused to reduce an appeal bond, "a Circuit Justice [of the Supreme Court) could grant a stay of the
judgment pending appeal through the state system and review [in the U.S. Supreme Court]."). ~
Pennzoil Co. v. Texaco. Inc., No. 85-1798, Jurisdictional Statement at 19; see also id.. (noting that such
a stay would be an "available remedy" for a judgment debtor).
Professor Tribe's arguments in Pennzoil are inconsistent with other positions Loewen has taken
in this proceeding. For example, in Pennzoil, Professor Tribe argued that the Due Process Clause does
ll21. guarantee a judgment debtor an affordable bond (as explained above, the Supreme Court did not
reach this issue). ~Pennzoil Co. v. Texaco. Inc., No. 85-1798, Brief For Appellant at 45-50 (Sept.
5, 1996). Moreover, in another Supreme Court case, TXO Production Corp. y. Alliance Resources
Qmi., 509 U.S. 443 (1993), Mr. Tribe argued successfulJy·that a jury's decision to award punitive
damages in an amount 526 times greater than compensatory damages did not violate due process. ~
IXO Production Corp. y, Allied Resources Coi:p., No. 92-479, Briefof Respondents at 50 (Mar. 3,
1993). Perhaps this is why, after the Mississippi trial verdict, Loewen's chief legal counsel, Peter\
Hyndman, predicted Professor Tribe would represent Mr. O'Keefe in any appeal on the merits. ~
TLGI02832 (Memorandum from Peter Hyndman to Wayne Carvill) (dated Nov. 22, 1995)
("Concepts/ideas on appeai generally: ... [e)xpect Larry Tribe to appear on the other side").
2!'
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U.S. Supreme Cowt. As Professor Days explains in hls Statement, Loewen had. another, equally
available alternative: it could have filed a collateral action in federal district court under 42
U.S.C. § 1983, a federal civil rights statute.

~Days

Statement at 35-39. In an action under

Section 1983, Loewen could have· presented its allegation that the Mississippi court system
discriminated against it based on anti-Canadian bia~ and prejudice.221 As relief, Loewen could
have sought an order precluding an appeal bond in an amount greater than 125% of the
compensatory damages portion of the judgment; whlch would have allowed Loewen to stay
execution pending its appeal of the widerlying merits.

~id.

Professors Tribe and Fried do not disagree that Loewen could have stated a claim under
Section 1983 (although they do not identify what Loewen1s claim would have been). Instead, they
contend a federal court would have declined to entertain Loewen's claim wider three doctrines
requiring that federal coUrts, in certain circumstances, defer to state proceedings and decisions
rendered by state judges.

~Tribe Sta~ement

at 5-16 (discussing the Full Faith and Credit Act,

the Rooker/Fel¢nan doctrine, and the Younger abstention doctrine); Fried Statement at 19-24
(same). Indeed, Professor Tribe goes so far as to say that, if Loewen had filed a Section 1983
action in federal court, it would have been subject to judicial sanctions wider Rule 11 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (the rules governing federal court practice).~ ~Tribe
Statement at 13; .d Fried Statement at 15 (' 1[t]he prospect of relief from a federal district court

As· we explained.mm n.--, Loewen could not have presented this claim to the U.S. Supreme
Court because it did not raise the point iri the Mississippi proceedings.
·

'l.'il

~

Rule 11 requires, among other things, that every claim be "warranted by existing law or by a
non.frivolous argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law or the establishment
ofnew law." ~Fed. R. Civ. P. 11(b)(2).
!(:.SIDEN7'1.
'?<'

<J..<f.
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was entirely far-fetched").
The problem with this analysis is that Loewen's experts fail to discuss, or even
acknowledge, the senous allegations Loewen makes in this proceeding concerning discrimination
it allegedly suffered at the hands of the Mississippi judiciary, allegations that go to the very heart
of Loewen's NAFTA clauns. For example, Loewen alleges, through the sworn affidavit of
Richard Neely, that the Mississippi Supreme Court "wilful[ly] and deliberate[ly]" forced Loewen
"into an extorted settlement," Neely Aff. at 16, "because of its Canadian citizenship." Id. at 17
'

'

(emphasis added). In a similar vein, Loewen alleges that the Mississippi judiciary "treated
Loewen less favorably than it treats United States or Mississippi defendants 'in like
circumstances'"; Loewen's Memorial at~ 171; "committed substantive and procedural denials of
justice"; id. at~ 174; "violated Dantidiscrimination principles"; lii.. at~ 172; and "failed to
provide 'fair and equitable' treatment to Loewen ... [because the Mississippi courts] violated
fundamental principles of fairness, equity and natural justice."

ML at, 222. ·

Professors Tribe and Fried contend that, if Loewen had merely alleged that the state courts
committed legal error in adjudicating LOewen's claims, then its request for federal relief would
have been barred by one or more of the doctrines they cite.

~

Tribe Statement at 5-16; Fried

Statement at 19-24. Even asswning, however, that Loewen's experts are correct, they miss the
point. Loewen has alleged an injury independent and distinct from the merits of the O'Keefe
lawsuit (or the decisions rendered therein). According to Loewen, the Mississippi judiciary, as a
whole, intentionally and willfully discriminated against it because of anti-Canadian bias. ~.
~.Neely

A.ff. at 16-17. As Professor Days explains, none of the doctrines cited by Loewen's

· experts would have applied on these facts, for each contains an exception - and With good r ~DIDENl'.

.
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- to allow federal courts to address the very types of civil rights abuses Loewen says it suffered
here. ~Days Statement at 39-52 (explaining why the Full Faith and Credit Act,
Rooker/Es:Irunan, and Younger abstention would not have barred Loewen from bringing its claims
of state-court discrimination in federal court). Ignoring these facts, Loewen's experts inaccurately
portray the availability of collateral relief.
b.

At The Time Of The Underlying Events, Loewen Acknowledged
That Collateral Federal Review Was A Viable 0Ption

As in the certiorari context,~ filUIDI pp.--, Loewen's statements at the time of the
underlying events show that it viewed collateral attack in federal court action as a realistic and
practical option, not a sanctionable one. Immediately following the jury's verdict, Loewen's
principal Mississippi counsel, James L. Robertson (a fonner Justice of the Mississippi Supreme
Court), wrote an extensive memorandum to Ray Loewen, outlining the options facing the
· company. In discussing the bond issue, Mr. Robertson stated:
In the event we secure no meaningful relief from the 125 percent of judgment
supersedeas bond requirement in the Supreme Court of Mississippi, we could then

apply to the United States District Court for the Southern District of Mississippi
for an injunction staying enforcement of the Judgment pending the appeal [on the
merits] to the Supreme Court of Mississippi. . . . I would expect the District Court
would grant us an immediate bearing on an application for a temporary restraining
. order and/or a preliminary injunction if the Plaintiffs were threatening immediate
attachment or other process of Loewen assets in Mississippi.
~ TLGI02179, Letter from James L. Robertson to Ray Loewen at 5 (Nov. 5, 1995).ill

In bis letter, Mr. Robertson did not discuss whether Loewen could have sought collateral relief
on grounds that the Mississippi trial court discriminated against it (the Jetter was written before the
proceedings in the Mississippi Supreme Court). To the extent Mr. RobertsOn believed Loewen could
have mounted a collateral attack on its due process claim, his conclusion is directly contrary to the
conclusions of Professors Tribe and Fried.
.-..s\DENr.1.
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These statements do not stand aJone. An Wldated handwritten note produced in discovery
states that Loewen could ;'apply to U.S. District Court" if the Supreme Court of Mississippi
denied it relief from the bonding requirement. ~ TLGI03847. Another handwritten note
I

appears to put Loeweo's chance of prevailing in federaJ court at 30%. ~ TLGI02764 (dated
Nov. 16). Moreover, in its November 1995 10-Q filing, Loewen stated it could (and would if
necessary) seek review in "the federaJ courts, to have the size of the bond reduced." Al846 (tO.,Q
filing) (Nov. 15, 1995); see also kl at Al858; accord AI230 (transcript of coruerence call) (Nov.
7, 1995) (Loewen infonning investors that "[W]e could also go to federaJ appeaJs to get a stay").
To the extent Loewen was referring to a collateraJ action, ~ supra n.8, the statement in its SEC
filing would have been particularly egregious, given Loewen's current position that such an action
would have been frivolous.

~Tribe

Statementat 5.

Loewen's desire to seek relief in federal district court apparently led to at least some form
of concrete action. Two weeks before the Mississippi Supreme Court ruled, Robert Wienke,
Loewen's general coWlsel, informed Don Ayers that "~e must fully consider an action in
Covington based upon both State and FederaJ constitutional issues over the 'reasonableness' of the
bonding of the punitive damage award." ~ TLGI03366 (Letter from Robert 0. Wienke to
Donald B. Ayers) (!an.11, 1996).ll' Mr. Wienke continued:
We were prepared to proceed with such a filing and Jeff Cowper was also prepared
to file a similar challenge in British Colwnbia. Jeff Cowper and I felt that there
was a possibility of success, and while the results could not be assured, the
consequences of a Chapter 11 filing I believe clearly warranted the effort.

ll'
The reference to "Covington" preswnably is to Covington, Kentucky, where Loewen's
principaJ United States subsidiary is headquartered.
x,.__S_l_D_fEN
......,.,
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Moreover, the filing of separate actions iil Covington and Vancouver can provide a
tactical advantage. This would require plaintiffs [sic] contingent fee counsel to
litigate in far reaching and unfriendly forums on multiple fronts.
~!sh (emphasis added).Jl

In January 1996, when it was seeking to overturn the O'Keefe verdict, Loewen and its

lawyers were prepared to file (and so wdicated in SEC submissions) a non-frivolous action in
federal court challenging the "reasonableness" of the bond requirement. Now, four years later,
after Loewen decided to settle the ca.Se and seek damages from the United States, Loewen and its
experts say to have done so would have been frivolous.a Like many of Loe wen's changes in
position, we respectfully submit that it was right the first time. For all of the above reasons,
Loewen plainly had a reasonable opportunity to present its claims to either the United States
Supreme Court or a federal district court. Its claim to the contrary here lacks merit, and should be
rejected.
B.

Loewen Could Have Proceeded With The Appeal Under the Protection of the
Reorganization Provisions (Chapter 11) of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code

As Loewen is well aware, Chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code (Business
Reorganization) provides a powerful tool for companies seeking to avoid the posting of

»

Despjte the clear implication that Loewen's attorneys had d.refted a federal court complaint, .
Loewen has not produced any such docwnent in discovery. Instead, Loewen has produced what
appears to be an internal memorandwn discussing the "hurdles" to seeking district court relief,
preswnably to bolster its claim in thls proceeding that a collateral action was not available. ~
TLGI02754-TLGJ02760 (undated). This memorandwn does not conclude that a federal action would
necessarily have been unsuccessful. ~id.. at TLGJ02754. Moreover, like Professors Tribe and
Fried, the memorandum does not discuss whether Loewen could have pursued a federal action based
on its allegation that the state judicial proceedings themselves were discriminatory.

~t should be noted that Loewen's experts make no mention of having seen any of these documents
when they rendered their opinions iil this case.
x,....S.-l_D_E..,N.....,._
q~
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supersedeas bonds to appeal adverse judgments in certain circumstances. The filing of a Chapter
11 proceeding automatically and immediately stays all efforts of creditors, including judgment
creditors, to initiate or continue any effort to collect assets from the judgment debtor's estate. 11
U.S.C. § 362(a). Countless companies in the United States have successfully invoked Chapter 11
protection as a means of staying execution of an adverse judgment pending appeal where, as is
allege4 here, the posting of a supersedeas bond would have been financially ruinous for the
company:
If, as Loewen claims, posting the full supersedeas bond in Mississippi would have been
11

devastating" for the company, Loewen certainly could have petitioned for relief under Chapter

lJ. In so· doing, Loewen would have obtained an automatic stay of execution of the Mississippi
judgment (the very aim of the supersedeas bond, but Without the high cost of financing such a
bond) and would have been free to pursue an appeal of the Mississippi judgment while under
Chapter 11 protection. ~ 11 U.S.C. § 362. Contrary to Loewen's unfounded description of the
Chapter 11 alternative as "catastrophic," a Chapter 11 filing in January 1996 "would have
afforded Loewen the opportunity to prosecute its appeal in the Mississippi Supreme Court without
the necessity of satisfying the supersedeas bond requirement and to continue to conduct its
businesses in the ordinary course with little or no disruption during the Chapter 11 proceedings."
[Trost Aff.]
Perhaps the best known example of such a strategic use of Chapter 11 is the case of
Pennzoil v. Texaco, in which a Texas jury, on ___· _, 198_, awarded a judgment against
Texaco in the amount of $11 billion, by far the largest judgment in history at the time. To stay
execution of the judgment, under Texas law, Texaco would have had to post a supersedeas bond
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in excess of $13 billion, more than twenty times the amoW1t of the bond requited of Loewen.
Texaco attempted to have the bond requirement waived, arguing·· as Loewen does here-· that the
full bond would have devastated the company financially.
The case proceeded to the United States Supreme Court, in which Loewen's own expert in
this arbitration, Professor Laurence Tribe, argued that the economic threat imposed by such a
large bond requirement was "neither as drastic nor as irreversible" as claimed, given that Chapter
11 bankruptcy protection was a viable means of staying execution of the judgment pending
appeal. Pennzoil Co. v. Texaco. Inc., No. 85-1798, Reply Brief for Appellant, pp. 18-19, dated
___, 1986 (L. Tribe, author). Although the Court disposed of the case on other grounds, two
Justices endorsed Professor Tribe's view:
Texaco clearly could exercise its right to appeal in order to protect its
corporate interests even if it Were forced to file for bankruptcy W1der
Chapter 11. Texaco ... could go forward with the appeal, and if it did
prevail on its appeal in Texas courts, the bankruptcy proceedings could be
temtlnated. Texaco simply fails to show how the initiation of corporate
reorganization activities would prevent it from obtaining meaningful
appellate review.
Penmoil Co. v. Texaco. Inc., 481U.S.1, 22 (1987) (Brennan J. and Marshall J., concurring)
(citations omitted).
Thus unable to avoid the fuJI bonding.requirement, Texaco filed for Chapter 11 protection,
with great success. The filing immediately stayed execution of the trial court judgment and
allowed Texaco to continue with its appeal without'having to post a bond. Moreover, because
.

.

I

Chapter 1I allows existing management to remain in control of the company, Texaco experienced
virtually no disruption of its on-going business while it proceeded with its appeal under Chapter
11 protection. With the significant new leverage that Chapter 11 afforded the company with~1D't:iv, /. .
'
.
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respect to Pennzoil, Texaco was able to negotiate a favorable settlement ()f the litigation and
emerge from Chapter 11 an even stronger company than it had been before the verdict. [H. Miller
Aff.]
. It is beyon9 dispute that Loewen, like Texaco, could have filed for Chapter 11 protection
and pursued its appeal of the trial court judgment without having to post a supersedeas bond.
Indeed, Loewen retained the very same counsel that represented Texaco in its Chapter 11
proceeding precisely to pursue such remedies in this case~ ~[Harvey Miller aff.]. However,
despite receiving advice from Texaco's fonner counsel that Chapter 11 was a reasonable and
effective option forThe Loewen Group, the company elected not to file for Chapter 11 protection,
choosing instead to settle the Q'~ef~ litigation. [lil.]
Tellingly, Loewen says little in its memorial on thi.s point, asserting (without support) only
that bankruptcy "would have terminated the successful acquisition strategy that ... was 'the key to
maintaining [the company's] credibility,'" and that "reestablishing its reputation as a solid, wellmanaged growth company" after filing for bankruptcy protection "would [have been]
extraordinarily difficult." TLGI Mem. p.55 ~137. As we explain below, and as Loewen's own
counsel advised at the time, neither of these excuses has any merit. Indeed, strong evidence .
.

'

suggestS that these professed concerns are merely pretext and that Loewen's decision to ignore the
advice of its counsel and forego Chapter 11 protection was made on the basis of illegitimate
personal interests rather than sound business judgment.
1.

A Chapter 11 Filing Would Not Have Adversely Affected the
Loewen Group's Reputation

Both TLGI and Ray Loewen contend 'that Chapter 11 protection was 11 by far the least
.
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desirable option" because, they claim, bankruptcy would have irreparably damaged The Loewen
Group's reputation as a well-managed company.

~ TGLI

Mem. at 55; Ray LoewenMem. at 36-

37 (arguing that bankruptcy would have "injur[ed] its reputation and ability to obtain financing
such that it would never recover."). lltls professed concern had no merit at the time The Loewen
Group chose to enter into the settlement, nor does it now.
· As explained in detail in the attached affidavit of Professor Elizabeth Warren of the
Harvard Law School, "Chapter 11 protection is well established as simply another aspect of
ordinary commercial life [in the United States] that bears no inherent stigma." [Warren A.ff.]
Because Loewen would have filed Chapter 11 for the sole purpose of staying execution of the
O'Keefe judgment pending appeal - an appeal it believed it was virtually certain to win - "no
reputational harm [would have been] caused by the mere fact of the Chapter 11 filing." Id.
To the contrary, as Professor Warren explains, "Chapter 11 is so integral a part of ordinary
business planning that a filing under such circumstances would likely be viewed as a sound and
responsible business decision." Id. In fact, Loewen is currently operating under Chapter 11
protection {under circumstances far more dire than would have existed in a January 1996
proceeding) and is regularly assuring the public that the company "will re-emerge from the
reorganization a stronger business poised for long-term growth." [Loewen 11/1/99 press release;
6/1/99 press release].
In stark contrast to the company's current Chapter 11 proceeding, a filing by The Loewen

Group in January 1996 would have been a relatively simple matter with minimal or no disruption
to the company's overall operations. As explained in the attached declaration of J. RonaJd Trost,
Esq., Chapter 11 does not require a company's subsidiaries or affiliates to file aJong with the
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company itself. [Trost Aff.]. As a result, Loewen couJd have fully avoid execution of the
O'Keefejudgment merely by filing for Chapter 11 only on behalf of the four Loewc;n defendants

in the lawsuit.

Therefore,"~

of Loewen's remaining corporate subsidiaries and affiliates (of

which, in 1996, there were more than L_]) would have been required to commence bankruptcy
proceedings and each of them couJd have continued operating their businesses without any
interruption, interference or meaningful involvement with the ongoing bankruptcy proceedings."
[Trost Aff.]. Loewen's own documents make clear that this was precisely the approach that the
company contemplated at the time. [TLGI2964-3132, 3167-3299].
Moreover, in addition to obtaining a bond-free stay of execution of the O'Keef(! judgment
pending appeal, a Chapter 11 filing on behalf of only the O'Keefe defendants wouJd have
conferred significant commercial benefits on Loewen that companies do not have outside of
Chapter 11. F,or example, because Chapter 11 empowers companies to reject executory contracts
and unexpired leases, a Chapter 11 filing wouJd have given Loewen the opportunity to reconsider
all of its contracts to determine whether, in fact, they "made sense in the context of Loewen's
business plan going forward and, if not, to reject the contracts. 0 [Trost Aff.J. Such enhanced
powers would have made a Chapter 11 filing all the more sensible in the ey~s of the business
community. ~. ~. R. Nutt, Loewen's Best Bet BankrUptcy, Prof. Says, Southam Package
1/26/96[A1490] ..Indeed, given the disastrous consequences that Loeweri's aggressive acquisition
binge ultimately caused the company, the opportunity for Loewen to pause and reconsider its
acquisitions under Chapter 11 protection would have been.preferable to the course actually
chosen.
Given the relative simplicity of the Chapter 11 filirig that Loewen wouJd have made· ~e,SIDL::JV/". ·
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January 1996, as well as the clear benefits such a filing would have afforded the company, there is
no basis for the claim that the mere fact of a Chapter 11 filing would have harmed the company's
reputation or its ongoing business operations. Indeed, as even Loewen's own bankruptcy counsel
opines, "it is possible that a Chapter 11 filing [and a subsequent, bond-free appeal] would have
improved Loewen's position in the capital and equity markets, given that ~ose markets were
already assuming that the Company was preparing to post a large supersedeas bond" that would
have imposed "significant financial constraints" on the company. [A. Miller aff.]. Loewen's
professed concern over the harm of a Chapter 11 filing on its business reputation is thus entirely
unfowided. [Trost & Miller Affs.]
2.

Chapter 11 Protection Would Not Have Materially Affected Loewen's
Acquisition Program, Which Program, In Any Event, Cannot Justify The
Decision to Forego Chapter ll Protection

Claimants also contend that Chapter 11 was not a reasonable alternative to the settlement
because "bankruptcy would have terminated the successful acquisition strategy" that was "the key
to maintaining [the company's] credibility." TLGI Mem. at 55. Even if this professed concern
'were sincere (and, as discussed below, it likely is not), it is wholly unfowided and, in any event,
cannot justify Loewen's decision to forego its appeal of the O'Keefejudgment wider the
protection of Chapter 11.
Loewen is simply incorrect that. a Chapter 11 filing would have "terminated" the
company's acquisition program, and was so advised at the time. As explained in the attached
declaration of J. Ronald Trost, Chapter 11 allows the existing management of a debtor to remain
in control of the company and to obtain '.'debtor in possession" financing .to fund its ongoing
operations. [Trost Aff.]. Loewen's own bankruptcy cowisel advised the company that it was"~~

.
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extremely attractive candidate to receive a latge amount of debtor-in-possession financing that
would have supported much, if not all, ofLoewen's projected acquisitions dwing the Chapter 11
process." [A. Miller aff.]. In addition to such financing, Loewen 1s principal financial advisors
) believed that the company could have supported its acquisition program with further equity
issuances, as "a market would have existed for Loewen equity at that time, even if the company
were under Chapter 1.1 protection .... " kl.
Moreover, Loewen's counsel drafted and were prepared to' file a motion with the
bankruptcy court seeking confirmation of the company's authority to conduct acquisitions in the
ordinary course of business, without the need for further court approval. ~ [TLGI3796].
Loewen's counsel advised the company that such a motion was highly likely to succeed, and that
"any effect of a Chapter 11 filing on the company's acquisition program would likely have been
modest, at most. 11 [A. Miller aff.]. It cannot ~riously be disputed, therefore, that "Loewen could
have continued to perfonn under all aspects of its business plan -· including its acguisition
program -- dwing the pendency of a 1996 bankruptcy proceeding.;, [Trost Aff.]
. In any event, even if a Chapter 11 filing would have restricted Loewen's ability to acquire

death-care properties, such a result cannot excuse the company's decision to forego Chapter 11
protection. It is now common-knowledge that The Loewen Group's acquisition strategy was
fundamentally flawed, overly aggressive, and the cause of the company's ultimate financial
decline. &, ~ P. Kennedy, Loewen to Seek A,pproyal to Sell 24 Per Cent of its Operations,
Globe & Mail 12/16/99 at B3 ("Under fonner chairman and founder Ray Loewen, the funeral
)

giant got into financial difficulty by growing too quickly."); Loewen Gets Nod for Plan to Sell

~.Reuters 1/24/00 ("Loewen, a one-time darling
of investors, collapsed last year under the~
.
<(;.."O•
·~
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weight of the $2.3 billion debt it built up under what its management now admits was an overly
aggressive expansion policy in the mid-1990s. "); R. Fields, Grim Time for Funeral Firms L.A.
Times i 0/24/99 CI ("'Ray Loewen bought up every cemetery, funeral home and crematory he
.

.

could,' said Jon Kyle Cartwright, an analyst with Raymond James & Associates. 'All too often,
they paid more than they were worth."'); kl. (financial crisis in death-care industry was primarily
the result of "unbridled spending."); T. Hirschmann, Death's No Sure Thing, Nat'l Post I 0/9/99
Cl ("[nhe free-spending attitude was the root of the problem, say analysts.").ll'
Indeed, even Loewen's own management now concedes that "[t]he main reason for the
weak performance has been the Company's aggressive acquisition strategy in recent years ... ·."
[Loewen 10/5/98 Press Release];~ also TLGI 1998 Annual Report ("[W]e underestimated the
issues associated with such rapid growth, particularly in the cemetery division."). Contrary to
Loewen's claim, therefore, any effect that Chapter 11 allegedly could have had on the company's
acquisition program was no reason to forego Chapter 11 protection. To the contrary, the
acceptance of such restrictions -- even assuming that they would have been imposed - would
have been far more prudent than the course ultimately chosen by the company.

m, ~. [H.

Miller aff; A. Miller aff.]; J. Baer, Death Care in the Doldrinns, Globe & Mail I0/4/99 B4 ("In the
long run, death care companies will'recover by cooling on acquisitions .... "). Loewen thus
cannot advance any credible justification for its claim that Chapter 11 protection was not a
reasonable means by which it could have continued its appeal of the O'Keefe judgment.

~See~ B. Milner, The Dying Game, Globe & Mail 615199 B3 ("After expanding far beyond its
financial means, Burnaby, B.C.-based Loewen was forced to squeeze ever-higher returns fro · -".'~wis""".~et."!!>.J....r.

family-owned firms as it struggled to stay afloat in a sea of debt.").

.
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3.

Strong Evidence Suggests That The Decision To Forego Chapter 11.
Protection Was Based On Personal Interests Rather Than Sound Business
Judgment

Given that Chapter 11 was so plainly a viable option for The Loewen Group to conti.riue
its appeal of the O'Keefe judgment, Loewen's current account of its options following the
Mississippi Supreme Court's bond decision reveals a curious illogic. On the one hand, Loewen
claims that it could have posted the supersedeas bond only at a "ruinous cost'' and that the
financing for a bond "would have ahnost certainly curtailed, or even terminated, Loewen's
acquisition strategy." TLGI Mem. at 59. On the other hand, Loewen argues that attempting to
post the bond was nevertheless the "preferred option" over a Chapter 11 filing, exen though, as
explained above, a Chapter 11 filing would have avoided the "ruinous cost" of posting the bond
and would have enabled the company to pwsue its appeal without any material affect on its
acquisition program. TLGI Mem. at 55.
This illogic can best be explained by the fact that Loewen's decision to forego the Chapter
11 option was ultimately riot based on concerns over the acquisition program at all, but instead

was based on Ray Loewen's personal interests, which he promoted at the expense of the company
and its shareholders.~ As explained in the attached declaration of Alan B. Miller, Esq., one of
Loewen's bankruptcy counsel at the time, Ray Loewen was concerned that a Chapter 11 filing
would threaten his own personal equity stake in the company, which he had earlier pledged to
banks in exchange for a loan [to purchase the yacht? confmn with saltzman}. [A. Miller aff.J.

lfll"[nhe Loewen board was long on clergymen and short of business people. The directors, one
former insider said, 'were absolutely in the palm of Ray's hand."' J. Schreiner, "In the Palm of Ray's
I:lllrul," Fin. Post (June 2, 1999) C4.
·
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As. The Loewen Group's th.en-Director of Finance explained to Mr. Miller on December
18, 1995, Ray Loewen had pledged his personal shares on a "margin call" basis, according to
which the lenders could seize and sell Mr. Loewen's shares if the price of the company's stock fell
below $20 per share .. Because the stock was then trading in the low $20s per share, Mr. Loewen
did not want to risk any further drop in the stock price that a filing for Chapter 11 might cause, as
"[Ray) Loewen's equity stake would be grabbed by the lenders that hold it in pledge and be would
be wiped out." [A. Miller aff.]. Mr. Miller advised that, while be "understood the problem for

Ray Loewen," it was his view that "the Company should continue to be able to file a chapter 11
case: ... " [A. Miller aff.). Notwithstanding this advice, The Loewen Group's Director of
Finance expressed doubt that "the company would file for Chapter 11 under any circumstances, ..
. even if it means giving a lien on every asset .of the Company to the ... [prospective bond]
lenders and being unable to expand further." [A. Miller aff.] (emphasis added).
This evidence of a blatant conflict of interest demonstrates that The Loewen Group's
professed concern over the company's acquisition program is mere pretext. Indeed, as this
evidence makes clear, the company was willing to halt all further expansion as a means of
preserving Ray Loewen's own equity interests, even at the ultimate expense of the company
itself.!!! Therefore, whatever effect a Chapter 11 filing would have had on the company's
acquisition program (and, as the foregoing makes clear, it would not have bad an adverse effect),
.Loewen's professed concern over the acquisition program cannot support a finding that the

&rh.is evidence also casts serious doubt on the sincerity of Ray Loewen's professed concern for the
well-being of the company's shareholders and his alleged 11 fiduciary 11 and "moral" duties to "keep,..the
·
company alive and out of bankruptcy .... " RLL Mem. at 37.
.
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decision to forego an appeal of the O'Keefe judgment under Chapter 11 protection was made
under duress.
C.

Loewen Could Have Continued With Its Appeal Without Posting A
Sypersed~as Bond

Even assuming, arguendo, Loewen could not have obtained an appeal with.supersedeas, it
had one additional option: an unbonded appeal. While perhaps the least attractive of the options
available.to it, an unbonded appeal was, nevertheless, a reasonable course that could have enabled
Loewen to appeal the underlying verdict to the Mississippi Supreme Court.ll' Indeed, strong
evidence suggests that even Loewen does not believe its own claim, advanced here, that an
unbonded appeal "would have, quite literaUy, destroyed the company .... " TLGI Mem. at 54 ..
Trial court judgments are not self-executing. Under Mississippi law, to execute on a
judgment the judgment creditor must first emoll the judgment in every county in which the
judgment debtor has property (except for the county in which the trial occWTed, where the
judgment is enrolled automatically). ~Miss. Code Ann.§ 11-7-195. Once emolled, the Circwt
Clerk for the coWlty can issue a writ of execution for property located therein, executable by the
. CoWlty Sheriff.

~id..§

13-3-111. A creditor seeking to execute before appeals have been

exhausted, however, does so at his peril: if the lower court judgment is reversed, the defendant
has "the right to be restored to whatever has been taken from him under stress or compulsion of
process before the reversal, whether it be money or.property." Hally. Wells. 54 Miss. 289, 306
'

'

'

l!'r,oewen estimated that an appeal to the Mississippi Supreme Court on the merits of the case would
have ta.ken "one to two years!' ~ Al229 (conference call transcript). Loewen als0 recognized,
however, that it could have moved to expedite the appeal process pursuant to court rule. See
TLGI02181 (Letter from James L. Robertson to Ray LOewen) (Nov. 5, l 995) (noting that, becaus~e--"the amoWlt of the Judgment is so extraordinary, 11 the court "may" expedite appeal).
c'l..~s\DE'Nl'.1,
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(Miss. 1877).
. If the defendant has property outside the State of Mississippi, the judgment creditor can

seek execution under the Unifonn Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act ("UEFJA").~ ~
.

'

.

UEFJA, 13 Unifonn Laws,§ 1. As a general matter, the UEFJA authorizes a judgment creditor to
enroll a judgment in a foreign state and, after a designated period of time (during which the
creditor must provide notice to the judgment debtor), execute on the judgment as if it had been
rendered in the foreign state's courts. ~kl.§§ 2, 3. Importantly, however, the judgment is
subject to attack in the foreign state on grounds that it is not entitled to full faith and credit under.
the Full Faith and Credit Act. ~id. § I. Moreover, the judgment debtor can seek a stay of
execution in the foreign state (pending collateral attack in that state or appeal in the rendering
state), even if the rendering state's courts have declined to stay execution. See id..§ 4(b).~
These rules would have given Loewen a number of opportunities to stave off execution
pending its appeal of the underlying verdict (which Loewen thought it was sure to win). See. e.g.,
TLGI02789 (Letter from James L. Robertson and others to Ray Loewen) (Nov. 3, 1995)
(estimating 90% chance of prevailing on a merits appeal). Loewen had a relatively small portion
of its total assets in Mississippi. ~ TLGI03819-TLGI03820 (Letter from David W. Clark to
William Stewart (Dec. 27, 1995) (estimating the value of Loewen assets in Mississippi subject to

~The

UEFJA has been adopted in 47 states (including Mississippi) and the District of Columbia.

[cite]
Moreover, even where a bond is required, a judgment debtor can request that any bond be
limited to the value of debtor assets located within the foreign state. See. e.g., Waters y. Aqµatic
Sensors Corp., 633 So.2d 475, 477 (Fla App. 1st Dist. 1994) (intimating that such a procedure is
appropriate).
·
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execution at $5, I 00,060). The overwhelming majority ofits assets were located in other states
throughout the United States and in Canada.!V
For assets located outside Mississippi (the bulk of its holdings), Loewen could have
challenged any execution attempt under the Full Faith and Credit Act. As Professor Days has
explained, in light of its allegations that the Mississippi proceedings were themselves
discriminatory, Loewen could have argued that the jury's verdict should not be granted preclusive
effect. ~Days Statement at 39-41. Moreover, in any foreign state, Loewen could have sought a
stay of execution Wlder § 4(b) of the UEFJA, presenting the very argwnents it claims were
wrongly and Unreasonably rejected by the Mississippi courts. ~ UEFJA, § 4(b).
Indeed, at the time of the underlying events, Loewen was actively considering whether it
could challenge any attempt by.O'~eefe to execute outside of Mississippi. ~ TLGI03366
(Letter from Robert 0. Wienke to Donald B. Ayer) (Jan. l l, 1996) ("we also may want to

I

.

consider whether there is any
b~is
for att.ackitlg on independent grounds any judgment liens·
.
. I
I

.

which may have been filed outside of Mississippi"). Loewen was keenly aware that O'Keefe's
I

'

'

coWlSel would have neither the time nor the resources to litigate in courts around the country. ~
I

kl (noting that filing actions ou~ide Mississippi would "require plaintiff's contingent fee coWlSel
I
I

to litigate in far reaching and unfriendly forms [sicJ on multiple fronts"); see also TLGI02293
I

.

I

I.

.

il'One ofLoewen's lawyers described its corporate structure as follows: "The Loewen Group Inc.
(TLGI) owns (either directly or irldirectly) all of the shares of its American holding company, Loewen
Group International Inc. (LGII). LGII, in tum, owns all of the stock of approximat~ly 500 operating·
subsidiaries in the United States, }vhich subsidiaries make up approximately 90 [percent] of the value
ofTLGl. 11 See TLG103771 (Memorandwn from Donald B. Ayer to various addressees) (Dec. 8, 1995)
(page 2). Loewen had only one o~erating subsidiary in Mississippi, Reimann Holdings Inc., whlch in
turn owned a nwnber of funeral homes, including the Wright & Ferguson Funeral Home.
$\DEN]':
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.
(''Swnmary re Plaintiff's Abilit>\ to Lien Assets") (undated) ("It is very unlikely that [plaintiff will
.
I
.

register the judgment in other s~tes] ... given the paper work required to have the judgment

enrolled .... "); Similarly, Loeten was a\Wie that O'Keefe's potential liability for premature
attachment bef~re the conclusiob of appeals was astrong disincentive to attachment and that, as a
result, O'Keefe was highly unlikliy to pursue attachment to any meaningful degree.

.

I

~

.

.

Loewen also was poised to challenge (or at least delay) execution even in Mississippi. ~

I

.

.

.

(Memorandum from Peter Hynclinan to Wynne Carvill) (Nov. 22, 1995) (undated) (stating that
· Loewen must "[b)e fully up to sled on the Mississippi attacl:iment process [plaintiff's cowisel]
..

I

i~

1

required to follow, with plans to roadblock his actions"); liL. ("[c]onsider having (discretely)
advisors 'on site' to assist our Jeral Mme managers in dealing with any attempt at unlawful

I

.

attachment"); TLGI00556 (handWritten notes) (undated) (noting that attachment "takes a long

I

. ..

time");.d TLGI03335 (LetterfrbmJamesL. Robertson to Ray Loewen).(Nov. 21, 1995) (page 7)
("[w)e need to continue .serious fLt
I dragging on settlement discussions"). Indeed, given the risk
.
.

I

.

.

.

.

.

of reversal (which Lqewen placed at 90%), O'Keefe presumably would have been reluctant to
execute even on Loewen's Missislippi assets pending appeal.iY

.

.

.

·

For all. of these reasons,
Jerefore,
even assuming Loewen could not have obtained an
.
I

.

. I

appeal with supersedeas, it could have pursued an unbonded appeal and likely avoided execution
.on at least the vast majority (if nol all) of its assets pending merits review by the Mississippi .

..

.

Supreme Cmµt.

I .

.

I

I

.

I

fll ·
O'Keefe could have prese+ed its interest in any Mississippi property simply by enr~lling the
judgment in counties where Loewen had assets. .$«Miss. Code. Ann. § 11-7-191 ("A judgment so
enrolled shall be a lien.upon and Hind all the property of the defendant within the county where so
enrolled ... ,").
·1
·
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In si.un, Loewen is simpl~ incorrect in claiming that it had no choice but to enter into the
settlement. To the contrary, sevbral reasonable and viable alternatives existed by which Loewen
could have appealed the trial coL judgment, and Loewen was advised by its counsel of these
alternat.ives at the time. The adjice of Loewen's counsel makes clear that the position Loewen
advances in this proceeding __ Jdeed, Loewen's entire claim_:., is obviously an afterthought.
When the tactics it chose for bjiness reasons proved to be unsuccessful, Loewen simply decided
to reverse the positions it had aslerted at the time of the Mississippi proceedings and to seek to
I

.

hold the United States liable under the NAFTA for the company's own tactical mistakes.
I
I

w

The NAFT A, however, ~aru10t be used to such ends. Even if Loewen could somehow
attribute its injuries to the jud~ents .of th·e Mississippi courts, those judgments were rendered
I

I

I

only by inferior courts and were I still capable of further appeal. Because only judgments rendered
I

by the highest available court co~d constitute a "measure adopted or maintained" for purposes of
I

.

.

NAFTA Chapter 11, Loewen's alleged injuries could not have been caused by any "measure"
adopted or maintained by the U+ted Stat.es. Accordingly, this Tribunal lacks c-Ompetence to hear
•

I

I

Loewen's claim of injwy from the Mississippi judgments.
'

IV.

I

THE CLAIM IS NOT ARBITRABLE
BECAUSE LOEWEN NEVER NOTIFIED OR
I
OTHERWISE GAVE TijIE UNITED STATES AN OPPORTUNITY, THROUGH ITS
COURTS, TO CURE THE
ALLEGED VIOLATIONS BEFORE IT ELECTED TO
I
SETTLE THE MISSISSIPPI LITIQATION
I

Claimants do not dispute! that they made no effort to notify the United States government
•

.

I

.

I

of the alleged misdeeds of the Mississippi judiciary before they entered into their binding
·I

I

agreement to pay the O'Keefe plhlntiffs. ~. u. TI.GI Mem. at 146. Instead, claimants merely
'(..$IDENr1.
~--....__

I
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contend that their failure to provide notice is "frrelevanf' because, they argue, 11 [n]othing in
NAFTA requires a Chapter 11 claimant to have provided such notice." Claimants' Response to
Interrogatory 3, dated Aug. 26, 1999. This contention is contrary to both the NAFTA and
customary international law.

It bas long been held that a "government must have had notice or been notified of the
injury before it could be made responsible" under international law..E. Borchard, Diplomatic

' NAFTA reflects this principle in
Protection of Citizens Abroad 191 {1915). Chapted I of the
Article 1101, which limits the liability of the Parties only to "measures adopted or· maintained"
by the federal governments. The phrase "adopted or maintained" plainly requires some act of
initiation or ratification by the federal government -· whether by some affirmative act or knowing
omission -- before liability may be found under NAFTA Chapter 11. Where, as here, the United
States is given no notice of a "measure" that allegedly violates the NAFTA, it simply cannot be
found to have "adopted or maintained" that measure.

~.

u. J.S. Borek, Other State .

Responsibility Issues, The Iran-United Stattts Claims Tribugal: Its Contribution to the Law of
State Responsibility 317 (1998) ("[l]n both domestic and international law, the respondent
cannot be responsible without having taken some action or failed to act in some way which
resulted in the hann. ").
Although Loewen contends that the United States is strictly liable for the actions of its
constituent states regardless of whether it bas notice of those actions, the NAFTA plainly
provides otherwise. NAFTA Article l 05 limits the federal government's obligations with respect
to actions of state and local governments only to "ensuring that all necessary measures are taken
in order to give effect to the provisions of this Agreement, including their observance, except · ~SID Ei\11'.
q
~
~
(
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otherwise provided in this Agreement; by state and provincial governments. 0 AJthough a stricter
standard of liability was proposed arid considered by the NAFTA's drafters, such a standard was
rejected.

~Article

102(3), NAFJ'A Draft Dec. 31, 1991 (0 The provisions of this Agreement

shall have binding application and shall be observed by state, provincial arid local governments .

. . ."). 5" i!l.m Restatement (Third) of ForeignRelations Law§ 207 (a federal government may
limit its responsibility for actions of subsidiary governments through use of a "federal-state
clause" in international agreements).
Here, the United States has unquestionably met its Article l 05 obligation to "ensureO that
.all necessary measures" were taken to give effect to the NAFTA's provisions. In particular, the
United States ensured that several effective federal venues - including the U.S. Supreme Court,
. . .
U.S. Disµict Court and U.S. Bankruptcy Court - were open and available for Loewen to seek
redress for each of the NAFTA violations that it alleges in this case. ~ filllIDl at [ ).
Indeed, Loewen is merely seeking to vindicate in this forum rights that are fully protected
under U.S. law and could have been asserted in U.S. courts had Loewen proceeded with its
appeal of the Mississippi judgments. Just as NAFT A Chapter 11 protects aliens against
discrimination (Article 1102), ensures a minimum standard of "fair and equitable" treatment
(Article 1105), and proscribes uncompensated expropriations, (Article 1110), the United States
Constitution guarantees aliens "equal protectfon" and "due process under the law11 in state
proceedings (U.S. Const. Amend. XIV), and prohibits states from taking property without just
compensation. (l.Q.). Loewen itself argues that the Mississippi judgments are objectionable, in
part, because they allegedly violl;lted these U.S. constitutional guarantees.

~ SlJL,

TLGI Mem.

at 70-71; id. at 83-86. Because Loewen elected not to avail itself of these federal protections oF s\DENr.
.

~'(,
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otherwise to give the United States any opportunity to cure the alleged violations through its
courts, the United States cannot be held liable for claimants' alleged injuries under the NAFT A.
V.

THE MlSSISSIPPI COURT'S ALLEGED FAILURE TO PROTECT AGAINST THE
ALLEGED REFERENCES.TO ALIEN AGE, RACE AND CLASS CANNOT BE A
"MEASURE" BECAUSE LOEWEN NEVER ASKED THE COURT TO ACT UNTIL
AFTER THE VERDICT
Although claimants now contend that the underlying trial was "infected by appeals to the

jury's alleged anti-Canadian, racial and.class biases," neither claimants nor theif lawyers ever
objepted on such grounds at :any point before the jury rendered its verdict, nor did th~y argue to
the court until after the verdict -- as claimants do now -- that a specific jury instruction was
needed "to address the heightened risk of improper nationality-based, racial, and class bias. 11 As
a result, claimants cannot establish that the Mississippi trial court's alleged failure.to prevent the·
opposing party's attorneys fron:i making inflammatory remarks constitutes a government
"measure" for purposes of the NAFTA.
As noted above, NAFTA Chapter 11 applies only to "measures adopted or maintained"
by a NAFTA Party. The tenn "measure," in tum, is defined to include any "law, regulation,
procedure, requirement or practice." NAFTA Article 20 l (l ). Setting aside whether judicial
inaction (as opposed to an affirmative judicial decision) could ever satisfy this definition, judicial
inaction plainly cannot be a "measure" where, as here, the court was never asked to act in the first
place.
Mississippi, like most jurisdictions in the world's developed legal systems, adopts a
"contemporaneous objection rule," which provides that an objection 11 must be made
contemporaneously with the allegedly improper utterance" or else it is waived. lyy y, General
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Motors Accceptance Com., 612 So.2d 1108, 1114 (Miss. 1992). ~also Vakuta v. K1<lly {AustL
1989) 167 C.L.R. 568 ("By standing by; such a party has waived the right to object"); [cites from
other countries]. The reasons for this rule are obvious:. "In such a case, if clear objection had
been taken to the comments at the time when they were made ·or the judge had then been asked to
refrain from further hearing the matter, the judge may have.been able to correct the wrong
impression of bias which had ~een given or alternatively may have refrained from further
bearing." Yak'uta v. Ke)ly {Austl. 1989) 167 C.LJt 568. When a litigant fails to object on a
timely basis, therefore, the coUrt cannot be faulted for failing to act Qt. Kekatos y. CoYJlcil of
the Law Soc;y of New South Wales, 1999 N.S.W.C.A. 288 (26 Aug. 1999) ("[A]bsence of
contemporaneous objection may be a guide to whether or not the interventions were
inappropriate in occasion, extent or tone,"especially where "a party is represented by
experienced counsel .... ").
It is a settled principle of international law that "official inaction" can give rise to state

responsibility only where "there was a duty to act," Restatement (Third) Foreign Relations Law§
207 (comment c). Because courts are under no duty to correct allegedly improper utterances as
to which there is no contemporaneous objection, judicial inaction in this regard cannot implicate
· state responsibility. Accordingly, because claimants thus never asked the court to protect against
the alleged offending remarks until after the verdict, the Mississippi court's alleged failure to do
so cannot be viewed as a 11 measure'i that gives rise to an arbitrable claim under the NAFTA.
VI.

THE TRIBUNAL LACKS JURISDICTION TO ADDRESS THE INDIVIDUAL
CLAIMS OF RA YMONP L. LOEWEN

[STATE DEP'T TO DRAFT]
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VII.

THE MATIER OF THE TRIBUNAL'S COMPETENCE SHOULD BE TREATED AS
A PRELIMINARY QUESTION
.
On April 6, I999, the United States objected to the Tribunal's competence to hear this

case and requested that the objection be treated as a preliminary questi1;m pursuant to Article 46
of the ICSID Additional Facility Arbitration Rules. TheTribunal, in its procedural order
foilowing the first session on May 18, 1999, reserved the issue of bifurcation until after the
United States submitted its memorial on competence and jurisdiction. After this filing, the
Tribunal explained, it would rule ''whether the objection to jurisdiction and competence will be
determined as a preliminary matter or joined to the merits of the dispute.'' Minutes of FirSt
Session, dated July 14, 1999.
In light of the foregoing objections to the Tribunal's jurisdiction and competence,
bifw'cation is now clearly warranted. It is standard practice in international arbitrations to
bifw'cate proceedings on issues of the tribwial's competence and the merits of a dispute. See,
~

R. von Mehren, Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards in the United States, 579 PLl/Lit.

147, 163-64 (Feb. 1998) (noting preference in international arbitration to hear and decide
jurisdictional issues before hearing merits of a controversy). As one leading treatise explains,
J

"[i]n general, the more prudent course is to conduct a preli..alinary proceeding on the question of
jurisdiction. That permits the parties to fully address the issue and, if jurisdiction is lacking,
avoids the expense of presenting the case on the n:ierits." G. Born, International Commercial
Arbitration in the United States, 57 (1994).il' For this reason, the rules of all NA.FTA-approved

D'~ a1fill Redfern & Hunter, Law wd Praclice o(futematiogal Commercial Arbitnrtiog, 272 (1999)

Uurisdictional objections are usually raised as "preliminary issues"); ·The Mini-Trial: Bifurcati~fa:ft'l'.1.
Q~
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arbitral institutions ·- including those governing the present dispute - contemplate the treatment
of jurisdiction as a preliminary question in advance of a proceeding on the. merits. ~Article
21(4) UNCITRAL Rules ("In general, the arbitral tribunal should rule on a plea concerning its
jurisdiction as a preliminary question .... ");Article 46(4), ICSID Additional Facility Arbitration
Rules (objection to competence automatically suspends proceeding on the merits, unless
Tribunal affmnatively decides to jom objection to the merits); ICSID Convention Rule 41 (I).~
The cost of a proceeding on the merits of this arbitration will, without question, be
· extraordinary. lbis claim is based on a six~year long, complexbommercial and antitrust lawsuit,
the trial of which lasted two months and was followed by nearly three more months of .
substantial briefing and hearings in both the Mississippi trial and Supreme courts. The essence
of claimants' NAFTA claim is that Loewen was denied justice throughout those lengthy
proceedings, as measured by the standards set forth in NAFTA Chapter 11. As part of its
defense on the merits of this claim, the United States intends to show that the Mississippi
proceedings and their resulting court judgments were fully consistent with the NAFTA's
obligations and that claimants and their counsel_ were themselves responsible for the adverse

Efficient Device to Promote the Resolution of Civil Cases, 53 Albany L. Rev. 19, 21 (1988) (it has
traditionally been found appropriate to bifurcate issues of jurisdiction and timeliness from the merits of
an aetion).
~ifurcation is common in ICSID arbitrations, even where treating jurisdiction and competence as a

preliminary question delays a hearing on the merits for a long time. For example, in Ceskolovenska
Obcbodni Banka. AS. y. The Slovak Re.,Public, ICSID Case No. ARB/97/4, the tribunal allowed the
parties more than a year for briefing on objections to jurisdiction and did not render a decision on the
jurisdictional objections until nearly two years (20 months) after the first session.
·
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results of the litigation.~ It is no exaggeration to say that a fair evaluation of such defenses will
require an extensive analysis of the entire underlying litigation in order to determine whether, in
fact, Loewen was denied justice in that case.

~' ~.

A. Freeman, International Rc;sponsibility

of States fox Denial ofJustice ·171-72 (1938) (rejecting notion that merits of denial of justice
claim can be decided without reference to "the substance of the original cause of action;" tribunal
must make "a thorough examination of the proceedings complained of .... "). Bifurcation will
ensure that the parties are not forced unnecessarily to undertake the vast exp~nse of such an
extraordinarily lengthy and complex proceeding.
Bifurcation is also justified in this ca5e by more than the expense of a hearing on the
merits, as substantial as that expense will be. By joining issues of jurisdiction and competence to
the merits, the Tribunal would necessarily be subjecting domestic court judgments to·
international scrutiny without first assuring itself that the NAFTA Parties have given their
·consent for it to do so. Given the extraordinary intrusion on the sovereignty of the United States
that such an unwelcome examination would represent, the question of bifurcation here is best
resolved in light of the settled rule that an international tribunal may proceed only upon an
"unequivocal indication" of a "voluntary and indisputable" acceptance by a sovereign of the
tribunal's jurisdiction. Case Concerning Maritime Delimitation and Territorial Questions
Between Qatar and Bahrain (Qatarv. Bahrain), 1995 l.C.J. 6, 63-64. Accordingly, the United
States' objections to the Tribunal's jurisdiction and competence should be treated as a preliminary

~See,~. J.

Harr, The Burial, The New Yorker (Nov. 1, 1999) at 87-92 (describing nwnerous errors
committed by Loewen's counsel at trial, including "an extraordinary
for Loewen -- grievous
example of a poorly coordinated presentation by his legal team" on the issue of punitive dam gffi'-·eN

and --
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~Loewen

once again makes the astonishing claim that the United States cannot dispute the Tribunal's
competence over the subject matter of this case. ~ TLGI Mem. at 120-21. Tiris assertion is no less
frivolous now than when made in Loewen's letter to the Tribunal on May 12, 1999. Through a
tortured reading of the arbitral rules, Loewen confuses the competence of the Tribunal with that of the.
ICSID itself, arguing that limitations on challenges to the latter somehow limit challenges to the
fonner. ~id. Much of this confusion stems from Loewen's persistent reliance on Christophe
Schreuer's Commentary on the ICSID Conv~ntion, an article that has nothing to do with the governing
arbitration niles, as it comments only on the ICSID Convention, which bas no application to this case.
~ TLGI Mem. at 121. The ICSID Additional Facility Rules -- which do apply here -- make clear
that the Secretary-General's administrative approval of arbitration proceedings confums only the
jurisdiction of the Centre, not the competence of the Tribunal. ~Art. 4 ICSID (Additional Facility)
Arbitration Rules; A. Broches, The 'Additional Facility' of the International Centre for Settlement of
Investment Disputes, IVY. Comm. Arb. 373 (1979). In the Additional Facility, as elsewhere, the
Tribunal must first establish that the subject of the disputeJalls within the scope of the parties'
agreement to submit to arbitration before it may reach the merits of the case. ~. ~. Redfern &
Hunter, Law and Practice oflntemationa1 Commerci8.I Arbitration, 260 (1999) ("An arbitral tribunal
may only validly determine those disputes that the parties have agreed that it sbouJd detennine" and
the tribunal 11 must take care to stay within the tenns of its authority.").
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons; the United States' objections to the jurisdiction and
competence of the Tribunal should be treated as a preliminary question, and the clairii for
arbitration should be dismissed in its entirety.
Respectfully submitted,
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U.S. Department of Justice

Civil· Division

Wa1Mng1an,

D.c. iono

. June 15 , 1999

,....

"FOR IMMEOIA TE"AITENTlON"

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To:

Raymond t~:·Flsher'
··Associate Ariomey·a·enera:1 · · ··

Through: .David W. Ogde~h~
Acting Assistant Attorney General
From:

Philip D. BartfF-t>6
Deputy Assistant Attorney General

Re:

The Loewen Group. Inc. y. United States, iCSID Case No. ARB(AF)/98/3, NAFTA
Arbitration
·

Purpose:

To elevate to the Wh.ite House for resolution an interagency dispute over the efficacy of
advancing a particular jurisdictional defense on behalf of the United Stattls in this
NAFT A arbitration.
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Timing:

Immediate.
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Synopsis:

I\

On October 30, 1998, the Loewen Group, Inc. ("Loewe~"), a. Canadian corporation, filed a
l'::l<:>ti_ce.of Clairn fqr arbitration against the United States widei Chapter 11 ofthe North American .
1
Free Trade .Agreement ("NA.ETA"). Loewen .contends that the United States is liable under the
NAFTA for $725 million in damages that.allegedly re.su!ted from court judgments rendered against
Loewen in a Mississippi state court proceedibg. ,The Civil Division, through our Federal Programs
Branch, is defending the United States in tills matter.
The Civil Division and our client agencies in this case - the Department of State and the
Office of the United States Tr<tde ~epresentative ("USTR")- currently disagree over the wisdom of
advancing ~ jurisdictionai argwnent that we have proposed. In defense of the United States against
Loewen's claim, we would like w;gue that the arbitral tribunal lacks jurisdiction because NAFT1,
Cl'@1:>tet 11 ·!lJW.lies QuJy tQ "~s..;agopted or maintained" by the United St.ates and th1:1.,t the
judgments of domestic courts are not "measures" as that term is used in the NAFTA. The State
Depanment and USTR do not want us to make this defense. Because the deadline 1or making any

to
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jurisdictional arguments is approaching (August 18, 1999) and much work remains to be done, we
need a prompt resolution of this disagreement.
Our proposed argument is quite soWld given the plain text and stated purposes of the
NAFT A. Although .State and USTR have attempted to identify weaknesses in the argwnent, their
criticisms suggest only that the NAFTA is, at most, ambiguous as to whether domestic cowt
judgments are subject to challenge Wlder Chapter 11. Beca:use ap.flicable intemationallaw requires
that am bi ities in international agreements be construed in favor of soverei nty, our argument
prevail even in the face o sue cnllc1sms.
· Despite the str. ngth of our. proposed legal argwnent, the agencies do not want us to advance
it because~t'M · 'b 1i w it ~"\Jld reduce rotections fi U · ·
nts abroad. In our view,
however, the adverse c iis uences (includin the ossibir
"ve re ea1 of the NAFTA
itself if · e 1 se · ·e) that could flow from a decision to allow foreign investors t9 attack our
dome~tic cl.rurrf dgments in intemationai arbitration outweigh the agencies' concerns and coWlsel
strongly in favor of advancing the argument that we have proposed. In fact, a professor of
international law with whom we have consulted at the suggestion of the State Department fully
supports our proposed argument on both legal and policy gr0tmds. A copy oflus opinion is attached
hereto.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Raymond C. Fisher
Associate Attorney General

Through: David W. Ogde~t)/_ {;...
Acting Assistant Atto~'6'eneral

BartzTub

From:

Philip D.
Deputy Assistant Attorney General

Re:

The Loewen Grou12, Inc. v. United States, ICSID. Case No. ARB(AF)/98/3, NAFT A
Arbitration

Purpose: . To eleva,te to the White, House fQf resolution an interagency dispute over the efficacy of
advancing a particular jurisdictional defense on behalf of the United States in this NAFTA
arbitration.
Timing:

Immediate.
INTRODUCTION

On October 30, 1998, the Loewen Group, Inc. ("Loewen"), a Canadian corporation, filed a
Notice of Claim for arbitration against the United qtates under Chapter 11 of the North American Free
Trade Agreement ("NAFT A"). Loewen contends that the Uniteci States is liable.1Jl1der the NAFT A for
$725 million in dam~gesJhat1,f\llegedly,.~esµ)ted from cqµrtjt;JQgtnC.!lt,s rendered against Loewen in a
Mississippi state coUrt proceedi~g. · The .ci'~il Di vl{ioh, through. oW.' Federal Programs Branch, is
defending the United States in this matter.
The Civil Division and our client agencies in this case - the Department of State and the
Office. of the United States Trade Representative ('aJSTR")
- currently disagree over the wisdom of
.
advancing a jurisdictional argwnerit that we have proposed. In defense of the United States against
Loewen's claim, we would like to argue that the arbitral tribWlal Jacks jurisdiction because NAFTA
Chapter 11 applies only to "measures adopted or maintained" by the United States and that the
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-2judgments of domestic courts are not "measures" as that term is used in the NAFTA The State
Department and USTR do not want us to make this defense. Because the deadline for making any
jurisdictional arguments is approaching (August I 8, I 999) and much work remains to be done, we
need a prompt resolu~ion of this disagreement.
BACKGROUND
I.

NAFTA Chapter I J

· &t,J9tej!jltl~_e -~-~TA was ~esigned to encolira e investment in Canada, Mexico and the
es q. _air trea~men_t . ,.....~ ... ·.~v~~_tment arid. inve~~or; :~~~Y~~~i .
prov1amg.~.f!l~l'l11~. f9r r~~.o!v1_ng 1spu es. twe.en mvestors and their host go.veqim~~ts. ~ •. u.
o·anTCI -M~ Price, An Overview of the NAFTA Investment Cha,pter: Substantive Rules and Investor$tate Dispute Settlement, 27 Int'J Lawyer 727 (I 993). Anlong other things, the Chapter authori~es
aggrieved investor to "submit to arbitration under this Section.a cl~im" tha~ a h,9st govem1nent has .· .
~.breached its .obligations.of fair treatment µoder <:;hapt~r l_L ~ NAfTA Article I I 16( i). °The sco-~e
of the Chapter is limited, hmyeyet tp "measures adopted or maintained" :Qy a government relating to
the investor or investment at issue. & NAFT A Article _I l 0 I ( 1}.

Uni~~-d..~-t~t~~ b~ .e-st~bl_is.hin~

an

2.

The Loewen Claim

Loewen's NAFTA claim is based on a lawsuit in Mississippi state court in which a Mississippi
businessman sued Loewen and its United States subsidiary for $16 million as a result of a failed
business deal. After a controversial trial, dwing which Loewen contends the cowt improperly
p~~i~-~~- ~e pl~l~tiffs. la\vyer _tq i¢lame the jlJ!()rS' anti-Canadian, racial and class sentiments, th.~.
jury retutned a verdict of $500 million againsfLoewep,jn~Jy.Qing $400 m.i.!IJqi:i i!l punitive damages. .
··L~~~e_~- an_~~-pted_ to ap.peai the verdict, b.ut Claims tha~ it_ w~ ~able to postif$P;@11m'ltsm}ciii). tJ:ie •
[amount of _12S_cy~ qf~~ JUdgmen_t, as required under M1ss1ss1pp1 law to stay the Judgment pendmg
·appeaC After the Supreme Court of Mississippi upheld the imposition of the 125.% bond requirement,
:'Loewen se!fled the case in I99~ f9r .$Jn µiillionY~g11_ing ~11~ .the. bqnd. requirement. effectively dem.ec!
j_t the.oppQrt.lillity lo appeal.
.
. -~ .
.. -·-· . .
.
Loewen contends that the juiy~erdict an~.~e)~{!ssi:ssippi courts' refusal to waive or reduce the
·bond requirement were \lnjust'.andd~cr:imin~t<fry~::in violation-of several standards set forth inNAFTA. ·
'._C.hapter..1.1 for the.equitable tre~tment.of .foreign investors! ·Loewen claims that the United States is
liable under the NAFTA for violations corfun.itted by indiv'idual.states·and, therefore, seeks to hold the.
United States liable f9~ daJP.ages allegedly! caused by the Mississippi judgments. Loe~en submitted its

'.claif15.~iO.:arfoiiiiio;·with the~«mer.na'ii~~eitmf<?Mli'tI§fil~ntf~ftii&ci.stP.ient!m&PBtm~4'
Washington, D:C., seeking at least $725 million in damages.·

The arbitral Tribunal held its first session with the parties on May 18, 1999, at the ICSID. At
that session, the Tribunal ordered (among other things) that'the United States must file all of its
jurisdictional objeqtions no later than August 1-8, 1999.
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DISCUSSION
___..,......aThe Civil Division proposes to argue, among other.,things, that 'Loewen's claim is not arbitrable
-~~ecause the judgments of domestic courts (as opposed to legislattve or regulatory actions concerning
ade.ang jnyestrnsnt),Ate not ''.measun:s" within the scobe·ofNAFTA Qba
11. The State

Department and USTR, however; oppose our advancing such~'an argument. According to State and
USTR, the argument is not certa_intoprevail and, in•any event, wouldundenuine the ability of U.S.
investors to challenge capricious court;j.udgments in Mexico and Canada. For the reasons that follow;
we strongly disagree with the agencies and believe that the argument is vital to our effective defense
against the Loewen claim, as well as to the continued viability of the NAFTA as a whole. Given the .
grave legal and political consequences that could flow from a loss on the merits of the Loewen case,
.: 11
see infra, \_Ve believe that the question of whether to advance our proposed jurisdictional argument
"" ·;y
should be resolved 11t a P.9licy l~yel.~,itlµfi'~iR¥ ~~e House as soon as possible.
~· \•

I.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

. Both the.State Department and USTR have expressed concern that our proposed argument
would restrict the ability of U.S. investor;' to protect themselves from arbitrary, expropriatory or
\ otherwise unfair court judgments in other countries (primarily Mexico). The United States undeniably
. has a valid and important interest in affording its investors maximwn flexibility in protecting their
investments abroad On the other hand, allowing foreign investors to attack th~ decisions of our
domestic courts through international arbitration could severely undennine our system of justice and,
as a result, threaten the continued existence of the NAFTA. Given the real possibility of an adverse
decision in the Loewen case if we reach the substantive merits, we believe that_the balance of these
concerns weighs strongly in favor ~f .a9~-~cin~ Olfl'. ar~.un:ie~tthat C?urt jud~~en.ts .are _n_ot "measures."
First, we believe that the argwnent that court jµqg·ments are not "measures" is our strongest
jui-isdictional argument. Although we have som~-..1~ ar, · ~- e~ti·-·:.uch' ~--that the judgments·

:,~~~f~!!~~~s~~::u:~-~·t~~~:V~s~~:~;~~~e~~~e f~~ ~~~!i~~~;!iJ~~~~~~:~;;
are not "measures" and that, .standing alone, these subsidiary arguments may not succeed; Indeed,
Professor David Bedennan of the Emory University School of Law, an international law expert whom
we have been consulting at the suggestion of the State Department, agrees thafthe prinCipal argument
is extremely strong and that •. if not advanced, our subsidiary arguments are less likely' t6 ·prevaiL
Professor Bedennan·has provided the Civil .Division with a letter setting forth his views on this issue, a
copy of which is attached hereto.

@

., t\. /
JU'\ ·

Second, a loss on the merits of the Loewen case - which we believe is quite possible in the
absence of a favorable ruling on jurisdiction - would establish a dangerous precedent whereby.the
United States could, as a result of the NAFTA eff~ ·
. r with res ect to any
judgment ren e~e a ai~t a forei , investor in the couhs of .the United States . T~is .could result in a
floo o ar 1trat1ons agamst the Umted States, the cost of which could be extraordmary.
tJ,,..
.

.

.

· Third, a loss on the merits in Loewen is also likely to generate a great deal of political hostility
toward the NAFT A. The case has already received significant media attenbon as a "potent b~ck-doO?
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way for corporations to challenge the American legal system." William Glaberson, Nafta invoked to
Challenge Court Award in U.S., N.Y. Times (Jan. 28~ 1999) at C 1; ~ WJQ, ~. E. lritani, Trade
Pacts Accus_e_d ofSubvert in~ f).S,. Policies, Commerce, L.A. Times (Feb. 28, 1999~ at A 1. J\1any ·
individuals, both in and out of govemment, are likely to be surprised and offende.d~-i-fi.lhe NAFT A is
construed to effect a waiy~r.ofspvi;:~!!ignty _that would pennit ~jnternational uib~fil effectively to sit
in review of deci.sions of Unitc::c;I States courts at the election of foreign investors. CT. Glaberson, ~
("[Loewen] is an important case because it raises the question of the extent to which domestic civil
Judicial proceedings will be.subject to.international
re-examina~ion.") (quoting Prof. David W.
.
.
Leebron, dean of Columbia Law School).li
•Finally, even if our subsidiaryjurisdictional arguments were to prevail in L®w~n. we will
soon be forced to revisit this same que$tion in anoth.er .NAFTA arb.i~ration that will be filed against the
United States in several weeks.1' Jn that cas
a Canadian investor
challenges a decision of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court, from which petition for certiorari
was filed and denied by the Supreme Court of the United States. Unlike the Lo~wen case, we cannot
argue that Mondev failed to exhaust the domestic judicial process, nor does it appear that we could
argue that the alleged harm resulted from a private acti,;i_n rathc;r than a.col.lit judgment. As we
CIJ!fen.tly .see it, the only way inwhlch the United States can avoid addressing the merits of the
1
MOnd~~ case is if the tribunal finds that domestic judicial decisions are not "measutes" for purposes of
theNAFTA.

a

II.

..

THE J..EGAL BASIS FOR THE ARGUMENT

It is a familiar and well-settled principle of international' law that international agreements are ,.
to be "interpreted ... in accordance with the ordin ineanin to be given to the terms of the treaty in . · ·
their con ext an m the 1g to its o ~ect and purpose." Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,
· Article 31; I. Brownlie, Principles of Publi~ International Law, p. 627 (4th ed., 1990). ln substance,
these principlesrequhe that the"N':AF'f:{\·be·foterpreted to effectuate the express agreement of the
parties; here, the govenunents of Canada, Mexico and the Unite~ ~tates. ~ R. Jennings & A· Watts,
eds.; Qppenheim's IriteIDlltiQnal Law, 9th ed. at 1267 ( 1996). Thus viewed, it seems clear from the text
of the NA.FTA that Chapter 11 does not apply to the judgments of 9omestic courts, but is instead
concei;ned oo}y wi.th legislative and regulatory actions that affect trade and investment. Other
evidence ·and principles of construction further reinforce the conClusion, made clear by the express
terms of the NAFTA, that the parties never intended Chapter 11 to apply to judgments of domestic
courts. In our view, therefore, Claimants' challenges to the judgments of the Mississippi cowts are not
arbitrable under the NAFT A.

liBy 'rVaY of illustration; shortly after the Loeweh case was filed, an aide to Senator Hollings indicated

tha(an unfavorable ruling in the case could lead to abrogation of the NAFTA.
,. .. 'llA ninety-day

notice of-the prospective claimant's intent to file an arbitration was provided pur
NAFTA Article 1119.
.
'
~
0
~
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The Ordinary Meaning Of The Term ;'Measure 11

Article 110 l of the NAFT A limits the application ofChapte
maintaint;:Q. by a P
....·" Article 20 I, which sets forth~th!::e~e~~rlUl~~w.i.;u.u.-tU.:::.!!::~
NAFTA~ Mef.~A. "me . e" t© mean "any Jaw, regul~tiori, procedure, requirement or practic ." On its
face, this definition does not include jury verdicts or court judgments and, instead, is limited only to
legislative or admiojstrative mJes and requirements The Mexican and French-Canadian versiontof
the"'"NAFTA similarly exclude court judgments from._their definitions of "measure." ~ Tratado de
Libre Comercio de America del Norte, Articulo ?OJ ("medida incluye cualquier ley, reglamento,
procedimiento, requisito o practica"); Accord de libre-echange nord-americain, Article 201 ("mesure
s'entend de toute legislation, reglementation, procedure, prescription OU pratique"),
This definition of "measure" is consistent with the ordinary usage of the term, which does not
refer to court judgments, but instead contemplates only legislative or regulatory actions. Indeed, every
major dictionary of the English language makes clear.that, in the context of government action, the
word "measure" has the specific meaning of "[a] legislative bill or enactment." Webster's II, New
Riverside University Dictionary ( 1994); ~also Webster's Third New International Dictionary ( 1986) .
· ("Step; specif. a proposed legislative act: Bill"); The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, (3d ed.
I 993) ("A plan or course of action intended to attain some object, a suitable action; spec. a legislative
enactment proposed or adopted."); The Random House Dictionary of the English Language, 2d ed. ·
(1987) ("a legislative bill or enactment: The senate passed the new measure.") (emphasis in original).
Significantly, none of these dictionaries includes anything even approximating jury verdicts or court
judgments within the definition of a "measure."~
The term 11 measure" is also routinely used in international agreements to refer exclusively to
legislative or regulatory actions rather than court judgments. For example, Canada regularly includes :·,,
references .in its international agreements to "mca.Sures of nationalization, expropriation, talcing under · ·
·administration ()r any oiher similar legislative or administra(ive measures." Agreement Between the
Government of Canada and the Govemffient of the Czechoslov·ak Socialist Republic ReJating to the·''. -,:. ;
Settlement of Financial Matters (April 18, 1973) (emphasis added). Seem~. Agreement
Between the Goverrunent of Canada a,nd the Gov.ern:mept bf ;the Polish People's Republic Relating to
the Settlement of Financial Matters (O~t: 15, I 9il) (req~irilig payment on claims concerning
11
property, rights or other interests nationalized or otherwise taken by the application of Polish
legislation or administrative decisions") (emphasis added); Agreement Between the Government of
Canada and the Government of the Socialist Republic of Romania Concerning the Settlement of
Outstanding Financial Problems (July 13, 1971) (requiring payment ori claims concerning "Canadian
property, rights and interests affected by Romanian measures of nationalization, expropriation, taldng
under administration; and any other similar legislative or administrative measures . ... ")(emphasis

.¥Although the French word "procedure" can refer to judicial proceedings, it does not refer to a
0
judgment rendered by a court in a judicial proceeding. ~The Oxford-Hachette French Di ~on~ af.tv ~
648 (2d ed. 1997). S« ~ note 5 and accompanying text inf@. .
.
~
-.,.<
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added).!' .
gue that the NAFTA must have been intended to include court judgments as
"meas.1.--.......
es. ---~
ca)Jse court judgments have, in a few extreme and i.tnusual cases, ris~n tq the level of a
"deriial of justice" l!nder international iaw. As Professor David Bedemian of the Emory University
School of Law explains, however, State and USTR have confused the broad concept of "denial of \11. " ·.
justice" with the narrower concept of "measures" that limits the scope of trade and investment
•·, : .··
agreements such as the NAFTA. ~ Letter from Prof David Bedennan to Kenneth L. Doroshow or' . ,...
the U.S. Depanment of Justice, dated Jwie 7, 1999 (appended hereto). By its tenns, NAFTA Chapter
11 does not address all possible actions that could give rise to a denial of justice, but instead is limited
only to those government "measures" that could do so.

&--~.
,.,._

Indeed, it is not difficult to conceive of a court decision that.unquestionably amounts to a
denial of justice under international law - for example, a decision ordering the execution of a foreign
national accused of a petty theft without affording that individual an opportunity to be heard - that
has absolutely nothing to do with trade and investment and, therefore, is not within the ambit of the
NAFTA. Even if domestic court decisions can amount to a denial of justiCe, therefore, it does not
· follow that such decisiOns are "measures" that can be challenged under Chapter 11 of the NAFTA. To
the contrary, the NAFTA makes clear that only legislative or regulatory actions that pertain to trade
' not
and investment are subject to arbitration under Chapter l l, and that domestic court judgments are
[ within the scope of the agreement. Because the plain meaning of "measures" does not include court ·
judgments, Loewen should have no claim under the NAFTA.
2.

The M~aoing Of The Jenn "Measures" In The Context Of The NAFTA

The term "measures" appears frequently throughout NA.FTA Chapter 1 I and, without
exception, is not used to refer to the judgments of domestic courts. To the contrnry, the provisions of
NAFTA Chapter 11 appear clearly to exclude domestic court judgments from the Chapter's scope.
~. ~. NAF'I'A Article 1IOl(I).
Most notable in this regard it1'f~.Jlfi!@£!itf~J&Which sets forth the conditions that an
aggrieved investor must satisfy before it may challenge a government measure through international

J

¥me Gen~ral Agreement on Trade and Services ("GATS"), which appears as an annex to the General
Agreement on Tarriffs and Trade·("GATT"), defines the term "measure" more broadly to include "any
measure ... whether in the form ofa law, regulation, rule, procedur~ecisjo'l.z._administrative action,
or any other form." OATS Article XXVIII(a) (emphasis added). Of course, the drafters of NA.FTA
chose not to include such a definition, even though it was in existence at the time. Moreover, even this
broad definition does not include court judgments on its face, as the term "decision" in this context is
typically used to refer to administrative, rather than judicial, decisions. ~.e.g., Agreement Between
the Government of Canada and the Government of the Polish People's Republic Relating to the
Settlement of Financial Matters (Oct l 5, I971) (requiring payment on claims concerning "pro~r.t;~
rights or other interests nationalized or otherwise taken by the application of Polish legi.slatio -qr-<c..
"1( ) \
administrative decisions") (emphasis added).
·
<'
~~

.
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arbitration. Principal among thes~ar'hHm%nsf~te.ifc;1Dk.th!;.r.Cquirement that investors "waive
their right to initiate or continue before any administrative tribunal or court ... any proceedings with
respect to the measure of the disputing Party that is alleged to be a breach" of Chapter 11. NAFTA
Article 1121(1 )(b). In other words, to make a claim in arbitratiorl challenging a "measure," the
investor must, intg
elect to abandon any domestic court challenge to that measure. Because this
provision plainly distinguishes between judicial proceedings and the measure challenged in those
proceedings (i.&,, "proceedings with respect to the measure"), the language of Article 1121 makes clear
that a court proceeding itself was not understood by the parties to be a "measure" subject to challenge
in international arbitration.

rurn,

'

In fact, the parties to the NAFTA appear to have included this requirement in Article 1121
precisely b.ecause it "forces investors to choose between local remedies and international arbitration so
that international panels cannot act as a court of appeals" over domestic judicial decisions. U.S. White
Paper of Talking Points for Carla Hills in Negotiations with. Mexico and Canada.~ If "measures'' were
construed to include domestic court judgments, Article 1121(1)(b) would arguably permit an aggrieved
investor to proceed to international arbitration to challenge ariy trial court judgment without first
having to appeal that judgment domestically, thereby allowing an international tribunal to sit as a
substitute for the domestic ~ppellate process. Such a result would be inconsistent not only with the
plain language of the NAFTA, but with the intent of the parties, as well as common·sense principles of
international law. &. ~.Barcelona Traction. Ligbt and Power Co .. Ltd., 1970 I.CJ. 3, 157-58 ("If
an international tribunal were to ... examine the regularity of the decisions of mwlicipal courts, the
international tribunal would turn out to be a 'cour de cassation', the highest court in the municipal law
system. An international tribunal, on the contrary, belongs to quite a different order; it is called upon
to deal with international affairs, not municipal affairs.") (separate opinion of Judge Tanaka). Indeed,
it would frustrate the election of remedies provisions of the NAFTA by creating a mix-and-match
hybrid of domestic and international proceedings. Such a result was plainly not contemplated by the
NAFTA.
Other uses of the term "measure" in Chapter 11 underscore that the term refers only to traderelated legislative or regulatory actions. Article 1106(2), for example, refers to "measure[s] that
requireO an investment to use a technology to meet generally applicable health, safety or
environmental requirements," a reference that plainly does not include court judgments. Similarly,
Article 1108 refers to the "continuation," "prompt renewal" or "amendment" of any non-conforming
measures, while Article 1111 speaks of measures prescribing special formalities in cormection with the
es.~lislunent.of,fpreign investments, "such as a requirement that investors be residents of the Party or
that investments be legally constituted under the laws or regulations of the Party .... " .Such uses of

j

4'Although the negotiating history of Chapter 11 is both.incomplete and inconclusive, it appears that
the United States successfully persuaded Mexico and Canada in the course of the NAFTA negotiations
to abandon the traditional requirement that an investor exhaust all local remedies before proceeding to
international arbitration, pointing out that an .exhaustion requirement, "far from helping to minimize
the political problems associated with investment disputes, could actually heighten them, as mo; \DE
governments would object strenuously to an international tribunal acting as an appeals court ff-~S
Nr-1.</<
domestic judicial decisions." Ui.
·
.,,.
('
,..;
Ci>
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- 8the term "measures" are consistent only:.with legisfation·of:j·egulation and do not refer to court
judgments. ~ ~. u. NAFTA Article 1114(2) ("(I]t is inappropriate to encourage investment by
relaxing domestic health, safety or envirorunental measures.").
The term "measure" also appears several hundred times in other parts of the NAFT A, each time
making clear that the agreement as a whole is concerned only with trade~ and investment-related
legislative and regulatory actions, and not court judgments. Article 2103, for example, speaks of
regulatory measures aimed at the imposition and collection of taxes, setting forth the extent to which
such measures are subject to Chapter l l's arbitration provisions, ~ NAFTA·Article 2103(6). The
entirety of Chapter 7 of the NAFTA is devoted to "Agriculture and Sanitary and Phytosanitary
Measures," while all of Chapter 9 is devoted to "Standards-Related Measures," which are defined as
"standard(s], technical regulation[s] or conformity assessment procedure[s]." NAFTA Article 915.
"Measures" is used in Article 302 to refer to rules for allocating in-quota imports, and in Articles 3093 I 5 to refer to non-tariff export restrictions·"such as licenses, fees, taxation and minimum price
requirements." ~ ~ NAFTA Article 605. The tenn appears countless times iri similar fashion
throughout the NAFTA, reinforcing a definition of "measures" that includes only legislative or
regulatory actions that concern trade and investment. ~. t,g,., NAFTA Articles 315 & 605 (using
"export measures" as synonymous with export restrictions, such as higher prices on certain goods);
NAFTA Article 512 (administrative customs "determinations, measures and rulings"); NAFTA
Articles 602(1),606 (energy regulatory measures); NAFTA Article 607 (national security measures);
NAFTA Article 904(1) (measures relating to safety, the protection of human, animal or plant life or
health, the envirorunent or consumers, including prohibitions on importation of goods and services);
NAFTA Article 1201 (m~asures relating to cross-border trade in services); NAFTA Article 1210
(preventing measures relating to licensing and certification from becoming barriers to trade); NAFTA
Article 1304 (discussing measures "adopted or maintained" to prevent interference with public
telecommunications networks); NAFTA Article 1305 (requiring NAFTA parties to adopt antitrust
measures, "such as accounting requirements, requirements for structural separation" and other "rules"
to prevent anticompetitive conduct); NAFTA Article 1406 (equating •imeasures" witli "regulation,
oversight, implementation of regulation and ... procedures .... "); NAFTA Article 1502(3) (requiring
action through "regulatory control, administrative supervision or the application of other measures . . . ·
.").

Indeed 1 in the more than one thousand pages that constitute the NAFT A, including nearly 300
separate Articles as well as numerous annexes and supplementaJ agreements, the sole use of the_tenn
"measures" in the context of j udiciai action is a refere~.c~. in o~_y f.?~ Art,i~l!~J~~~ ....
'~t~rirp,"'l}eruuw;~issued by intematio~~.t;ribun~s.~~'il\rticle 1134; and by domestic courts in the
specific context of mtellectual property proceedings. ~Articles 1715, 1716, 1718. Although State
and USTR believe that these scant reference5 to "provisional" or "interim measures" demonstrates an
intent to include court judgments within the definition of "measures," we disagree.
"Provisional" or "interim measures" are well".recognized as having a specialized meaning in the
field of internationa,l arbitrati.on that .bears no relation to the "measures" that are covered by NAFTA
Chapter 11. The tenns generally refer to preliminary actions taken "to preser/e the resp.ective rights of
the parties" pending a decision by a court or tribunal where necessary to prevent a party from suffofl~
"irreparable prejudice." Paraguay y. United States, 371.L.M. 810, 818 (I.CJ. 1998); ~ fil.fill, 4<f "'"' .. '1'1<'\,

<-
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D.A. Redfern, Arbitration and the Courts: Interim Measures of Protection -- Is the Tide AboUj to
Iurn?, 30 Tex. Int'! L. J. 71, 78 (1995); C. Brower & W:M: Tupman, Court-Ordered Proyisional
Measures Under the New York C2nv~ntion, 80 Am. J. Int'! L. 24 (1986) ("[T)he rules of most
international arbitral regimes authorize a tribunal order interim or provisional measures .... ").

to

This is precisely the manner in which the terms "provisional" or "interim measures" are used in
the NAFT A. Article 1134 authorizes ipternational arbitral tribunals to "order an interim measure of
protection to preserye the rights of a disputing party, or to ensure that the Tribunal's jurisdiction is
made fu1ly effective, including an order to preserve evidence in the possession or control of a disputing
party or to protect the Tribunal's jurisdiction." Similarly, Article 1716, which applies only to
intellectual property disputes, requires each NAFT A party to "provide that its judicial authorities ...
have the a~thority to order prompt and effective provisional measures" to enjoin an alleged
infringement of intellectual property rights and "to preserve relevant evidence in regard to the alleged
infringement." NA FTA Article 1716(1 ). See~ NAFT A Article l 7 l 5(2)(f) (judicial authorities
must have power to order a party who improperly requested provisional measures in an intellectual
property dispute to compensate the party "wrongfully enjoined or restrained .... ").
Clearly, the recognition of an international arbitral tribunal's authority to issue interim
measures of relief does not imply that the judgments of domestic courts are "measures" subject to
arbitration under Chapter 11. Nor do the references to-court-ordered provisional measures in
intellectual property disputes suggest that court judgments on the merits of other types of cases are
subject to arbitration under Chapter 11. Indeed, under the tenns of Chapter 17 ("Intellectual
Property"), even provisional measures is
ro e cases are not sub' ect to arbitration
\!fider Chapter . or example, as already noted, Article 1121 permits an investor to proceed to
arbitration inlieu of "initiating or continuing" a proceeding in a domestic court with respect to the
challenged measure. ~ NAFTA Article 1121(1). Article 1716 makes clear, however, that arbitration
is not the proper course for challenging a provisional measure, as it requires NAFTA parties to aUow
defendants to "have those measures reviewed by (the relevant NAFTA party's] judicial authorities ...
" NAFTA Article l 716(5)(b) .
. Moreover, even if court-ordered provisional measures could be challenged in an ar,bitration
under NAFT A Chapter 11, such provisional measures are entirely distinct from the sort of court
judgments that Loewen is challenging. Perhaps the best illustration of this distinction between
provisional measures and court judgments on the.substance of a case is Chapter 17 of the NAFTA
itself. Article 1716(6) provides that the judicial authorities of the NAFTA parties must "revoke or
otherwise cease to apply the provisional measures ... if proceedings leading to a decision on the
merits are not initiated" within a certain period of time. In the event that proceedings leading to a
decision on the merits of the case are initiated, NAFT A Article 1718(7) requires the NAFTA parties to
provide for a "review" to determine whether the provisional measures should be modified, revoked or
confirmed. Botlt of these provisions show that the issuance of provisional measures is entirely
independent of court proceedings on. the meritS arid. indeed, that a proceeding on the merits need not
even exist for provisional.m.easur~ed i•dhe first jnstance. Thus, even if Chapter I / ctrold
be construed to include court-ordered "provisional measures" within the scope of the term "measures<
in Chapter 11, it makes clear that court judgments on 'the merits ofa given ca.Se - such as the · ,DEtv-r
judgments challenged here - are not arbitrable "meas ii.res" for purposes of Chapter 11. Cf.
C.
~<

W;
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. - 10 Higgins, Interim Merumres jn Transnational Maritime Arbitration, 65 Tu!. L. Rev. 1519, 152~·24
( 1991) ("Provisional or interim, measures of relief are distinguishable from interim awards. Generally
interim awards involve rulings on the merits or substan~e of the dispute," whereas interim measures of
relief are merely "orders given by the arbitrator/s for the preservation of rights and property" pending
the proceedings on the substance of the case) (quoting ICC Arb. Comm'n, Report on the Problems of
Interim/Partial Awards§ I. I (1985)); P: Essoff, Einland v.:Di;:nmark: A Call to Clarify 1be
International Court of Justice's Standards for Provisional Measures, 15 Fordham Int'I L. J. 839, 841.
(1992) (the ICJ's "power to hear a case on the merits is distinct from its power to indicate provision.al
measures.").
That "measures" do not include court judgments is further underscored by the fact that the
scope of Ghapter 11 is limited only to "measures adopted or maintained'' by a NAFTA country. ~
. NAFTA Article I I01 (1 ). As a matter of common usage, legislative proposals are "adopted," and pre·
existing rules or practices are "maintained." ~.~'Webster's Third New International Dictionary
of the English Language at 29 (1986) (."adopt" refers to "a bill or measure passed or accepted
fonnally"); id,. at 1362 ("maintain" means to "keep up" or "continue"). Court judgments, in contrast,··
are neither "adopted" nor "maintained," but instead are "issued," "rendered," "entered" or "made." ~.
~. iQ. at 585 (a "decision" is ''arrived at after consideration"); !Q. at 1223 (a ''judgment" is
11
pronowiced" or "given in a cause by a court of law or other tribunal .... ; a legal judgment entered
for one party .... ").'1 The text of Article 1101( I), therefore, clearly reflects an intention to exclude
court judgments from the reach of Chapter I I. Although the phrase "adopted or maintained" is used
throughout the NAfTA, it refers in each instanc~ only to legislative or regulatory rules or actions that
c0ncern trade and investment, and never to court judgments. Stt, ~. Supplemental Agreement on
Envirorunental Cooperation, Annex 36A, ~ 4 (Sept. 13, 1993) ("procedures adopted or maintained" by
Canada); NAfTA Article 2104(3) (requiring certain "measure[s] adopted or maintained" to be
"temporary and be phased out progressively"); NAFT A Article 314 (conditions under which a Party
"may adopt or maintain any duty, tax or other charge ori the export" of goods); NAfTA Article 906(4)
("technical regulation adopted or maintained"); NA.FIA Article 910(3)(a) ("any standard or
conformity assessment procedure prop9sed, adopted or maintained"); NA.FIA Annex 301.3, § B(2)(b)
("tariff rate quotaS adopted or maintained"); NA.FIA Article J210 ("any measure adopted or
maintained by a Party relating to the licensing or certification of nationals of another Party"); NA.FTA
Article 1302(7)(d) ("a licensing, permit, registration or notification procedure which, if adopted or

<YTue Mexican and French-Canadian versions of the NAFT A support this same distinction. C2mPJlre,
~The Oxford-Hachette French Dictionary at 13 (2d ed. 1997) (illustrating meaning of "adopter"
with "adopter une loi •• to pass a law"); id,. at 486 ("maintenir" means ''to keep")~ iQ. at 219 (one
can "make or take" a "decision;" "prendre une decision"); lil. at 452 (to "give one's verdict" or "to pass
judgment;" "prononcer wijugement"); kt. at 1156 ("se decider" means "to reach or come to a
decision"); i!i. at 1387 ("prorioncer/rendre unjugement" rrieans "tO pass/give ajudgment"); !a. at 1652
(''rendre une decision" means "to give a ruling"). CtmlJ2ar~ ~, ~. The' Oxford Spanisl:i Dictionary
at 18 ( 1994) ("adoptar" means "to take," as in ;'drastic measures will h~ve to be taken"); iQ. at 479-80
("mantener" means "to keep," as in "keep up the old traditions") with id,. at 227 (one can "make" a.--~
"decisi6n"); i,g. at 441 (one can "express" or "fonn" a "juicio"); k\. at 1524 (one can "give"· or"
eflf'a.ENr~
judicial ruling, or "folio").
~
'( <'.
~
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maintained, ... "); NAFTA Article 2005(4)(a) ("a measure adopted or maintained by a Party to protect
its human, animal or plant life or health .... "); NAFTA Article 719 ("any control or inspection
procedure or approval procedure, proposed, adopted or maintained .... "); NAFTA Article 702(3)
("measures adopted or maintained pursuant to an intergovenunental coffee agreement.").
In short, we have a strong argument that the tenn "measures," whether in the context of the
NAFTA or in international practice generally, excludes domestic court judgments from its scope.
Because Chapter 11 applies only to "measures," we should be permitted to argue that the arbitral
tribunal lacks jurisdiction to address Loewen's challenges to the judgments of the Mississippi courts.
3.

Jhe Object And Pumose Of The NAFTA

The purpose of the NAFTA is quite clear: to enhance trade and investment•;among.Canada;
Mexico and the United States. See NAFTA Chapter 102 ("Objectives"). The agreement's principal
goals are to "eliminate barriers to trade" among the three countries, to "promote conditions of fair
cemnetition in the free trade area," to increase "investment opportunities" and to "provide adequ~te
and effective protection and enfor~ment of intellectual property rights" in each of the three countries.
l.d. To these ends, the NAFTA includes a mechanism for the resolution of disputes concerning
government "measures" that pertain to trade and investment. l.d.; ~also NAFTA Chapter 11.
Nowhere in these stated goals is there any suggestion that the NAFTA was intended to apply to court
judgments, particularly where the judgment is a jury's award of damages in a purely private contract
dispute, unrelated to any govenunent measures, that was eventually settled.out of court.
In fact, the inclusion of such proceedings within the scope of Chapter 11 's dispute resolution
mechanism would be inconsistent with the stated goals of the NAFT A. As noted above, Chapter 11
seeks to facilitate the orderly resolution of trade and investment disputes by requiring aggrieved
investors to waive their right to challenge a government measure in a domestic court. ~ NAFT A
Article 112l(l)(b). In the view of the NAFTA's drafters, this requirement was appropriate because the
more traditional requirement that an investor exhaust all local remedies before proceeding to
international arbitration,"far from helping to minimize the political problems associated with
investment disputes, could actually heighten them, as most governments would object strenuously to
an international tribwial acting as an appeals court for domestic judicial decisions." U.S. White Paper
of Talking Points for Carla Hills, fillllli\· The NAFTA's drafters themselves thus made clear that the
incluSi'On Ofaomesfic:"'COtirt,Judgments within the scope of measures that could be challenged in
arbitration would frustrate the very purpose of the dispute resolution mechanisms that are vital to the
NAFTA's success. Qf,, ~. D. Price, An Overview of the NAFTA Investment Chapter: Substantive
Rules and Investor-State Dispute Settlement, 27 Int'! Law. 727 (1993) (Chapter 11 "was an essential
element of an agreement that was to provide the basis for hemispheric free trade.").

---~-·----------

- 12 NAFTA Clause:. Canada Urged Review: Aim is lo limit Firms' Ability to Sue Governments, Financial

Post (Jan. 23, 1999) at D09. Such an effort only underscores that the inclusion of court judgments
within the meaning "measures" would be inconsistent with the object and purpose of the NAFTA.
4.

Even IfThe Meaning And Scope of The Term ''Measures" Were Ambiguous, Canons
Of Treaty Interpretation.Require That The Term Be Interpreted To Exclude Domestic
Court Judgments

It has lon_g been a principle of customary international law that treaties-are to be interpreted in.
deference to the sovereignty of states. ~. ~. EC Measures Concerni~g Meat and Meat Products
(Hormones), 1998 WL 25520, Report of the Appellate Body at •71 n.154 (WTO Jan. 16, 1998);
Nuclear Tt;sts Case (Australia v. France), 1974 I.CJ. 267 (ICJ 1974). Under this settled principle o w
~~i]f the meaning of a tenn is ambiguous, that meaning is to be preferred w_hi.ch .is Jess
onerous. to th!! party assuming an obligation;. or which interferes less with the territorial and personal
supremacy of a party, or involves less general restrictions upon the parties." R.Jennings and A. Watts
(eds.), Oppenheim's Internation~l Law, 9th ed., Vol. I, p. 1278.(Longman 1992).

Clearly, an unwelcome review of our domestic court judgments through international
arbitration would significantly interfere with the United States' territorial supremacy. Cf. E. Iritani,
Trade Pacts Accused of Subverting US Policies, Commerce, L.A. Times (Feb. 28, 1999) at Al
(noting the Loewen case's "threats to sovereignty"). The parties to the NAFTA recognized as much in
the course of the negotiations of the agreement, and included provisions in Chapter 11 expressly to
avoid such interference. ~U.S. White Paper, filUID!· ~also,~. Barcelona Traction, 1970 I.CJ.
at 157-58 ("If an international tribunal were to ... examine the regularity of the decisions of municipal
courts, the international tribunal would tum out to be a 'cour de cassation', the highest court in the
municipal law system. An international tribwial, on the contrary, belongs to quite a different order; it
is called upon to deal ~th international affairs, not municipal affairs.") (separate opinion of Judge
Tanaka).
Significantly, neither State nor USTR has urged that the language of the NAFTA
unambiguously includes domestic coµrtjudgments as "measures." Rather, they contend only that
the NAFTAcan plausibly be interpreted to include domestic court judgments within the scope of
government "measures" that can be challenged wider Chapter 11. Even if State and USTR are correct
and the NAFT A is fowid to be ambiguous on this point, the principle of in ID!b.i2 ~nevertheless
requires that the NAFT A be interpreted to exclude domestic court judgments from Chapter 1 I's scope.

III.

WEA.KNESSES IN THE ARGUMENT IDENTIFIED BY USJR

At least one individual within USTR has attempted to identify specific weaknesses in the
argument that court judgments are not "measures." None of these criticisms, however, establishes that
court judgments are unambiguously "measures" within the scope of Chapter 11. Accordingly, our
argument would still prevail under the principle of in QYhlQ_ ~. noted above. Moreover, each of
the criticisms can be met with a satisfactory response, as explained below ..
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CQurt Judgments Thm Enforce Or Apply "Measun:;s"

USTR argues that "application, implementation and enforcement of measures were intended to
.... oe. covered"'liy"NAFT.A."Cfiapter"t!· 'and;·therefore, court decisions that ~?.P'r.?~ e.~~or~.~ . 1~~~.IJJ'e
covered under the NAFTA. Even 1fwe assume that the NAFTA appli!s more broadly to the
application of measures as well as to measures th~mselves, however; it does not follow that judicial
:application of measures is included in that broader category. Rather, given the language and purpo~s
of the NAFTA as a whole, it seems more likely that the handful of references in Chapter 11 to the
application or enforcement of measures concern only executive or administrative enforcement actions,
and not judicial decisions.
Fo~ example, let us asswne that the EPA, following an administrative determination, has
brought an enforcement action in federal court under the Clean Water Act against a Canadian company
doing business in the United States, and that the court finds in favor of EPA. In this example, the
"measure" at issue would be the Clean Water Act, whereas the "enforcement" or "application" of that
measure would be the EPA's administrative action. While the Canadian company could arguably:
challenge the EPA's enforcement action as a covered "application" of a "measure," it does not follow
that the company could also challenge the court's judgment on the merits of the EPA's regulatory
action. To the contrary, if the company were to proceed to international arbitration under Chapter 11,
we would argue that the tribunal can review only the EPA's regulatory action and not the resulting
decision or award of the U.S. court.

This same reasoning would apply to eminent domain proceedings, t9 which USTR also points
in support of its view. While it is true that, under U.S. law, a proceeding in federal court is the final.:
step in determining the amount of compensation to be paid for a "taking" of property, it is not true that
the final judgment of.U:i~ coll;rt in that proceeding is itself part of the expropriatory act. To the
.:.
~ontrary, the expropriatory act would.be the exe'-rutiv~ Qr ~dmin,istiative action taken by the
govenunent ~for example, decision.of the Federal. ffigh"".ay A4min.!~tia~i.6n to. build a roaq through
the property of a Canadlan-0wned company-..:.:. for which compensation is sought in federal cowt. If
the court were to award insufficient compensation, the aggrieved party could arguably proceed to
international arbitration Wlder Chapter 11, but only to challenge .th~ ~.~Pre>priat9ry .admin.istratjye
action of building the road through the party's property. While the!aggr:jeyed party might also ha:ve a
~!aim ~tliafm~ ~.<:>~:~. ~,q,IJlR.~r.s~Hqn. .q<:f_i~ion !ll1lOWlted to a ~'denial of justice" under international law,
that clafm.~ould not necessarily be actionable tinder the NAFT A because, as noted above and in the ·
a~ched letter from Professor).;3ed~roian, i;ienials of justice are distinct from the "measures 11 that are.
covered unde~Chapte~JCJ~t as the court's compensation decision is distinct from the administrative
act that is alleged to be confiscatory.

a

.

Admittedly, the Mississippi Supreme Court's decision on the supersedeas bond in the
underlying Loewen case presents a somewhat niore difficult question, because one cannot readily
identify an underlying "measure" distinct from the court judgment that gave rise to the alleged harm.21

ZIJt should be.noted that Mississippi's supersedeas bond rule, while unquestionably a "meas ~~1..~i'~~fNr4<
subject to challenge in the Loewen case because it predates the effective date of the NAF1i .~ By
.
0
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Nevertheless, while the court judgment may have been an "application" of Mississippi's supersedeas
bond rule, it would not itself be subject to challenge under the NAFTA. As with the eminent domain
example, the court's decision is, at worst, viewed as a judicial "denial of justice" for which the NAFTA
does not provide a·remedy.
·
Indeed, to argue otherwise would sweep every federal and state Jaw or regulation into the
NAFTA's coverage, as a foreign investor would be able to obtain international review of every judicial
application of law, whether or not the lawsuit in question was initiated by a regulatory entity. For
example, an employee of a Canadian company's U.S. subsidiary might file a Title VII lawsuit against
the company alleging discriminatory employment practices. If the company were to lose that suit, it
could then, under MI. Fabry's interpretation of Chapter 11, sue the United States in international
arbitration.simply because the court decision involved an "application" of Title VII. Because every
judicial decision necessarily involves some application of law, Steve Fabry's interpretation would
pennit foreign investors to bring suit againstthe United States on the basis of any court judgment that
affects.their interests. Surely the NAFTA could not have been intended to sweep so broadly.
2.

Exemptions from NAFTA That Include Court Proceedings

USTR also points to certain exemptions under Chapter 11 for c'cnll-t proceedings, from which
they infer that court proceedings that are not exempted are otherwise covered by the Chapter. ~
NA FTA 1106 & 1109. This inference is faulty, for two reasons. First, as noted above, there is an
important distinction between court proceedings and judgments rendered in those proceedings; We do
not argue th~t court proceedings (and the procedures, rules and practices that goy~~ them) are not
i;lCt.ionable under Chapter 11; rather~' we argue only that the judgments rendered in those proceedings
are not actionable.
\
· a ·on o enforcement f
Il\S~~~;..Q(;~.:W.2DJll'..J~i.11.l:sll!~lll:.JW!tW.t!~lW~atJ~e;s:J!!tu;iv~e~a~c~ti!_<2o~ns. For example, Artie! e
1106 prohibits NAFTA pa(ties (~.Canada, Mexico and the United States) from "impos[ing) or

a

enforc[ing] ,any of the following requirements" relating to foreign investment in their territories:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

to export a given level or percentage of goods or services;
to achieve a given level or percentage of domestic content;
to purchase, use or accord a preference to goods produced or services provided
in its territory, or to purchase goods or services from persons in its territory;
to relate in any way the volume or value of imports to the volume or value of
exports or to the amount of foreign exchange inflows associated with such
investment;
to restrict sales of goods or services in its territory that such investment
produces or provides by relating such sales in any way to the volume or value of

'subsequent agreement of the NAFTA parties, all "non-confonning measures" of the United States that
were in existence before the NAFTA became effective were "grandfathered" out of the scope of -s""'\_O_E_f\-.i1:
Chapter I I. At least in this case, therefore, we will not have to argue that the rule is within e(!C~pe
/,.;<
of Chapter 11 while the court's application of the rule is not.
<'
i::,
0
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(g)

its exports or foreign exchange earnings;
..
to transfer technology, a production process or other proprietary knowledge to a
person in its territory, ~xcept when t~ (l:QUirem~nt js imposed or the
commitment or undc;rtaking is enfo[£ed by a court, administrative tribunal or
competition authority to remedy an allegi:d yiolation of competition laws or to
act in a manner not inconsistent With other pc9visions of this Agreement; or
to act as the exclusive supplier of the goods it produces or services it provides to
a specific region or world market.

(emphasis added). Not only are these the only enforcement actions that Chapter 11 proscribes, but it
seems clear that each of the proscribed enforcement actions are highly-specific, trade-related actions
that could .be taken only by an administrative agency (in particular, the Conunerce and Treasury
Departments or their foreign equivalents). Although courts as well can effect transfers of technology
··m ·an antitrust proceeding, Article 1106 expressly exempts such court actions from the provision's ..
proscriptions. While USTR argues that such an exemption would·no.t have been necessary if court
decisions were not covered by Chapter 11, it does not follow that the exemption necessarily implies
that court decisions are otherwise covered. It is at least equally plausible that the exemption was
intended only to reinforce
int that the NAFTA was not intended to apply to court judgments.
~ N~~ ~kle l. ©.
~-t&"~li'Oalso ci:msistent with our argument that court judgments are not "measures" or
even applications of measures. The provision generally requires NAFT A parties to allow transfers of
investments "to be made freely and without delay." The Article provides specific exceptions to this
requirement, permitting host countries to prevent transfers under limited circumstances. In relevant
part, Article 1109 permits a NAFTA party "to prevent a transfer through the equitable, nondiscriminatory and good faith application of its iaws relating to:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

bankruptcy, insolvency or the protection of the rights of creditors;
issuing, trading or dewing in securities;
criminal or penal offenses;
reports of transfers of currency or other monetary instrwnents; or
ensuring the satisfaction of judgments in adjudicatory proceedings."

. NAFTA Article 1109(4). Contrary to USTR's view, it does not ns:seH;jlv fyUQiX !Jlat tbis i;rovision
· refers tcu.wJi~appliq1t,ion ofla~s. Because.the. laws. in each of the.listed areas are applied by
· "a~nistrative bodies ,througi:J.adglinist.i:atiye enforcement proceedings as )Ve,p.as.by co~tl§, it is at
least as likely that the provision was intended to refer onJy to administrative application of those laws.fr
'1nde..ed, in view of the NAFTA as a wbole, jt seems mare ljkely that the provision only contemplated

...

lln the U.S., for example, the Jaws of bankruptcy can be applied by the U.S. Trustee; securities laws
can be applied by regulators of securities markets; laws relating to criminal or penal offenses can be
applied by prosecutors; laws relating to reports of transfers of currency can be applied by the Treasury
Department and bank regulators; and laws relating to satisfaction of judgments can be applied by the
Sheriffs' offices and Marshalls' Service.
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administrative applications of law.
3.

Comparjson With Bilateral lnye~tment Treatiks

USTR also argues that the. United States' bilateral investment treaties ("BITs") do not contain a
scope provisi9n similar to NAFT A Article 110 I ( 1) and, therefore, the protections afforded by the
NAFT A are arguably fewer than those provided by BITs. According to USTR, the U.S. negotiators of
the BITs would be surprised if the NAFT A afforded fewer protections to investors than the B!Ts.
It is true that the BIT prototypes-' which the U.S: has used since the early 1980s and on
which Chapter 11 was based, in part - do not include a "scope" provision like NAFTA's Chapter 11
and, there(ore, are at least facially broader than Chapter 11. Some of the BITs' substantive provisions
are limited by their terms only to "measures," however, and thus at least arguably suggest that the BIT
a.Sa whole was intended to be limited only to "measures." See,~. 1994 Prototype BIT Article Ill
(prohibiting expropriation or nationalization through "measures"); kt. Article IV (national and most
favored nation treatment "as regards any measure .... ");
~id.. Articles II, V, Vl,VII.

ruu

Even if the BIT was not intended to be limited to "measures," the point is still not dispositive.
First, before the NAFTA, B!Ts played only a small role in the Unit~d States' trade negotiations, at least
insofar as the U.S. had never negotiated a BIT with a major trading partner. Given the magnitude of
the NAFTA and the parties involved, the earlier BITs do not provide a fair'basis for comparison with
respect to the intended scope of the agreement.
.
Second~ when.th,~NAfTA was signed, Chapter 11 was the only provision in any of the world's
major trade agreements that authorized private investors to take governments to binding arbitratiOn
over violations of their treaty obligat.\qns. Although the United States' SITs had already authorized
foreign nationals to claim against host governments, those BITs were narrow investment agreements
only with small countries. The inclusion of an "investor-state" pro".ision in a trade agreement like the
NAFT A, in contrast, was a matter of great significance, as it represented an unprecedented waiver of
sovereignty for major nations in the context of a large-scale trade agreement. It would not .be
unreasonable to assume, therefore, that, _under the circumstances, 'the parties to the NAFTA wanted to
.. be careful to limit the scope of protections that they were granting to private investors.
·
Indeed, it app~ars from. the negotiating history of the NAFTA that, when the United States fu'st
intr_gall!ied Its pmposed laogiiage rhe ·;;inyestor-state"provisions of NAFT6 <Chapter 11). i! did not
contain a scope limitaLiQn. The Canadians and Mexicans insisted that the Chapter include a scope
limitation, unlike the BITs that had preceded the agreement, which limitation eventually became
NAFT A Article 1101. Such an effort Wlderscores the fact U\at the parties intended Chapter 11 to be
more limited in scope than the preceding BlTs.

for

CQNCLUSION
We have a strong argument that, in light of the plain text and purpose of the NAFTA, domestic
court judgments are not "measures" within the scope ofNAFTA Chapter It and, therefore, Loewen's
claim is beyond the jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal. Although State and USTRhave attempted to
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identify weaknesses in the argtunent, their criticisms suggest only that the NAFTA is, at most,
ambiguous as to whether domestic cowt judgments are subject to challenge WJder Chapter 11.
Because applicable international law requires that arµbiguities in international agreements be construed
in favor of sovereignty, our argwnent should prevail even in the face of such criticisms~ AJthough we
are not absolutely certain that our position will prevail, "absolute certainty" has never been the
standard for determining whether an argument should be made.
Despite the indisputable validity of our proposed legal argument, the agencies do not want us
to advanee it because they believe that it would reduce protections for U.S. in.vestments abroad. In our
view, however, the adverse consequences (including political hostility toward the NAFT A itself) that
would likely flow from a decision to allow foreign investors to attack our domestic court judgments in
international arbitration outweigh the agencies' concerns and coWJsel strongly in favor of advancing
the argument that we hav'e proposed.
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»

YlA FACSIM1LE (202-616-8202)
KeMeth L. Doroshow, Esq.
Trial Attorney
U.S. Department of Justice
Civil Division - Federal Programs Branch
Room9S4
90 I E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20530

/10/fJ- Oo

a.I- F-

'·

Re:

The Loewen Grt:mp v. United State:~
(NA.FT A Arbitration)

Dear Mr. Doroshow:
You have asked that I carefidly review your preliminary draft (dated May 3, 1999) of an
argument challenging the NAFTA arbitration panel's competence in the Loewen case.· This argument
is intended to be introduced in the preliminary phase of the proceedings in the case. in. order to
persuade the Tribunal that it does not have jurisdiction over The Loewen Group's case, and that the
case should, therefore, be dismissed and the procecdin8 terminated without the Tribunal even

considering the merits raised by Loewen.
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The crux of the argwnent you bave constructed is that the NAFTA arbitration panel's
urisdiction, under Chapter 11 of the Agr~ent, is limited to tlie scope of prOtection W1der Chapter
11 itself. and Chapter 11 applies only to review of"measures adopted or maintained by a Party ...
." NAFT A art. 110 I. You contend that beuuse Loewen b complaining of the effect of court
proceedings in Mississippi (mcluding allegations of an ·outrageous trial proceeding, an excessive
verdia, and the unavailability of effective appellate review) that such does not constitute a "measure
adopted or majntained by a Party" to NAFTA, and, therefore, does not fall within the ambit of
Chapter 11.

I ~rirely concur with your argwnent It is consistent with international law and traditional
understandiJ18s of State responsibility. Moreov~, I believe that your 9ubmission correctly
chara.cterizes the United StatC3' obligations to protect foreign investment mour cownry. Lastly, I
would maintain that your argument is entirely harmonious with United St:ates policy to promote
investment protections for our citizens abroad, while also, at the same time, CtJsuriDg that NAFT A
(as well as other treaty trade regimes, like GAIT/WTO) are 9JCCeSSfully integrated into our domestic
constitutional order.
··~ ·· l. Corisiitirit:y Wiili the United SJ.ales' inU?mqtiono/laW ohligauonsjor prqteclion.ofjoreigr;
investment Yow draft s0btais5ion qUite proPeffy'dOC:S 'noi ·take the p<>Sitiori ttusf the judicial' condu~
that Loewen aJleges (assuming it t(f be 'true)cowd·never'Uriplicate the resj>oilsibilify of the United
s,~es ~erD:terD!ltiooal law. lnq~,i~)~,,~~~~li~••~.k?~~~~;ludic~ con~u~ can. in
~J1mao~i co~e a ~~@,.,i{j..~ intemW.o~ taw,,reqwnng that the host
State compensate the country of the fore,i8n.oatiooals affected by such conduct.

But that is not the issue in the Loewen case, nor in any prooeeding wider Chapter 11 of
,NAFI'A. Rather, the questioa is whether such a "denial of justice" - allegedly perpetrated in a
private, civil proceeding in which the United States (nor, indeed. any state or political subdivision)
is not a party.~ can ~~tute a "measw-e[J adopted,(lr Ql&inlajned by a Party." .
the
international law. ()f .$tate Responsibility ·has always qµferentjat ed between,"meaSUies" :<Aftll'.mative
goven:iment. ~~tions irnp~g on investments) and "deniaJs of justice" (where our nation's courts
simply serve as adjudicators of private disputes that happen to involve foreigners or their
investments).

Indus respect,

.

'

@\

.

The ·sharp distioction between "measures" and "denial! of justice" has been so traditiooally
dear iii Uit~tional law t.l"lat both phr11Ses are regarded as tenns--of~art in international investment
'{tgreemeD~'.,, l~ree that, on its f.ace, Article 110 l does not. cover~~ kind of conduct that Loewen
alleges. \'Measures" typically refer to legi~ve or adn:llnistrative action. not judicial actio11;~,Burin
no event can a '1n~re" refer to a cowt proceeding which is not initiated or prosecuted by a
~o~e11t .~ty. It might be one thing jf Loewen was complaining of a securities law· civil
enforcement _action qr even a citizens' suit brought pursuant to a federal or state envirorunental
statute. 1!··is'quite .another for a common law contract or ·tort proceeding to be characterized as
gov~t.action .:.:. ::a ''m~:•·:: ..~a~'N'A.Fr:k'Cnap!errr;···sucn·aa a~would make
all judicial· action directly implicate the United 'States' .responsibility ua'der 'international law.
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Moreover, J fail to see how a private civil action of the sort here. even if regarded as a "me
9ould be ~n as one "adopted or maintained by a Party." Aga.iO: to a.c.c.ept Loewe:n's argument
would be .to cha.ntcterize all judges and· jUror5 in the land as an "ann" of the United States
government. This profoundJy distorts end misunderstand' the principle of judicial independence
embraced not only in the United States, but also in Canada and Mexico.
If anything, your draft argument may actually understate the strength of1he United States'
contention that private civil proceedings before U.S. courts cannot constitute 0 measures" unde.r_
NAFT A Chapter 11. You correctly look to the language and structure of the entire NAFTA to
support this argument. Additionally, I believe that the negotiating history of the NAFfA would
reveal thal oone of the parties contemplated that Chapter 11 arbitration could be invoked to review
judicial proceedings and verdicts in private commercial dispute5.
I

.
lam mindful, of course, that the ultimate purpose of the argument is to dissuade the NAFTA
arbitration panel to reach the meriu of this case. lt is neither ooeessary, nor desirable. for the panel
to rule on wider issues of its competel'lOC in Chapter 11 proceedings. The United Stat~. w.ould ~e.
content ~-~i&ii§!e iWmil.n the ttibunal~s competence.:?~~..~.~.C?.!: ..~&....~t :
in etivp.te
~vestment~ some ggvS'QIPS)t ..involvement) can not constitute a "measure." .
-.

~ ~~~ :::ii.~jJ!-...P!~r>g$

conu.!er~ ·~:,sjnvolvina. ~oreign
w

¢

.. . Al~ematively~ ..~ ~~..,~"~p~~lID'. ., .. .
~~~~!h,9:~ -~~.,~~~).~~"~~ conduct
might notionally constitute a ..measure,". tber~is
·1.1: OW'den on the claimant to exhaust all
judicial remedies available to it. Loewen certainly appears to have failed to do so here. Exhaustion
of"locaf rem00ie5 is an enduring and well-establish~ p~ciple of diplomatic protection and the
inte:mationa.1 law of State Responsibility. Althouglt NAFT A relaxed this requirement, it certainly did
not do so in the context ofjudicial action being challenged as a "measure[] adopted or maintained by
a Party." lbetieVC thit your 5ubmi.ssio!l cm the exha~n argument may be uJtimately persuasive for.
the. TribWial, but .only if used bl conjwiction with the · wider prioaple that .. measures"
fundamentally different from ..denials of justice" in international law..
.
· ·

are

2. United Simes· i11Vtstrnent protectiQ71 policy and constitutional eomideratiuns. I
uodersta.n? that it is vitally important for the United States to vigilantly oppose any form of foreign
conduct that is calculated to have a detrimontal effect on U.S. investment abroad. Even oi.1r most
cooperative and friendly trading partners havo proven themselves quite able to construct· Don~taritr
trade baniers to trade. and other irilpedimems to investment. But I beliC'Ve that "denials of justice" -in the form alleged by L9eweiJ in this case in reference to a private., civil action - are a rare ·and
exceptional occurrence. More importantly, when they have occurred in the past. they have been
remedied either by further recourse to the ooum of the host country (something that Loewen decided .
to forego in this case) or by a timely intervention by the United States Govenunent.
. We ~ not. Jherefore,.fii.iLto. make . the strongesJ arguments we can in challenging the .
NAFTA tribunal':ijurisdiction undefCbapter 11 in this QI.Se. Any possible collateral benefits to U.S. ·
investors in Canada and Mexico of taking a position agreeable to the Tribunal's jurisdiction in these
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cases would strike me as extremely doubtful.
There may also be a significan
e in making a strong argument
against the applicability ofNAFTAC er l proceedings to review judgments (or settlements) in
private commercial disputes decided by U.S. courts. As you are well~aware, a number of
constitutionaJ chall~nges to NAFT A have been contemplated, ud one is currendy pending ....~qrig ·
:~~~.P,llJ20Ply.of constitutiooal arguments raised against NAFTA (almost all of which are frivolous) is'·
ithe contention that NAFTA Chapter 11 panels will.JlLable to "revie\l'/' the final decisions of U.S ..
admini~tive. agencies,r:andi·fo :this.·sense;"authority ..js"exercised,.el members who are not
''officers" of the United States.· as required by th-6P'tir.i@1. ·. · fthe Constitution.
While I think this argument can easily be deflected in regards to review of administrative
action, a harder case may pos.ibly be presented if NAFTA panels are "reviewing" jury verdicts from
state civil proceedings. Of course. I credit the point that a NAFrA Chapter 11 proceeding does ·not
purport to "reverse" or "overtwn" any U.S. proceeding; its solo purpose is to assign responsibility
to the United St.ates for a breach of NAFTA. This may, however, be a difficult distinction to
maintain. After all the 5eventh Amendment lO the Constitution provides that "no fact tried by a jwy,
shall be otherwise reexamined in any C-Owt of the United States, than according to the rules of the
~ommoo law." U.S. Co~. Amend. VIl. The situation raised mthe Loewen case thus might put the
United States in an awkward position in ariy constitutioDal defense ofNAFfA On the one hand, the
United Stales may wish lo argue that (in some sense) NAFTA arbitration panels are staffed by
officers of the United States. But to take this taclc would conflict with the obsCf'Vatiou lhat the
NAFTA panel then might be characterized as a "Court of the United States," arid to the extent that
it is reviewing a jury proceeding in a state cowt (if on!y for the purpose of establishing international
respons.i"bility on the part of the United States), that is in conflict With the Seventh Amendment.
For consistency sake, the United States should take a strong position before the NAFT A
arbitration panel that court proceedings in which no governmental entity is a party are not .. measures"
covered by Chapter 11 of NAFTA

•••••
I fully endorse your preliminary draft of an argwnent challenging the NAFr A arbitration
panel's competence in the Loewen case. Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any further
questions about my opinion in tlDs matter. With best wishes.

· Sincerely .yours,

Professor of Law

.
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The Department of Justice's Position on Arguments that .
Should Be Advanced in the Loewen NAFT A Arbitration

DOJ believes that the United States' best hope for success in the Loewen case is to argue
that domestic court judgments, particularly those in cases involving only private parties, are not
"measures" under the NAFTA. By contrast, the argument favored.by State and USTR is
Wunoored from the text of the NAFTA and is internally inconsistent. If the United States does
not argue that domestic court judgments are not "measures," there is a substantial risk that we
will lose the Loewen case (which alleges $725 million in damages) which, in tum, would create
significant policy problems for the U.S .
.

NAFTA Chapter 11 applies only to "measures adopted or maintained" by a government.
Although the term "rrieasures" is defined non-exhaustively to "incli.tde[] any law; regufaffon,'''"'"....... '· .'
procedure, requirement or practice, " the definition makes no mention of domestic court
judgments and, on its face, appears to contemplate only legislative and executive acts as opposed
·to verdicts rendered by the judiciary. This u,nderstariding is supported by the NAFTA's drafting
history, which suggests that the U.S. sought to foreclose international review of domestic court
judgments. Because international.tribunals cannot assert jurisdiction on the basis of ambigl.lous
treaty tenns, our argument should present a complete bar to tfre Loewen claim.
The tribunal's assertion of jurisdiction in Loewen would establish a dangerous precedent
whereby the U.S. could face international arbitration with respect to any state or federal court
judgment adversely affecting the interests of foreign fovestors and, as a result, would likely
generate a great deal of political hostility toward the NAFT A.and other international agreements.
Given that the U.S. is alone in its recogrution of large punitive damage awards, we believe that
the cost to the U.S. of allowing chall~nges to our court judgments far outweighs the benefits that
U.S. inv.estors may gain from being.pennhted to challenge 'foreign coui:t judgment.s. A case such
as Loewen highlights that the NAFTA provides foreign investors with more rights than
Americans have and arguably gives foreign companies an advantage over domestic companies.
While this may be true under any reading of the NAFTA, State's and USTR's view substantially
expands the rights given to foreign investors tha.t are not possesseQ. by U.S.ji:ivestqrs an.<f. .. .. . ..... ., . ""' ....
corporations domestically. In any event, Ql![jnterpretation will not cause a significant loss of
protection for U.S. investors abroad becaus~ executive action, including an enforcement action,
that results in a court judgment
would still
be a "measure" subject to the NAFTA.
.
.
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GliNERAI. COUNSEL

MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

Exhalistion of Local Remedies ln NA.PTA Chapter 11 aairn

FROM:

Robert G. Dreher
Deputy General Counsel

TO:

Peter Ru.Odlet
Office of WlUte House Counsel

>fir/J~
~

We understand that the NEC and White Reuse Counsel are·con~idering the isaue of ·
whether the U.S. Government should argue, iit its defense of the case brought by The Loewen
Group Wlder NAFTA Chapter 11, that a Chapter 11 claim may not be brought unless the claimant
has exhausted available remedies under domestic law.
We concur in the Department of Justice':1 conclusion that Article 1121 can be read, and in
our view should be read, so as to not have a~rogated the local remedies rule. To the ex:tent 'that
federal or subnational regulatory action can give rise to a Chapter l 1 claim, it seems elementary
that the full regulatory process (including administrative and judicial review) should be cornp,leted
before an international tribunal i~ allowed to intercede. Otherwise, the Unlted States could be
held financially liable at the international level for actions or inaction that could have been rectified
through our own domestic processes.. In add.ition, ifeXha:ustionoflocal remedies does occur,
.· international arbiters will benefit from e. more complete record and fewer uncertainties about how
to interpret regulatory measures.
Please address any questions or conunents regarding trus memorandum to me (telephone
(202) 260.8064) or to Joseph Freedman of my staff (telephone (202) S64·S406).
cc: Ken Doroshow, DOJ
Cynthia Francisco, DOS
Steven Fabry, USTR

John Duncan, NEC
Barbara McLeod, EPA
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June 27, 1999

MEMORANDUM
cc: Vic:.toria. M.

Cow

To:

Philip D. Bm'IZ
David J. Anderson
Vincent M. Garvey

From:

KcDDeth L Doroshow

Re:

JAews;s-R.cspoo.se$ to St81e Depanment's Critioism Of The Argument That Court

Judgments A.re Not "Measure•"
As you k.oow,

Mic:baeJ J. Math.r:son. Ac:ting Lega.I Adviser to the Stat.o Der.iartmmt. 5e:1t a letter
to David Ogden on June 22, 1999 (which we received 111 the end of the day on Jtme 24, l 999).
c:oatmdiDg tbu1 ot1r proposed argumcmt that court judgmrmts are not "ruc:asurcs" under the NA.PTA is
"un_pc:rsUilSive legally and undesirable &oua a policy STa.Ddpomt •..•" J have reviewed the argumcnu
aud autb.critic::11 offc:.rcd in the memorandum that accompBD.ied the letter. A3 explained in ~ detail
below, I believe that the e.rgw:ncur.s advanced by the State Department. while not without solOC forc:e,
do not ultU:nately undcnnine our pro}>C)sed argument Indeed, when viewed in the:ir proper cont.c::xt, al
least so.me oftbe authorities that the Sta!'= Dopllttlnt:nt cilCi provide additional support for the position
that coUrlJ~d~ents
riot "~; 11 ;·

are

J. ll!E.OlUW'iARY MEAHING OF "MEASlJRES"
Stare fil"Slt add.resSle.S our ~t that the otdi.naty meaning of the tenn •measures" ea:iludcs
c:.ourtjw:lgmenta. Significaritly, however. State raa.kes no etfo11 to address the fact that NA.FTA
Chapt.q" 11 is not only limited tof 11measiua'~ II bait to nmcasures adoptcd.or.mamtain.cd" by 8
govermnent. As we explained in our MA)' 3. 19~ draft of tho pioposcd argument. govern.meets da
.
not. as a mancr of comm.on Wl8IC. "adopt or mainrain" court judgraf.'Dts; rather. aw::.h judgments are - ~
''rca.d.ered." "issued;." "entered" or ''made." JC.egardless of whether the generic: term "mua.<JW'CS" could ·~
mer to court judgments. therefore. Sw:c'a argwncnb do uot overcome the.f.Bd that the further limiting
phrase "adopted or maint.aillcd" in Chapter 11 indcpendc:a:i.tly excludes court judgments froxn the

---

......
~5\DEN11:

Q.~

. Al(

t

.....
z . '1\08
?
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Chapte1'5 sc:opc ..L'
Nc:itber docs State contend tb8I coun judgments arc unambiruowly inc:luded within the
ord.inm'y meaning of 1be term ''mCUURS." At most. Siate paint& uut that die tenu is iUDbiguowi.
BeclUlc applicable c:a.nom of ~c:tion call far ju.c.b milbiguity fo be conmued in favor of
soven:iignty (notwith1nand.ing State's unpersuasive effon to .disc;redit those canons. m inb), the
cgumcnt that we propose shcll!d still Jm:vail even i.n the W:e of such criticism.

A. DiftioDIQ'. and NAUA DefW!i9m

Sta~ points out that "mc::aswcs" i3 the only term in NAITA Aitiele 201 (Oenm:al Definitions)
that is defined to "include" somet.h.l:ag. whereas all other tenDS an: defined to "mean" sorm:thing. ~
State MRllonaodum at o.2. From lb.is distinc:tion,, State infc:n that the drafters ofNAYTA may bavc:
intended to include cowtjudgments 'Wi~ 1be meaning of "m.rasura£" because the agreement uses a
"aon-exbaustive" definition. Tbc definition of"measwes" is aot. however, necessarily "non~
exhaustive .11

While "~"is the cnly term in Article 201 to be defined to "incl1Jdc'' rather than to
''mean," it is abo the oaly tam to be dcfillod by referenee to mm than ope tlljng. For e:ium:iplc:,
'\ · "person" is defined in Article 201 to "me.anO a ~.,!51 ect.cquise." In c;ootnsst, "measure"
o is defina! to "inc:IudcO any law. rogulU:ion. procedure. requirement ·.or practice." The fact that the
definitioci of hmea.sure" uses the word "i.ac:ludes" rather tbari. "means," theraforc, E;OU(d simply have
11
been bccauso, unlike a.ny of the; other dctinc::d tc:rm.s, it refers tO more than gpe tbin(. that is includc:d"
in tbe memting of the term. In other words. the use of "im:ludes;;-does not nece5sariJy render the
definition of m~ "oozi-cxhaus1ivc," but could have: bc:i:n inteuded merely to eoaJmp&SS each of
the sp~ificd itcrn.s within the genus of"measures." g: R. Jennings .. A.. Watts (eds.). Qp,;!et!l!eim's
1;.Wnational Law. 9th ed., P· 1280 n.20 0992) ("The ffj11sdeM geM,16 doc1rine is to the cifed 'that
general words whtn following (or some't.i.m.cs pri:ceding) special wOrds an: limited to the P"U9, if any.
indicated by the special wards.").

Mo.roOver. the drafters ofNAFTA clearly were .
"fi'iDg court judgments with
~c:jty'\.nthey Wauiied to do s0. ·F~ example
· 'ts eldi NAFTA
go~nt to apply its laws to "c:mur(c] tbe satisfm::tion of judgmcilb in adjudicatory proceedings."
By the prii:ioiple of apreuio 1111iw Ul qc/ruto alrw,iJ11, which·is·Mll·~gni.zed iD the law or tJeary
intcipietation, m Qp,pgtheim's at 1279-10~ one cm fairly ii::im'that.the dratteni ofNAFTA did aot
intc:ud. tQ include "judgment.II iD a.dju.d.icalm)' pnx:=dings" withiD the dcfl.altioo of "m.i::asurcs" in
Article 201.

Fi.nally, S1&le .rgueo that theR ia no. ba:iis in the gene;ric definition of "measure'' for
distinguishing betwun judicial acdons and other forms of govmnmeat action, as aJl a.re considered to .
be acts of a govmmuc:ot Yndct iAtematioaal Jew.. As Professor Baic1111aa cxplaiac:d mhis let1r!r of

~:1 point ia Wldc.rsccned by the linguisti~ a~ of State's c;;Jaim that the i:ssww"'" of a wurt
judgment cq equaled to "engag[io.g] in a 'ptocedure. requi:sement or practice."

i:ie
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lune 7. 1999, howc:va, "the intanational law of StaurR&'iiponsibility. bu alwayuSift"aen1iated
bctWcCD 'luasures' ... lad 'dcaial5. ~f jurtico ...."· Ulllike lcgialati'Ve or administrative mcfs, judicial
decisiom ve n:ndoml in the u.aJquc::~nteKt.of an appellate ay:Acm·l:bat i.s desigaed tct..an envrs
· committed by lower AJ11E'fB. Ii is mdRly ~Dllble Co assume·tbal·.the drafters of NAFTA bad flus
distinction in mind GDd did IJOt
Chapter 11 WU t'l&11COS9111f....:. or:even appropriatt- to llddn::ss
wronp c:ommiti.-.d by GOUtts. In ~:·state itsc:lf relies on thil. 'very distinction in INJ'pol1 of the · ·
subsidiary argument thau:oun J\ld~em oan 012Jy be "measum.. w.bisu Tmdcmi by the bighClft
Bvailablc court.. S.: State M.emonmdmn 111 3 ("[T]his atg\Una i"algbt.depcad o.q. a di~a bctwi:cn
~urts ad other 9tld.c m;tora• whic:b is be.Wd on tl1o unique·"appcUa'Ce stiuc'tUR o!thc:jud.ieial system ..
.. "). If State is willing ro 1a;epr this ~oil ~ court judaml!!iO.tS ad other foim.s of
.~ . _• govemmcnt ai;:tioo for pqrpoacs of the: subsid.i:tuy argument, it ii diflioull to uuderstand their ~laim that
7V, no sucb.distinction exists for pW:poses of the argumc:Dt lhat acnittjudgmeats are not "m~. 11

rcc'f"at

\

·r

B.

J~ipgal Ilm:rioDI

.

State contc:nds that the use: of the term "measures" in intcmational dcc:isions "qgcst.s that·
court adions can be m~." The case on which State chiofiy relies for um i;onteDtion i1 the recent
decision of The lotcma!ioniil Court of Jum.::r: ("ICJ") i:a thc: QHp.Cmiccg;iigg Fjflheri;~ IJ,u;isdjctign
(Spain y. ~. I.CJ. Gen. List No. 96 (Dec. 4, 1998); While Sr.ate quotes aa:uratcly (albeit
selectively) from the deelsio11, the dceision as a wbolo is far froin cwclusive co the question lllld,
indeed. provides additional support for' the view thllt court judgments are not nmeasUtc.3."

At issue in the Spanish Fj::iberi;s ~e was a "rescwation" in Canada's dec:latalioo of ~cc
of the ICJ 1s jurisdiction. The rc:scrYat:ion in qucttion removed from the lCJ's jurisdiction "disputes
a.ri&iuc Out of or coneemlng Cl11Ut:1'Wltl01' mu/ mtmag'111Bl'fl IJIB01111'BS taken by Cma.da" wicb reapcct to
fishing vessels in czttai.D rcgiom. (emphasis added). After. Canada seized a Spanish fishing vease.I
pursuant to the Clla1 di11D Coasml Fisbme·s'.PrOtedion AD. ("Cf'PA") and its implem=ting ~gulations,
Spain broughl u claim against Canada'in the IC1 alleging that the seizure violated intc:matioDal law.

Canada argued that the: ICJ Lacked jurisdiction over Spam1s Gluim bc:eause tbc CFPA was a
"cou.u:rvation and mauagemcnt measure" tho! Cannda reserved fivm the Court's jurisdictio11. Spain
argued that, while the gc;'beric =m "~eain.i.R" ardiMrily bu a broad. meaning, the bnm as used in the
nsservalion did not include lcggladon sueh as the CFPA. ·The' Court·rejcded Spain's argument and
found tb8t the CF.PA was pla,µ,Jy a11COD.ScJ'VD.tiOD mid•ID.il.D.aCctnerit,measwe" as to which ·Canada had
exp!eSSly removed tho Couit'I j~c;tiori. ha so finding, die ~ D.owt~.thul Ca•da "stress[edJ thcVl:IY-·:Wid.e meaaing of~ word ·~ •..• which is wed hdntd!latlonal muvcqtions io cm;ompass
SMQtcs, mplations and itdminfstzative ac;tian." hl az 'l 6S (emptwis added). ·

/I

V

Although the question of whether c:ourtjudgmeob are "measutes" was ?Jot at issQc in the ca.so,
it is 5ir;Wft~t 1bat tho c;cutt's explanation of the. "very 'Wide mean.in&" of tho g;auric term did not
include GOurtjudgments. but was insf£,ad limited to "'1atutc1, reg\llatiom and adm.ilµstrative action."
This is p?eGiscl1 our point. As wt: set out in our M8r3nb:lraft of•thc argument, the mdinary meaning
of the term ..tu.e4BUl1::S.. d~ uat refer to camt judgments, but only t0 legislative aDd 1cgulatoJY ec:r;ions.
To be sure, the Spanish Fisberlu c.ase does provide soine ,support for the CX)ntrary View. For
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example. as State pamts out. the ICJ found that the o-n;liN:ry meaai.Qg of "measures" is "wide enougb
ta cover any act. ~or proceeding •... • ~. at, 66; ~ llm j,d. (the rcxt of the resorvatioa "rckrs
DDl IO measures adopted by the ~Y~ but ~ply ta 'Cuwfa.'
is to say tho State as a whole, of
whidl the lcgislatuR is ooo r:.amtilUCl\t;.patl. "). Similarly, Clnadi& '.ilfBu.ed In its briof iD the ~., that
~ tam "covers all acis af State takea .izl ~qance ~fas high ~9~ polic;y, whether the)' tab a
f 1Ultltcot. physic.al, eeonomk or admio.i~ti~ foi:m." Co~tef..~¢moriaf of Canada oil Jurisdiction.
Feb, 29. 1996. ("C.eada':. Brief') at, 94 (~pbuis added). ks lllQ Canada's Brief
96 (quotiag
ftom • human rights l%eaty tbahpplicd to "IC&islative,j111/tcial, ~ve or other meuun:1")
(c:Diplwis added). Nevertheless. ewn th9"8h Ccada urged that "the oxpmslon 11DeasuRS1 iD ..
intcmatiomll pn.otice j15 tllc)most comprehensive term available. for the dcseriptif?A of govemmant
action.s," Caaad_a's Brief
97. the· most that it coUJd argue is T,bat thC "broadest pooible sense" of the
term "cneompass[cs] statutes. ~gulations and administrative action. C8131lda's Brief at t 9S. That
neither Canada Dar the IC1 referred to ~ourt judgments when they offered the broede5t possible
definition of "mcl15Ul'C$" reinforces the vi~ that court judgments are not within the crdimuy mC4Ding
of the term. Cf. Canada's Brief
96 ("[l)ts most coDlOlon usage is in relation to legi.slotiw
mcasUJ'e.'1.") (emphasis in original).'

"t·

st,

at,

at,

I

The two other ICJ auuJorities identified by State are similllfiY inconclusive. ln both CllSC"5, the
referc.iicc.s to "legislative, a.chnbistTBtive, or judicial measures" are made cotin:ly in passiog and give
no indication of the nature oftbe measures ID which they ref~r. Ia Advi119ry ()_pinion Concemjng the
LeAAI Cqnseguences for State~ oflbc Coptinued fxcsenc:e of South Aroca in Namibia (So\flb West
AfriCA) Notwitbswzdinc Ses;Ji!)' c;ourudBi;wlytjgp 276, 1971 I.C.J. 16, the sole: tt:fcretice to
~legislative~ adaii.nis1nrive, otJUdicial measures'~ is made in the separate opinion of Vice President

a

Aaunoun as part of gcoiril Wscussion of the legality ofSouth Africa's "racial discrimination,
apartheid and rc_latcd m~ .... " 19711.C.J. at 18. Lu The Notte';Xlhm ca.se Q.jcbtcnsein v,
Gygtcmlilil), 1955 I.CJ. 4, in r"'hidi LiditlWteiD challenged Ou111c:mala's ~qfortatJoa of ODO of its
alleged na.tioDals, tJ:ie reference ta "edm.Uiistrativc or juclic._ial measures taken io regard" tD the deported
iD no way endoned or even
individual appealed Ciiiir ea alquote from LicbttDSleih's cil.µpi and
addressed by the Court, which dismissed Lichtc:ns1cin's c;laims oa unrelated growids .~

was

l'Jt ia also worth n~ that, ~-.the tcnn al)peared in a reservatioa a.gaiJlst the ICf s jurisdiction,
the broad reading of "me8SW'C8"..in ~ Spanish fiMcrl" me was more protective of Canada's
sovereignty. In fact. Cuada;argue4:tbat the ti:rm ahouJd be ~acU:noi!.dly ~u.sc ~e law
requiles GD "unequivocal ~cation" of a Rvolunta:ry and indbpU'tableR· ~e of the 1crs
jurisdiction. Cwwla's Bric.f!c.TJS2-S3 (~iting !CJ ~s). Had tho iSSllo been piesentcd where a
ntm'ow mlding was necessmy to protect iovc:rcignty - u iD the x;:oews;.n case - It is unclear whether
the ICJ would baw ~ed the same resulL
MR.efcrcocc to '.'judicial authorities 1Bking the mcimucs in que8tion" Ls al5o made in Case CqPSmJiDJ
the MpUcation·.gfitbe_Csznyentioi1: gfl9Q2 goYs;mjpi the ~11urup oflnfanti (Netlicrlands v.
S~eul. 1951 I.CJ.
88~ but.dtis
cJCa:IY..hm "f'Pljcation hen:. In that ~e. the
"mGllSUla in qucStioo" were lbose of a Dutch gU8fdiAUj taking .Cps to protect tm: 'WCU·bei.Dg of a ~d.
The Court notcchhat "8"ording,~ D~li law. (guardians] are aat ~tive authorities" but are

ss.

refcrcncc.

no

wtcad "judicial authoritia$ applying Dutch law . . . .n Jd.
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Morea~. thaK passing references ·to "judicial mc:aswes". ap~~ be two of only five such
refereP.CeS in the entirety of 'die ICJ's history .f
llS 'fisheries Juri:JdictiOn (UnitAA I{iodom pf
CW;al Brjt&ip Piul Nsuth;m uhmd y, kcJwl), 1972 lC.J. 12, J7Coriiain& lc:tdBJid IO ;.~from
applying adzniniitrativc, judiCj.il woth"r·m~" against British shi~); FW>erim JQiisdic;tiPll
<Federal Ile;ulzli!c of Oqmg y, lr&Jand,'k19721.CJ, 30, 3S (ordering Iceland to "refrain !wm
applying a.diniiiistrativc, judi~ial or other Sil.naiom or llD)' other mcasc.u'§~ ~ 0crrnan ships);
Case Concemi.Qg tbs; Bau;slana:·fwupp Lidrt apd Power Co.. Ltd. CBeleium v SpaiD).1970 I.CJ. J,
· 319-320. EVcn, if th~ few references wae ildcDdcd to inclcdc;c:ourt judgmenu as mc:asUrcs, t!K:y
hardly establi:lb that the oP'O'lnOr,,·mosning of the ~rm "mcaslU'CS" Q'tr:a.ds so far, puticuliuty pveo the
ICfs n:ceot staiemcnt in the Spanish fj&herig case ibat the ''broaderrt po53ible'' definjtion of ml!U\lt'CS

s=

"cnc;om.pus[os] lt:alUtes, rcgulatiom and administrlti'°u actions."

.

-

The Bwtona fucJi2n case - of which State was apparently unaware wbcn it seal their
moracmmdum - appears to be the only ICJ dcc;ision in whh:h a ~wt Judgnient is referred IO (albeit
only in the scpllrU!e opinions of Judge Tunalca md ~oUil) as a "m~ure" ~~ as a result, presents
some difficulty for our proposed argument. In wt case, Belgium c.hallengcd an adjudieation in
bankrupt~y a,, amoog several "measun=s" iaJceu by vuriow organs '3fthe govcrwnent afSpaiil. the
result of which WIL!I the tnnsfer of asSC'ts of a compauy that WU l~ly eontrollcd by Belgian interests
to a Spanish i..ovcstm.e:nt group, 1970 I.CJ. at ) 1!'~J20 (&epiU"lde opinion of Judge Am.tDDUD). These
rerurenc:es may be dill'liog\Jiahablc, however, because the all~gations .in that case were that the
adjudication in banlaupti:;y was "uotliing athcr than the n:;s.i.tlt of ~c machin~tions of Juan March [the
Spanish investnient SJVUP to wbieh lhe assets of Barcelona Tnac:tio~ ~re transferred] iD '°Uusion with
SpaniJbjudicjaJ and adminbtrirtive authorities." 19721.C.J. ar ISJ (separate opinion ofJudge
Tanaka}. Ia otha watch, ~coun Jndgmna waa referred to as a "m~" only becaug it WL'I part of
an alleged on:hcstnltcd sc:hCllle involvin ·5cveral OJgaDS o! the Spanish ovenunent to stri the
Be gum

ell' owners ·p ofB~ oua

on.

MDRDvcr, because lhe Ici'ajurisdiction is Dot li.nilted to "zncasures adopted or maintained." by
a government. the ;amsslpne, ItJctjon Court had no oc~on to diffi::reutiatc .,etween the c;balleages to
Spain's administrati.~ ai;tions and .the "dclial of justice'' ~hum XQ~dc ogainst the bank:Nptcy
8'ljudic:ation. The uses of the term ~mQSUNs" by Judges Tanaka and Amzooun, therefore, are 01.0"'
properly viewed as generic rtfereDces to Belgium's c.laim iLs a whOlc and do not conclusively e$1ablisb
that wurt judgments fall within the ordins:y meaning of "measures." Indeed; even with biJ c85Ual Wic
of the term "m~" in Bve;lgna Tmctirm Judge Tunnka mado the more important point that
intematiorial tn"bunals ere not called upo11 to "examine the ~gularity of the dec:isions ofmw:iicipal
courts," as to do so would render the tribunal "11 'cow de cassation'. the highest court in~ municipllJ
law systrJ:n." 1970 I.CJ. at 1S7-SI (separatci opinion of Judge Tanaka).
11.

nm MEANJNG OP "MEASURES" IN.JIIE CONJ"EXI OE nm N.e.F'IA

· State as.sens that an arbitral tribuml "could easily find" that the uses of the term 'ml:'asurc'
thtougbout the NAFTA "do cot exclude court judgments." hJ each of the CX8Dlplcs givcu by State::,

taa.sc:d on a scan;h of WBStlaW's IC1 da~. which incl\ides the Court's~ &inco J947.
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however. the provts{oas in q...Uou itt more naNrllly rad u.~g only m leglsl.Uve or
administntive actions. k NAP'tA Anic;lc 1106(i) ("mca.S\IZ'C that requires im 'invcsmzcut to use a
technology ta mc;d g=aally applicable health. SBfct)'·or c.nvtromnautal stmd.uds ...."); NA.FTA Art.
1502(3) (n:qujriiig action rhrough "regulatory "°utrol. ~,uativc m~sion or cho applicatiOJ'l of
otha' meas"1res11 ~prevent moaopalics hm taking certaia ac;tioas); NAFTAArl 904 {Sblftdards..
ralated meuurcs). Swc1.s n;lianco on NAFJ'A AttiGle 904 for their pow is partlcularly:·mispiac'.ed. a
the "standards-related meUu.mi" to Wbich the provisiOD iefen U speqfially dcfia.ed in Chapter 9 to
OlOID a "standard, tec:haicaJ regulation or confanJut)' 11.SSCSSmenl proc:cdurc•., a dofinition that plainly
el'clwle6 coun judgmR:lts.• 5" NAFTA Artide 91 S.
Moreovr:r. rcgllrdlCISS. of their merits. Stde's iugumeats in this regard mis! the point. Because
m:nbiguitic:B in treaties arc resolvc:cl in fitvor of sonreipty. it dOQI not undormi.De the: legal Viability of
our p:oposed argument to sbow thm. othr.r NAFTA provisions J'MY be iD1erpreted to include ~wt
judgments. ~ead, Stale Would nr:c.d to mow thB.t tbose provisions m111/. be 50 iuterpreted, which
Suita's momonlndum does u.ot evon attempt to do.t

m. IlJE OJJrecr AND PtlB.PoSE OF THE NAfTA
State argues tbat allowi.ag court judgmcuts to be challe.aled in NA.FTA Ch.apter 11 proceedings
would sc:tVc the NA.ffA's goals of "promo.i[iog] c:oodittons of fair competition" and ''provid[iog]
adequate and cffcc:tivc pnilcC:tioD a:od euf~it-cment of intoJlec;Nal propeny rights." While lb.is may b~
true. it ncv~css begs the qucstioii of Wbc1h.er court judgments M:re i.Dtenqcd to be included as

~rneas':lle?n. subject lo challenge under Chapter. 11. ·.As P.rofes$0t BedC.DD4D points out, the incluiion of
court judgments "waul9. qwlcc all judicial aption, dircc:Uy implicate the:: United States' responsibility

I
. [(e.aiphasis
n

'\.

[J
'

. under in~tional law," which "distorts

and iaj~W.J4erstands lhe principle ofjudicial independence·

cm.braced aot only in the: United S'lates, bu~ al$D in Canad.a and Mexico." Bcdcrman Lc:tter at 2-3
inariginal)..; Si!.a&siwTwn_·en 19. 70 I.C
..J. at IS5-S6~(~:_(A)~
~dc:Oce oftbc jud:IC:i;.r,y, in rinci 1 •
une ftvm.
ibility «incerning the acitiVitie of
1}
~C:. ... "'~''. ex:~pt. ut egregious cases 'W,unting to a 'denial ofjustic:i:.') (sepalaf.c opinion of

Iiiage Tiiiika). Wbi'Je tlij ~ otNAFTA clearly 1.Dtendiit to subjec:t many forms of govemmonr

action to cballunge undei Chapter 11, it does not follow that tb.ey took the cXtraotdi.oary sb:p of
subjeeti.ag any (or. as Profi:.asor Bedc:rmml cautions, all) judicial ~on to eballatige as well. e'len i!to
do &a would bave promoted some of'tbe goals ofNAFTA.

use of the word "means" ill tl:ae definition of "staudardJ..relatt:d measure" uguably
undcrmi.De1 out argqmcmt advanc:cd above that tbc use of "in~Judcs" iD Article 201 's definition of
"measw'll" was not intended to make me definition "non..ex.bausti'VC...

l'Qf course. tbc

t'State makes oo effon to ar:tdmss our argument 'With respect t.o the NAYTA's ru!erenccs to
"pro'Visional" or "interim mcuwi:.s," uscrting simply ·that, In thair view, "[i]t is d.c:n11'tful an arbitraJ
aibunaJ would 5CC the term "ptuvisional measures" u a term or art" that is distinct fi:om ordinary
"measures." Our May 3.rd draft ~. th.i~
·~ 1=~ and Professor Bedermar.1 bas confinned
that the distinction we Dlake in tbis regw is ~taarly recognized in intenlatioual law.

pow
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Indeed, as we discuued in aur May 3nl draft. the~~~ 4Jdigatca that fh.ci
NAFTA's drafters.Cor et least lhe U.S. ocgod&tors> ~~~Jni~~~O.i dOmestlc couriJudgments
'by aD in~~ trihunal to be ~aiy Uid undesmible·md,. i.s a mult, iucb.s4cd pJUvjsiOas iD
ttu: isgreisment to prot~ as~ such u qccuiicll~. .&.Ill (1.S. Wbl~. Paper ofTalking PolDlB for Carta
Hills. Prum the negoiiatlng bisrory i!W'W.have· id~tiftcd, IJiCR(q~:ii~ that 1b8 WAFT.A, by
pc:imiamg.challetiga om)'. to'.JegijJative iiDd 11~¥c idiom, ~"iutCac!Cd ti> stnb a~
bdwf:C:D U1c compc:tiag goeb af
ting
1he
of c:aDb
c;.ountry'a judicial
!!latc:ms·
Srar.e's
mcmonmdqm fails even 10 mGll'don this point.
.
'-........._....
.

l

p i o m
·
o
•
.

·conditi~na oftBlr.trBd.c~ ~cm=

.
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IV. IN Pumo MmUS AW IRE PR.ESUMPTION IN FAVOR OF SOVEimlGNfY

Stab: notea our hc:;avy n:Jil.Dc:;p 011 the doctrine of in~ m.itiLla or "restrictive idte:lpre:r4tlon. ''
which provides thal ~tie;; .should bo mteipnrted .ID deferen" to t:be soverdgDiy of ltalZs. While s~
is C0I1cct tbatlhe doc~ is not witlwut i~ critics. the dOctrlne rcrnaim aa c:31:ablisbt.d and vioble part
· of treaty interpret.atioo and, many cvcnt. ~ 1;rlticism.s of tho doctrine have no appUQtioD to NA.FTA
Chapter 11 diaputes.

First. it should be noted dJ81 both 4itcmational "5D law and sc:holars appear to distiuguisb
(rathe:r inc~li~b_IY). ~ d.cx::~ of
from ~c principle that a savc::rc:iga's
c;onsent to the JunsdicUon of en U'ltimi*21onal t:nbUDB.l cannot bo presumed. The ICJ, for example, .bas
repeatedly insis~d·on ao "un.c:quivocai indication" of a "voluntary andind1Sputablc 1' a.cceprarx:e by a
sovm:igu of the C~s jurisdicition. ~ ,;.i.. ~c Cone!/![DinK Marltlme Pelimirttdcm apd Tea:ilPtial
Qywjons Bg,wecn Ojbg.ond B@njin (.Qatar y. ·ijabritin). I 99S t.C.J. CS, 63"64~ Qve CQgmning
Appliation pftbe CgnVgit)pq pnthgi~ori ;nd Punislmu;n't oftbe Crime,c)fOcnpcjde.. 1993
l.C.1. 325, 341-42. \lr"hile tho reasons for this standard appear to be ideilti~ to those underlying the
principle of "rc::strictivc.int~tation," the princi~ that cmJSeut to jurisdiction c:;annot be: presumed
bu not been subja;tcd. t0 similar criticism.>
~

•fF'!il\W'titi§ir

Ser;ond., even the i;rltics of"iestxictiv111 iaterprd&tio.n" ac;kaowlcdge T.hat the doctrim: rc:ni.aiu 11
viable c:anon of treaty interprda.tion that is used often by int.emalioDal rriburuils. k,; Cb.mies Brower
& Jason Bruesdiko. The loo-United 5tat92 Cl.,:ims Idlznnal c1g9a):at 265.69 (noting tb8!, while the
VicnDA Convention :d)oqJd have "di5pc:nJc[d] with tbc pnncip!e of Riitric:tive intc:rpretation the Iran- .
U.S. Clllim$ Tribuoal bas invoked tbo'doc1rino ro deny jurisdi1;tlon over r::laims) (citial ;asea). As we
noted ln our May 3rd draft. the A.ppdJare Panel of the WTO n:eendy .ft!affi.rmed the principle iD Its
dec.ision in EC Mea.m:rcs Concerpjng Meat and M"t Products (Hormones). 1998 \VL 25520, Rqmrt
oftheAppe!latc Bady at •71 n. 154 (WTO Jan. 16, 1998).

J

11.ndc:z:d, H. Lautcrpacht, who authored a.n iufl.ueli~al cri~que of the doctrine of "n:strictift'
intupretation" ill 1949 (which Sfate c;ites in their:mem~['111dµJD). zu,tth?rod an cqu,aUy iDfluc:a.tial
opinion DeUly a decade later while sitting as a judge on ~c ICJ, potiJ;ig tb&J.it bi a "£undamental ·
princ:iplc of intcmatiON.I judiQal sottlemcnt" th4t " tbe Co.u.rt Will nOt upbr.ild itJ jurisdictiou unlei>S the
intention to confer it bM been prcm:d boyo~ reasonabl" doubt." Oa:ta(~. p!hrain. l 99S l.C.J. al 64
(quoting Judge: Lu.rtap&c:ht's scpanitc opinion in CertJQQ N0 rwc;ldg "oans,, I.CJ. RDport:s 1957 at SB).
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Findly, the mtic~ of "restrictive intapreimion" bav-e no bclriDg on 1be Lgcwcg case or any
other NAfTA Chapter 11 displito. At.c:Ording to rhc dodrino'a critics, "n:siricti~ inrcrpetation" fails
to lake llrco account ·~e bonefita wbioh the party bOUnd by the commitment has raped iD
~di:ntioa of ib undcrtalk.ing. 11 • ·e. Laufctpm;ht. KmlrictiW Jirt;zppPfion and the Printjp.IG gf
Effi:gtj$1W hi the Jntg;quSMlgyi J#"l);pr,tin, J,49 Brit. Y.B. lm'fL. 48, S9• .5a llm C. BIVVR:i' &
1NOD Bruc:schkc. The Iilp-~::SJOl!S ti•tn11 Iribyri.!1(1991)st267 (the "Jule of'restrictivc
interpn:tation' has been criticized ~·~g tO n:&1rlc.;110n.s on the obligations of ciuc sovercip. State 'to
the detriment of ID)' benefits iii a tJaty provided to &Dothor savmip Stan:.") (quot:ins.£ue .?lo1 Al. I

.!\
a

lran-U .S. C.T.R. at 190). This ctitleism p.n::aumcs, lao~vcr. ,p;ud both ~es to the dUpute ~also
parties to the agreement. NAFTA Chapfa 11 ~. ln ·coiiirut, ~ ~y betweeu BD mvescor
a:ad u govliinmeni. only lhe latter ofwhir:b wu a party to tbe &g:r&MllDIML llcgardlesJ of the merits of ·
tbc foregoing Criticism, thm:fore, applic.ation oftbc dbctrioe of ldtrictivc; futctprctation' is entirely
appropriate ~Chapter 11 d•sputas. Siatc appears to r~co~ as mucb·in it9 rnemollll'l.dum. ~State
Memorandum at 3 f'[O]ac can argue tbal this iw:rpri:tive prinoiple should apply in the c:Ont.cxt of a
dispute bctwa:u a state and an investor ...•").
V. POLICY CQNSIDERAIIQNS.

S'Cate claims that "peth1tps the most fun~tal probleau" with om proposed m:gw:aent is that
its logic c:ould extend to exclude all Bdiom by io.dividual govc:mmcDt officials from the scope of tho
NA.FTA. .l\cf;ord.iPg to State, tbefe ia no clear bcui:i far disti~sbing a judicial decision from an
exo::utive decision lll1d. because we argue that the:: Article: 2~1 definition of,"mea.suio" does oot
expressly inc;;lude judicial decisions> oqr argument may leild to the undesitabh: result that executive
dei::isiom an: excluded from NAFTA a.s w.:11.

j

~~~, ~, Uicorn:ct ~ 'Chere ls no textual basis in Article 2.0 l for distingUIJhing judicial
decisions flu.al executive dc:cisiou. Unlike a judicial d.ccision, a drx:ision by an Uuti.vidu.al Exa:utive
Branch employee that affects a. foreip in\'eStmeat (assumi'Ag that the cmJ»loyee is authorized to ~ton
behalf of the government) '"iD be: properly viewed as a gov~ "'Rl<i~t" or "regulation,"
com.istc:Dt with the ordinary meaning of tho term "measures." To the exlmlt that the iucliYidual
employ"'.' actions me illegal or1.1DButhorize4, however.such acti~ are pWnly outside the sc;ope of
NAFTA Chap~ 11. If 1111 individual govcmmc.ut cmpIQJCC a.;;il
mu, cvea if that act impai.n> e
foreign investment. it c:am:ao't be said t.bal the aot "YU a "measUrc adopted or maintained" by the
gavcmmcnt.

mrm

Perhaps more u-oubling ia the problem that, 111 l~ with~ to ce:taiD endtrust matters in
,
the United Stat.c::s. the: Jaws an: c:nfon';al simwtancously by cx:ecutm: agc1:11:y dccisious Ci&.. the Federal. ;
Trade: Commission) and caW'C decisions a&.... in actions broqgbl by the Dopatlmcnt of Jwn:icx:). At first ; ·
blll5b. our propo6Cd argwiwut would seem to lc:ud to thi; awkward result that FTC decisioas arc
"111e&sure$11 whereas court dcc.isiDa.s on w;;ti.ODB btaught•by 1hc DcpatbDCDt af Justice; ~not, macly
because the Canner is rendered by an age,Dcf • t.b.a latter by a C:oW"t. · Given the principle ofjudicial .: i
illdcpendcncc at~ heart of 11demal of jwtic:e"'jun;.Prudenc;x:. however, the: argument that the NA.FTA ! :
trc:e.ta national c:owia as different from a~w agencies iS-not unroa:sobablo; Ba. !:&.
i
Uaicclgna Tractio,g. 1970 i:CJ. ·at 1SS-S6;r[AJ Staie by reasou oi'tbe i.ndepimdencc: of the judiciaiy, in ;
principle. is immune fiom responsibility conc:em.iDg.tbe activities of judicial organs" mca:pt in
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egsegious c:asr::s UDOunting to a 'denial afjustit.c.') (seplrale opinion of 1'Qdge Tanaka)~
State 8lao ~1ub that our~ argwncat .is undesirnJe.u a ·polic:y matter bcoausc
"[i]negular and arbitn1ryjudl1:0i1h'ltioas:tliat ckpri~ UlS; investOrs offuildazneuial"due progcss rights,

Wluding dJ.Di;e dom·wfthout Jegi&Jative af ~ autbOrit)', Bre&seriOUI CO~ of the executive
branch, BJ well IQ the CaDgrc:u;" This·may':be &o. aotwith,;tandillg tbc fact 1hit.tbCR is DO mdcnce in
. Tlie legislaiivu or negotiating hisiOry even sugg~ 'lbat C.angres& or ~embm of tbo ~vc:
.B~ ever coosidi:Rd the spa;ifi~·q=stion·of JUdicial adiou as ~Kd to other fonlis of
. go~aµt action. Evco if SW' is co~ ho~, the point tnl.ly uDdcncores our c.onten1ion thBl
the issue should be elevated to the: White House: for a ~siwi as to the approprillk balancing of
competing policy ceilcems.•
·
Fi.aally, State misc:onst:Ucrl Professor Bc:dctman's lenar BB cdorsing vnly the more liinited
argument thai cowt judgmaits in private civil· cases (as opposed ta ta:scs iD which a go:Ymunent is a
patty) are not "measures." .AS a n=view of his lctt&:r makes clear; Profesaor Bederman Nlly endotses

the broad argumerit tbBI 120· court judgm~t can be a m~ure. Wbilc be: riotc8 that the United Sbdcs
''would be c:Ontent with the nariowcst possible Nling oil the tribunal's i:ompetonce,." be does not
\
suggest that, to ol:Jt&irJ such a narrow ruling; the United States aced .DCt advmcc the broader uigummt
...
To the contrary, P!Rfimnr B~cnnan rcco~s that, while it may be deSirable BS A policy matter f9r
,/ '
cowt judgments other tban tbnpe iA pdvare cjvil g,sc:s to be coymd under the NAPTA, the lan_gyage
tho ~cot does uot admit of iru£h distinctions. As I read bis letter (lltld based OD my tclephooe
c.onversations with him), Pn:ift:ssor Bc:dcnnan appcm, to understand that thfl teXt ofNAFTA ~ uires . ~
that WC advance the bJoad
t 8J1 .U a matter 0 Jiti &tioD stnJegy. urge the Tribtm!IJ to go DO
~
further than it needs ta dc:terminc that the ptjvate civil judgments in issue lD

of

"me~."

j"·

·

VJ. Tiffi SUBSIDIARY ABPUMHNT
. State beliews that rather than make the broad argument Iha! court judg0umts are nat
"measures." we &hould advance only the subsidiary jurisdic:rlonaJ argumellt 'lba1eounjudgmcots1UC
"meuures 11 oaly wbmJ n:nden:d by the highest availiible court.»' Tbcrc are ut least two problems with
this approach.
Finl. while we may be able to establish thar Loewen must have exhausted the judicial process
before a Amcasutc" aJU!d be said to exist. the stren&th of our argUU2ent will 'llltimately rest on the
viability of ~austiOD in 1hi5 panieular ease. Our mocigest uguments in this regaxd are that: (1)

t°Jnterestingly, State makes no reference to any o!the poli'f i;oncaras that militate in favor of the
aigument that court judgments arc not "mcasmes," suggesting that the aialc;f may not JeQ)gnize those
~ncems.

'Mr. Malbcson'~ lctrcr c:uriously .sserts that thi.s subsidiary argument is one that neither we nor

Professor Bederman have considered. We set fonh. this vr:ry ~tin :iome de1all in o1D' May Jrd

draft. however, which Professor Bederman reviewed llDd disc:u!l!leS to Jn bis June 7th letter.
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Loev..e.n could~::~ lbe;\1.~. ~~c:~~0,'1U"l far "'~~;,~;Q'~~on ofQ&c.
uoderbiq j11dgmcot aad fOf a writ of certiorari the qocsticm oftbe:Missbsippi courts' refusal to
Waive the ·~bond ·ratlliremmt. and (2) ·Loewt:n ~.)M,lve filed !or baakruptGy,prolCG'lion
(wbi.oh &nQIT.& 8!1-~.@Yl IDd.~:Jts ~. ~·~~ As ID·the former aption,
Loewen could have a strong "t\rrilil)'" fll'B'iU1.lC:m. inQ:li~" ~:feUef. llDd ~tiom fur
c:atio18ri. are YClf'f rarely craatad. As to the latkr. it may,~:diifie,ult m.~o tbe Tdbuflu lhau 11
~should be~ to d~~ in~~ IJ)lJe ·~:to ~y~~ the judicial
pn:ic;ca for PllJPOliCol of ID~ claim. The Jibli!Joq4' of~ ~ing on lho subfidiary O liu~k
argumcat that Sn prefm, tbaefoie, may not be as stro111· 11J Stite,appc:an to believe.
er ~ {; ~

on

· Secand. even if we cstablilh tbat claimmts must exbaUSt the Judicial proeess, the argument
pn:fmed by State ~vu waGCdes that the ~OtlS of our highest caurts arc subject to
d,alleoge as "~" Ubdi:r N:~A CM,pter 11. Indeed.~ Mgpd;y ~l~ that is ~ted to be
filed in the next .acwnJ Weeks nbaa this pioblem ill awic: terms, as it ~enges a d~isio11 of the
MassachU!ietts.Supreme Judicial Court, bm which.a petition for ce.rtio~ was filed.iJDd d~cd by the
U.S. SUprcme Court While StntJ:. may be c:ontc.at with o waiver of sovereignty that would a.fford
foreign inveSlon (in contn$t m U.S. dtizem).an additional means to ubtain n:view of mgb (;Ou:rt
dcc~o~.wit.h the United Sfatr:s 1effectiwly seMllg as ~r of those decisions, othm wit.h
policymaking authority may be of a ditfen:int view.

:.'~,

TOTAL P. 11
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June I, 1999

MEMORANDUM FOR:

KENNETH L. DOROSHOW
Department of Justice, Civil Division

FROM:

Steven F. Fabry
USTR, Office of the General Counsel

Loewen v. United States: Concerns About the Argument That
SUBJECT:
Court Orders are Never "Measures"

First of all, thank you again for your memorandum of May 3, 1999, in which you outline your
draft jurisdictional arguments. I appreciate your having undertaken to prepare the arguments so
far in advance of their submission, and thereby having given us ample time to consider them.
As you know, I have serious concerns about the viability of the draft argument made in Part I of
your May 3 memorandum: the argwnent that Loewen's claim is not arbitrable under Chapter 11
because court orders' can,"never" (as opposed to "in this case") be "measures" as that term is
defined in NAFTA Article 20 I. This paper is an attempt to sketch out, briefly and informally,
some of my concerns. It has not been vetted within USTR, and my colleagues might make
additional or different legal points. Moreover, I have also not addressed the separate, important
question of whether, as a policy matter, the U.S. Government should advance that argwnent.
Nevertheless, I hope that you will find these .particular reactions useful.

1.

NAFTA pertains to applications of measures as well as to measures per se.

The draft argument begins with the statement that Article 11 OJ "limits the application ·of Chapter
l l only to 'measures adopted or maintained by a Party .... "' Jn addition to noting that the word"
only" does not appear in the text of Article l IO I, I am concerned that the draft argument deperids
on too narrow an interpretation of that provision. In effect, the draft argument analyzes whether

-------·---·1 I have .used the broader term court "orders" rather than "judgments" because, as far as I
. can tell, Loewen is challenging not only the jury verdict but also the decision of the Mississippi Supreme
Court not to lower the amount of the supersedeas bond. See, e.g., Notice of Claim, para. 158.
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court orders are "measures". The draft argument does not seem to take into account the
possibility that court orders can apply, implement or enforce measures, and that such application,
implementation or enforcement could also fall within the scope of Chapter 11.
The text of Chapter 11 in fact suggests that application, implementation and enforcement of
measures were intended to be covered by the Chapter. For example, Article 1106 applies,
generally speaking, to certain requirements that a Party might wish to place on the establishment
or operation of an investment. The text of Article 1106 applies to a Party's attempts to "impose
or enforce any of the following requirements .... " It is not clear how this provision could be
operative if Chapter 11 did not extend to the application of measures as well as to measures in
the abstract.
Similarly, Article 1109 generally req.uires the Parties to permit transfers relating to an investment
to be made freely and without delay. Article 1109(4) provides exceptions to that requirement.
The exceptions are phrased in terms of"application of [a Party's] Jaws". This set of exceptions
would not be necessary if Chapter 11 did not extend to applications of measures.
Finally, it is also difficult to .reconcile the draft argument with the investor-state dispute
senlement mechanism. That mechanism does not permit measures to be challenged in the
abstract, but only if they cause "loss or damage" to the investor. (See, e.g., Article 1116(1 ).)
This case involves at least one "measure" that clearly fits the definition in Article 201: the
Mississippi supersedeas bond rule. Loewen has challenged the refusal of the Mississippi
Supreme Court to exercise its discretion under that rule to lower the bond for Loewen. It would
not make sense to say that the rule itself could be challenged in investor-state arbitration, but that
the application of the rule by the Supreme Court in this particular case cannot be challenged.
2.

The NAFI'A implies that court orders can be "measures".

NAFTA Article 201 says that the term "measure includes any !aw, regulation, procedure,
requirem.ent or practice". All the other definitions in Article 201 use the formulation "[defined
term] means {definition]". Therefore, the draft argument faces two difficulties: that Article 201
does not provide an exhaustive definition of the term "measure" (and given the remedial nature
of NAFTA maybe read expansively); and that it does not say that court orders are not measures.
Other elements ofNAFTA in fact point the other way.
A.

Chapter l l

Several provisions within Chapter 11 imply that court orders are measures covered by the .
disciplines of Chapter i I. To return to the transfers provisions of Article 1109, a number of the
specific exceptions in Article 1109(4) seem quite clearly to refer to judicial action: in particular,
the application of a Party's laws relating to bankruptcy (exception 'a'), criminal or penal offenses
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(exception 'c'), and ensuring the satisfaction of judgments (exception 'e'). These exceptions
would not be needed if comt.orders could not be "measures".
Article 1106 also clearly contemplates that court orders fall within the scope of the Chapter.
Article l l 06( I)(f) creates an exception to one of the prohibitions contained in Article 1106. The
prohibition applies "except when the requirement is imposed or the commitment or undertaking
is enforced by a court1 administrative tribunal, or competition authority .... " If court orders
could not be "measures", there would be no need for this additional exception.
Finally, the term "interim measures" is used in Article 1134, and covers the arbitration equivalent
of interlocutory court orders. The draft argument responds to this point by noting that interim
measures in an arbitration have a different function from interim or final awards on the merits,
but the fact remains that interim measures are a kind of measure.
B.

Chapter 17

NAFT A Chapter 17 (Intellectual Property) contains several provisions that seem to confirm that
court orders can be measures. Articles 1714 et seq: generally requires the Parties to provide for
. enforcement of intellectual property rights. Those Articles use the word "procedure" -- one of
the types of "measure" as defined in Article 201 -·to mean judicial relief. Article 1714( l ), for
example, provides that:
Each Party shall ensure that enforcement procedures, as specified in this Article
and Articles 1715 through 1718, are available under its domestic law so as to
permit effective action to be taken against any act of infringement of intellectual
property rights covered by this Chapter, including expeditious remedies to prevent
infringements and remedies to deter further infringements. (Emphasis added.)
Other chapters of NAFT A may provide similar examples, though I have not yet had an
opportunity to review them.
C.

Trade Agreement Jurisprudence

Although the NAFTA is not one of the trade agreements negotiated under the auspices of the
World Trade Organization or its predecessor, the GAIT, the negotiators of the NAFT A were
familiar with those agreements. Although I do not know of a case in which a court order was
held to be a measure, jurisprudence under the GA TT does clearly hold that adjudications can be
measures. The Spring Assemblies case includes the following ruling:
[T]he Paciel interpreted the word 'measure' to mean the exclusion order issued by
the United States International Trade Commission (ITC) under the provisions and
procedures of Section 337 since, in the view of the Panel: it was the exclusion
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order which operated as the measure preventing the importation of the infringing
product. 2
If an order issued by the ITC in an administrative adjudication can be a "measure'', a court order
can presumably be one also. In this connection I recall what Dick Larm mentioned at one of our
meetings: the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice and.the Federal Trade Commission
both enforce U.S. antitrust laws, the fonner through the courts, the latter through administrative
action. It is not clear why the two should be treated differently.
3.

Other matters

The draft argument raises some additional questions that are set out briefly below:
The bilateral investment treaties that the United States has entered into do not contain a
scope provision similar to NAFTA Article 110 I ( 1). Therefore, it seems very difficult to
argue that those treaties are limited to "measures". The implication of your draft
argument, therefore, is that NAFTA Chapter 11 provides less protection than the bilateral
investment treaties do. However, I do not know of any drafting history or other
documentation that suggest the negotiators intended such an outcome.
It is not clear how to reconcile the draft argument with eminent domain procee~ings
under U.S. law. Those proceedings constitute-· or are the last step in·· a physical taking
of property, and therefore seem to be expropriations within the meaning of Article 1110.
But under the draft argument, they would seem to be completely excluded.

You cite Carla.Hills' talking points for the proposition that Chapter 11 was not intended
to permit investor-state tribunals to review decisions made by courts. As l read the
portions that you have cited (I have not seen the original document), those talking points
suggest that it is Article 1121 -- not the definition of "measure" •• that accomplishes this
objective.
There are other parts of the definition of "measure" to contend with. For example, how
are we to deal with the word "practice"? It seems different than "law" or "regulation" -and therefore suggests that "measure" goes beyond laws and regulations. If Mexican or
Canadian courts made it a practice to discriminate against U.S. investors, would that fall
within the scope of Chapter 11?

--·-·-·-·-- · - - - - 2

Report of the Panel in "United States - Imports of Certain Automotive Spring Assemblies,"

US333, adopted 26 May 1983, BISD 30S/J 07, para. 54.
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As I mentioned to you recently, the Government of Mexico uses the word"
procedimiento" -- the equivalent in the Spanish text for "procedure" -- to include
investor-state arbitration proceedings.

'*******
I would be pleased to elaborate on any of these points if you like, or to discuss them with you.
I also look forward to working with you on Parts II and III of the draft argument. and to our
continued close cooperation on this very interesting and challenging case.

cc:

Mark Clodfelter/Cynthia Stewart - Department of State, L/CID
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